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ABSTRACT

As energy demand increases amidst a world desiring the responsible use of resources,
large‐scale power plants will remain a critical key to the solution. With the advent of ultra super
critical technology for traditional coal‐fired power plants along with advanced scrubber technology
and carbon sequestration possibilities, large coal power plants may offer one of the cleaner and
cheaper methods to use as a transition until new technologies provide a viable manner in which to
move away from fossil fuels. Additionally, with the legislative climate in the United States since the
Three Mile Island incident, any nuclear technology will only be allowed in large centralized
locations.
With the majority of the United States’ power being provided by large power plants, they
make an obvious target for research seeking to optimize performance. Currently, many new data
intensive technologies, from intelligent techniques to data mining, are being developed that open
new doors previously closed when trying to optimize system performance. These technologies are
often not well suited to the typical hardware used for the real‐time control of system processes.
Multi‐agent technology provides an ideal platform from which to implement many of the new
techniques being developed.
While multi‐agent technology in theory provides an ideal way to implement
computationally heavy algorithms, multi‐agent systems are distributed asynchronous systems.
Such systems are far more challenging to work with than the more traditional synchronous
machine that most engineers and software developers work with. While many control engineers
have experience with such systems, they are typically not the people developing the new
techniques that will allow enhanced operation. This leads to discrepancies when implementing
ideas from the lab into reality.
To address this issue, a development platform is required that can be used from the
beginning of development that will allow initial work without needing the entire distributed system
to work together, but allow a convenient method for testing system performance in a distributed
asynchronous environment without having to re‐implement the ideas on a completely different
platform.
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For this purpose, a Distributed Real‐time Agent Framework with Time‐warp (DRAFT)
multi‐agent system is proposed to address these issues using discrete event simulation techniques
in conjunction with continuous ordinary differential equation solvers to provide a way for
simulating a multi‐agent system alongside a power plant. The discrete event simulation techniques
allow agents to operate as fast as possible simulation or run a pseudo real‐time simulation. In the
former, all events are forced to synchronize; eliminating some of the complications of a distributed
asynchronous system, but in the later, the system operates completely in a distributed
asynchronous environment.
Additionally, the manner in which multi‐objective optimization is implemented will be
completely overhauled to make it far more intuitive and useful. This is appropriate as the main
objective in using multi‐agent technology on a power plant is to assist in the optimization problem
and gain as much extra efficiency as is possible.
This work is a continuation of initial development of a basic multi‐agent system with
intelligent control techniques, and focuses primarily on developing a new agent architecture and
the multi‐objective optimization techniques while addressing certain real‐time issues that had yet
to be resolved.
This thesis contributes generally to area of multi‐agent systems, pushing further the use of
agent technology with real‐time systems. More specifically, it contributes to simulation techniques
useful for combining complex discrete systems with similarly complex continuous systems. It also
develops a new approach for how to deal with the multi‐objective optimization problem. These
issues are of direct importance to the use of multi‐agent technology on power plants and the author
was well suited to tackle these problems as they mirror issues faced by the Department of Defense
in pursuing distributed coordination techniques.
It is hoped that this work will further solidify and increase the quality of multi‐agent
research with real‐time systems and encourage research to move from theoretical or overly
simplified situations to more pertinent real world applications. It also hoped that this research will
contribute to laying out well defined procedures to approach a multi‐objective optimization
problem. Results of this work will hopefully be used to enhance efficiency and allow a mechanism
for many new data intensive solutions to current challenges.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation
This thesis seeks to continue the work of providing a new framework for the design and
implementation of control systems in power plants through the use of multi‐agent systems. This
work is motivated by three main points. First and foremost, it is motivated by the fact that large
scale power plants are a vital aspect of this country’s infrastructure and should continue to be
analyzed and improved.

Distributed generation and alternative energy sources are being

developed quickly but it will be a long time, if ever, before they can replace large fossil fuel and
nuclear power plants. Second, most complete failures of power plants or the power system in
general are caused by human error. This warrants developing systems that are better designed to
interact and deal with humans.

Third, security needs to become a major concern in the

development of power plant control systems. Current distributed control systems in power plants
using SCADA have no means for providing cyber security besides using external firewalls and do
not provide many tools to help operators overcome physical failures within the plant.

1.1.1 Future Large Scale Power Plants
Energy, in its many forms, supports important functions on numerous levels. Mankind has
always sought ways to harness this energy more effectively and in new ways. In this endeavor, man
has achieved high levels of success and seems poised to continue this trend for the foreseeable
future.

However, humanity, in all of its capability to achieve new feats, must lean on past

accomplishments to do so.
Perhaps the most poignant example of this is the current dependence on oil and other fossil
fuels, yet these are just resources that allow the conversion of energy into other forms. While life
without electricity is actually far more feasible than life without combustible fuels, and currently
1

dependent upon fossil fuels, science and technology is pushing the world to a point where
electricity will be what powers most everyday objects.
This trend is easily seen in the United States, where 44% of the nation’s total energy is
devoted to electricity [1]. Many new houses now come with electric heating and ovens instead of
using gas or oil.

Chainsaws and weed‐whackers can now be powered through an outlet.

Electricity’s demand is continually increasing and will probably continue to rise for an extended
period of time. This is highly unfortunate for one blatantly obvious reason that many people forget
about, and that is the fact that electricity is still mainly produced through the consumption of fossil
fuels. Of the United States power generation, 70% comes from fossil fuels, 19.5% from nuclear
power, and only 10.5% coming from renewable energy sources [2].
Reading the recent scholarly publications on power generation, it can be seen that there is a
huge push toward distributed generation. This involves anything from small diesel generators to
individual wind turbines. Most of the focus of research is being geared toward this and completely
new fuel sources. Other than on specific physical processes, mainly pollution reduction and higher
pressure operating ranges, there is little research, especially in the United States, going toward
large scale fossil fuel power plants. This can be mainly attributed to the lack of research funds from
the deregulated utilities and a general desire of researchers to tackle issues garnering more
attention.
Yet, with an abundance of coal, a high dependency on electricity, and a lack of immediate
solutions to replacing fossil fuels, it is expected that fossil fuel power plants will continue to be
needed for many years to come. Additionally, these plants will continue to become larger and more
complicated in an attempt to mitigate the pollution and efficiency problems associated with fossil
fuels. With the current state of affairs, it is also expected that construction of new nuclear power
plants will be resumed. In conclusion, there are going to be many new large scale power plants
requiring complicated control and monitoring systems.

1.1.2 Human Error and the Power System
In general, most areas within the United States enjoy very stable electric power all day long.
Most people are not worried about whether they will have power in the morning. In August of
2003, a large cascading blackout revealed a number of weaknesses in the grid. Most of these
weaknesses can be attributed to human error. While natural faults and system failures weakened
the system, it was mainly human mistakes that led to the large cascade which caused so much
havoc. This cannot be abstracted away from the generation side, because it was instability, due to
2

an operator tripped unit station 5 by pushing it beyond its limits, and being unable to bring it back
up before the blackout cascaded [1].
Unfortunately, deregulation is causing a significant shift in where utilities invest their
resources [3, 4]. In an attempt to stay competitive and boost profits, many utilities are not training
new employees or providing better training for existing employees. With such tight margins, the
utilities are also running equipment as long as they can, making it more vulnerable to being pushed
beyond its limit. With a lack of resources to invest in such things, it is impeditive that the research
community provides methods to assist the operators so they can keep up with increasing demands
while having less support and tighter tolerances.
For this purpose, intelligent control systems that are capable of early detection and
proposing appropriate courses of action are required to enable operators to react quickly to
problems that they themselves would not be able to handle alone. Such a system would also be able
to aggregate data into useful groupings and do customized searches and analyses requested by the
operator. Ideally, the system should also be able to deal with numerous unexpected events on its
own if an operator is unable to provide confirmation of proposed actions.
This will provide power plants with a tool that enhances the performance of the operators
which will in turn enhance the operation of the power plant. It will provide a proper balance
between a human’s ability to deal with unexpected situations, and the consistency that can be
achieved with computation. As control systems progressively become better at emulating humans’
ability to adapt, it will also pave the way for autonomous control systems that can be trusted to
safely operate power plants without constant human supervision.

1.1.3 Security of the Power System
A final reason to reevaluate how power plants are controlled is due to the increased
security concerns that must be addressed. Threats such as terrorism and cyber attacks are
becoming increasingly likely to be the cause of problems within power plants and the power
system. This issue has been recognized, but it is not being addressed by any current research
projects. At best, a different sector of industry will develop protocols and technologies that can be
adapted to suite the power industry.
This is unacceptable, because the power system is of much greater importance than most
other industrial processes, and is therefore more likely to be a target of malicious individuals who
desire wide spread damage.
3

Physical damage to a power plant, to a certain extent could be dealt with. Depending on the
severity of the problem, if a sophisticated enough analysis was done, it might be possible to run the
power plant at a lower level of production without complete failure. This is an interesting area, but
is more likely to become prominent later if power plants are designed to be more flexible in their
physical capabilities.
Of larger and more addressable concern within the control of power plants is cyber
security. The design and implementation of the control and monitoring systems directly affects
how vulnerable the power plant will be to cyber threats. Unfortunately, current power plants are
extremely vulnerable. It is not that easy to gain access to the system, but once access it achieved,
there are no fail‐safes, and the intruder could basically do anything they wanted to the system, from
changing the operating set points to triggering false alarms. This requires a control architecture
that has security features that are still functional when the system is breached. To do this means a
more self‐aware control system has to be implemented.

1.2 Proposed Approach
Power engineering and many other fields have been looking toward artificial
intelligence/machine learning to tackle large scale problems where analytical solutions are either
impossible or simply infeasible with current resources. Of the numerous methods being pursued,
multi‐agent systems has garnered interest in many fields of research. Multi‐agent systems within
the realm of power engineering is an emerging field that is actively being pursued for various
purposes. The largest area of interest is within power systems, but it has also been investigated for
power generation as well. As the needs and reasons to use a multi‐agent system differ significantly
between power systems and power generation, it is important to address the issue separately. This
work will be limited strictly to power generation.
One of the biggest reasons to adopt multi‐agent systems for the control of power plants is
simply to provide a level of abstraction that allows human designers to cope with the increasing
complexity of power plants [5]. Agent technology is inherently designed to ease the interoperation
of heterogeneous components from different designers. This requires additional overhead in the
beginning when it is a new concept, but leads to overall decrease in design time with an increase in
quality. This can be likened to how object oriented programming dramatically shifted the design
paradigm in computer science.

4

It is already standard practice for projects to be split up into pieces that can be tackled
separately, but as technology allows more autonomous operation of devices, it will be important
that standards are developed to ensure that these pieces interact the way they are supposed to.
This is why a large portion of the work within multi‐agent systems is dedicated to standards.
Unfortunately, since multi‐agent systems are still a relatively new (in implementation) approach,
there is a significant lack of expertise to draw on for the design of these standards. This requires
that different approaches are investigated to discover what works, what does not, and realize the
full set of possibilities before they are limited by short sighted standards. One of the premises of
this work is that current agent standards being proposed do not adequately reflect the needs of
power generation. This work will seek to take advantage of current research and results, but also
deviate when necessary to explore new possibilities for the application of multi‐agent systems to
power generation.
Multi‐agent systems are also highly desirable because of their ability to enhance the
productivity of operators. Computers can detect anomalies and report important information
quickly. Combined with the communication capabilities of a multi‐agent system, this will provide
operators with more control over what information they are exposed to, and hopefully decrease
their response time to unexpected events, enabling safer and more stable operation of the power
plant.
It is also important to realize the possibilities of computers to deal with unexpected events
on their own. Through the use of parallelism and the ability to coordinate their actions, multi‐agent
systems can accomplish things that were not necessarily envisioned in their implementation. This
is a double edged sword; however, as this ability could cause as many problems as solutions, which
is why more work must be invested in the verification of multi‐agent systems.

1.3 Scope of Thesis
Pennsylvania State University’s Power Systems Control Lab has already invested significant
research effort into the area of multi‐agent systems, providing the base this work will extend.
There has also been much work by others on multi‐agent systems that can be built upon as well. A
brief summary of what has already been accomplished is provided below to show where and why
the following work is being proposed. Then the scope of the thesis is provided to show how it will
affect the area of multi‐agent systems and power plant control.

5

1.3.1 Scope of Thesis Regarding MultiAgent Systems
This thesis will focus on two major issues while attempting to provide a useful tool to the
agent community. The first issue will be the verification/simulation of multi‐agent systems applied
to large scale real time applications. This will address issues that are typically avoided due to the
fact most complex multi‐agent systems exist entirely in software and can ignore many timing and
synchronizing issues. Most real time agent systems are developed directly on hardware, skipping
computer simulation. This is not feasible for power plant control systems. The second issue will be
the development of how to implement an agent’s ‘brains’ that will be applicable to real time
systems.

This will require an algorithm capable of scheduling and choosing appropriate

goals/tasks without a high level of overhead. Both of these issues will be addressed in more detail
in later chapters.
In addition to addressing those two major issues, this work will provide a fairly flexible and
generic multi‐agent system that can either be used directly, or simply as a reference for others.
This will involve providing all of the specifics for how the different aspects of the multi‐agent
system, from networking and communication, to agent architecture and control algorithms must
work together. Ideally, this will provide one of the first multi‐agent systems that can be identically
duplicated by others, without overwhelming the reader.
The specific goals of this thesis are laid out below. A second set of goals for the particular
multi‐agent system as it applies to a power plant will also be provided.
•

Develop framework for verification/simulation of complex multi‐agent systems in physical
environments

•

•

•

o

Have agents provide their own verification/simulation

o

Have agents automatically configure simulation based on available models

o

Provide for autonomous load distribution to enhance speed

Develop agent architecture for decision making
o

Must take scheduling and timing into account

o

Must have low overhead

Use generic communication protocol
o

Must be able to emulate provided standards

o

Allow modification beyond what standards allow

Lay out specifics of multi‐agent architecture and how all of the pieces are connected
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1.3.2 Scope of Thesis Regarding Large Scale Power Plants
The power plant model used for this will be a 600 MW oil‐fired rum‐type boiler turbine‐
generator. Above, the goals of this work are stated as they pertain to a generic multi‐agent system.
An actual multi‐agent system cannot be realized without goals and purposes of its own. These goals
pertain to the specific operation of the power plant.
•

Provide advanced control system utilizing a new framework for the improvement in the
realization, robustness, flexibility, optimization, and total automation of power plant
operation.

•

Provide optimal set‐points (references) based on multi‐objective constraints

•

Preserve stability while optimizing control action

•

Improve robustness through advanced monitoring systems

•

Provide dynamic visualizations and handle custom queries by operators
Of these tasks, some of the algorithms for generating set‐points and optimizing the control

actions have already been completed by previous work in the PSU Power Systems Control Lab. A
brief study of new tools available will be done. Additional work will be required for the monitoring
system as well as creating a human machine interface. This thesis will focus on explaining the
overall architecture of the multi‐agent system and how real‐time constraints are dealt with, a new
more appropriate method for multi‐objective optimization, and the new simulation framework
developed that allows to switch between ideal fast simulations and pseudo real‐time simulations.
Implementation specific issues and software development issues are avoided as much as possible in
the thesis, which can be discovered by looking through the agent code that will be provided online
as well as a small manual that will explain some specifics that are only issues due to how this multi‐
agent architecture was implemented.

1.3.3 Important Issues not Being Addressed
One of the most important issues not being addressed within this thesis is cyber security.
This is due to the fact that the security aspect of a power plant is beyond the scope of any single
thesis and far beyond the scope of this thesis. Ideally, most aspects of the security should be
abstracted out of the agent design just as the computer and network are abstracted out. Obviously
for real time situations, the time delay added by security overhead is extremely important, but it
will not change the fundamentals of multi‐agent systems. Security is mentioned because the multi‐
7

agent system provides a natural platform to deliver much more sophisticated security policies than
could be provided by traditional distributed control systems.
Another important issue not being addressed is the use of a real time communication protocol.
Work on real time agent communication protocols is only in the infant stages of development and
would also be beyond the scope of this thesis [6, 7]. This can be mitigated by designing a multi‐
agent system that can deal with late or lost messages, which should be true in most multi‐agent
systems.
While work will be done on the human machine interface, it will be far from complete.
Designing an entire interface for operators has already been done and improving them is a very
subjective matter. Only a basic interface will be designed, providing the methodology that would be
required to implement a fully functional interface. It will also allow others to use this system for
the sole purpose of making better interfaces.

1.4 Thesis Layout
This thesis is comprised of six chapters. The second chapter discusses the two power plant
models used throughout the thesis. The third chapter reviews some previous work in the power
system area using multi‐agent systems and then focuses on the specifics of how individual agents
work. The fourth chapter focuses on the specifics of the multi‐agent system and how the different
agents work together.

The fifth chapter focuses on how to better carry out multi‐objective

optimization, which is currently the most important aspect of the multi‐agent system. The sixth
chapter discusses the distributed simulation techniques used and evaluates their overall
performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn and some suggestions for future research are given in
the seventh chapter.
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Chapter 2
POWER PLANT MODELS

All work done in this thesis is applied to two separate models. One of the models is a third‐
order model power plant that is traditionally used in many other papers due to its simplicity. All
initial development work was performed with the third‐order model to simplify the development
and debugging process.
Additionally, all techniques are applied to a twenty third‐order model. This model pushes
the system to its computational limits that would be necessary for real‐time operation on an actual
power plant. Since most of the approaches currently used in the different agent are data‐intensive,
their speed is directly linked to the number of inputs and outputs of the system. Up to this point, it
has not been demonstrated that the given techniques implemented through a multi‐agent system
can be used in a real‐time environment. As all work is done in Matlab™, the achieving of faster than
real time performance on the twenty third‐order model guarantees the feasibility of this type of
approach for real‐time systems.
The testing of multiple power plants serves additional purposes of demonstrating the
general usability of this type of approach. A major, but subjective, benefit of using a multi‐agent
system is that implementing it should be simpler and more effective than current methods. Ideally,
enough work and development should be put into the agent architecture that developers only need
to concern themselves with the specifics of their application. While there should be a large onetime
cost for the initial development of a multi‐agent system, it should then recover those costs by
decreasing the cost of successive implementations, or be the only viable approach to achieve design
objectives.
If a multi‐agent system does not simplify and speed up the development of viable power
plant control systems, it should not be considered and will only serve to add complexity and
headache to an already complex design process. This issue can only be analyzed by using the multi‐
agent system on multiple power plants.
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2.1 ThirdOrder Power Plant Model
Due to the simplicity of the third‐order model, it is presented fully in this chapter instead of
being included in the appendix. The third‐order model used is a 160 MW oil‐fired boiler‐turbine
unit as modeled by [8]. It is a three input, three output system with three differential equations (2.
1‐3). The three inputs u1 u2 and u3 are all control valves that effect mass flow rates within the
system. Input u1 controls the mass flow rate of fuel, u2 the steam to the turbine, and u3 the
feedwater to the drum. All three controls are normalized where for u1, 0‐1 corresponds to 0‐14
kg/s, for u2, 0‐1 corresponds between closed and open, and for u3, 0‐1 corresponds to 0‐140 kg/s.
The three states E, P, and ρf are electric power in MW, drum steam pressure in kg/cm3, and fluid
density in kg/m3, respectively. However, the outputs of the power plant are E, P, and L, where L
represents the water level deviation in the drum and its unit is m.

dP
= 0.9u1 − 0.0018u2 P9/8 − 0.15u3
dt

(2. 1)

dE ((0.73u2 − 0.016) P9/8 − E )
=
dt
10

(2. 2)

dρf

(141u3 − (1.1u2 − 0.19) P9/8 )
=
dt
85

(2. 3)

Water level of the drum can be computed using (2. 4‐6), where L is the water level deviation from
mean in mm.

qe = (0.85u2 − 0.14) P + 45.59u1 − 2.51u3 − 2.09

αs =

(1/ ρ f − 0.0015)

(2. 5)

(1/ (0.8P − 25.6) − 0.0015)

L = 50(0.13ρ f + 60α s + 0.11qe − 65.5)

(2. 6)

The control actions are restricted to the following rates of change:
−0.007 ≤ du1 / dt
−0.02 ≤ du2

(2. 4)

≤ 0.007

/ dt ≤ 0.02

−0.05 ≤ du3 / dt ≤ 0.05
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2.2 Twenty ThirdOrder Power Plant Model (Large Scale)
To test the systems viability for a larger power plant with more realistic data requirements,
a significantly more complicated power plant model is required besides the third‐order model. To
provide the higher fidelity to push the system limits a twenty third‐order model is used. This is the
same power plant used in [9] to validate the first multi‐agent system control system for a power
plant. If even more details are required beyond what this thesis contains, [10] provides the most
accessible and comprehensive analysis of the current model being used.
The power plant under consideration is a 600MW oil‐fired drum‐type boiler‐turbine‐
generator unit shown in Figure 2.1. It is a balanced draft, controlled recirculation drum boiler
capable of delivering 4.2×106lb/hr of steam at a pressure of 2600 psig and at 1005ºF [11]. Six
recirculation pumps supply the required recirculation flow to provide sufficient flow for full load
operation. Two forced draft fans supply the primary air, and two induced draft fans are controlled
to maintain furnace pressure at a desired pre‐set value. Two condensate pumps and a combined
booster and main boiler feedpumps handle the feedwater flow.
The turbine is a tandem compound triple pressure steam turbine. It consists of three parts:
a high‐pressure turbine, an intermediate pressure turbine, and low twin pressure turbines rotating
on a common shaft at a rated speed of 3600 rpm and exhausting pressure at a 2 inch Hg absolute.
The generator is coupled with the turbine and has a 685,600 kVA, 3 phase, 60 Hz, 22 kV, with a
power factor of 0.90.
The developed model represents an extension of some existing models. First, the
condensate and feedwater side dynamics have been modeled. Second, the electrical prime movers
which run fans and pumps, and their dependence upon driving voltage and frequency have been
modeled. Usually, the feedwater and condensate side are ignored on the basis that associated
dynamics do not significantly affect the steam side. This assertion is reasonably correct for
operations in normal mode. However, simulations and experience with actual power plants show
that the condensate and feedwater dynamics can affect the overall system in various ways. In fact,
under certain emergency conditions, it is the waterside dynamics that limit the plant response.
Therefore, this model can be a prototype for a good target system for control system design.
The overwhelming majority of electric power generation is by conventional, drum‐type,
steam power plants. In this dissertation, the model has twenty‐three state variables and twelve
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control valves associated with physical processes. The model is reorganized into four main
modules; which are boiler system, turbine‐generator system, condenser system, and feedwater
system [10, 11].
The control loops are used to adjust the plant parameters at their desired values in order to
maintain some reference load demand signal. In power plants the main controller task is to control
the balance between the generator and load. The main four modules of the power plant have twelve
control variables, which are used to control as shown in Table 2. 1.
Table 2. 1 Large scale power plant subsystems and controls.

Boiler :
fuel flow (u1)
gas recirculation (u2)
induced draft fan (u3)
forced draft fan(u4)
combustor gun (burner) tilt (u5)
superheater spray flow (u6)
reheater spray flow(u7)

Turbine - Generator :
governor control valve (u8)
intercept valve (u9)

Feedwater:
feedwater valve (u11)
feedpump turbine flow (u12)

Condenser:
deaerator valve (u10)
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Figure 2. 1 Large scale power plant diagram.

Full details on the large scale power plant are provided in the appendices. This model is
broken up into the four subsystems by decoupling them to allow the power plant to be modeled
using a distributed system of four processors. While this is convenient for the purposes of the
thesis, it also limits what can be done with differential equation solving techniques as will be
discussed in the next chapter. Whether this model needs or should be distributed is determined by
the hardware and network capabilities available. The multi‐agent architecture is designed to
handle either of these cases.

2.3 Feedback control of Power Plants
Another important consideration in the simulation of these power plants is the feedback
control system that is also built into the simulation, which is not described in the base models for
either power plant.

The PID and PI loops are typically used for each output.

This causes

significantly more states to be required for the actual simulation of each power plant. The third‐
order power plant ends up having 9 states (only PI control is used) and the large scale power plant
has closer to 100. Both feedback control systems for the power plants are also contained in the
appendices.
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Chapter 3
MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

3.1 Introduction
All of the basic concepts and terminology relevant to multi‐agent systems has already been
developed in depth by numerous sources. Additionally, the Foundation for Intelligent Physical
Agents has put a large effort into developing sets of standards for the agent community. This is
especially important in the realm of dictating the communication protocols used by agents [12].

3.2 Review of MultiAgent Systems in the Power Systems Area
While the area of multi‐agent systems is quite large, there is not nearly as much work
directed toward real‐time agents, and especially when applied to the power system. However,
there are a few noteworthy multi‐agent systems that have been or are being developed specifically
for power systems applications. They typically take what they can from more generic agent
approaches, and then compensate for things such as real‐time constraints and other factors that
must be dealt with to make them economical for power system applications. A common factor is
that most work done for typical agents focuses on artificial intelligence or modeling human
communication, while work done for power systems is much more focused on actual results and in
general takes a more pragmatic down to earth approach to using distributed artificial intelligence
in a useful, but not necessarily fancy manner.

3.2.1 ARCHON
The architecture for cooperative heterogeneous on‐line systems (ARCHON) is one of the
first major implementations of a multi‐agent system [13]. It is developed under the name of
distributed artificial intelligence, and is an early standard for what multi‐agent systems are trying
to accomplish. ARCHON is a very generic software framework designed to work in many different
areas, not just power system applications, but has been successfully implemented by the Spanish
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utility Iberdola to handle electricity transportation management [14]. ARCHON provides many
useful fundamentals, as its primary goal was to create a framework which could be readily applied
to many real world applications, and most results from ARCHON are from real world
implementations. Unfortunately, a vast majority of ARCHON’s usefulness comes from specific
functionality that is coded in for its particular application. Most of this was done by companies
using ARCHON in a proprietary manner, making many aspects of the work done unavailable for
public dissemination. However, its fundamentals heavily influenced the nature of the basic agent
architecture developed in this thesis.
The ARCHON architecture exists in two main pieces. The ARCHON agents have a layer that
gives them ‘social know how’ named the ARCHON layer (AR) which is responsible for how the
different agents interact with each other. The other layer is the application specific nature of the
agent and is called an intelligent system (IS) which is linked to the AR to provide multi‐agent
functionality. The AR was designed so that it could be used as a simple wrapper for legacy software
to effectively and efficiently allow old aspects of a system to be integrated into newer ARCHON
based hierarchies. This is a fundamental concept that must be maintained as agent technology is
pursued to make implementation of multi‐agent systems cost effective. Companies can typically
only afford to upgrade small pieces of their back‐end IT systems and a complete overhall will
simply never happen with most existing systems.

It is therefore imperative that the new

architectures being implemented have a method for easy and ideally seamless integration of legacy
systems.
The AR acts as the brain of the agent, and knows what the IS is capable of and how to use it.
The IS acts merely as a container for functionality that the AR calls upon when deemed necessary.
It could also be thought of as the muscles of the system. The AR does the planning and then has the
IS carry out the actual tasks that are required. The AR itself is not capable of carrying out many
tasks other than communication and planning.
The specific application of ARCHON for electricity management used a collection of
completely new agents as well as implementing legacy software imbedded into an ARCHON agent.
Overall, seven different agents were used to accomplish the desired tasks. These seven agents are
listed below as provided in [14]. This list provides a good summary of what the design goals of this
specific system were.
•

Breaker and Relay Supervisor – new alarm analysis implemented through expert systems.

•

Alarms‐analysis agent – legacy alarm system
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•

Blackout area identifier – assists in diagnosis of and isolation of faults

•

Service restoration agent – develops plans for timely restoration to steady state

•

User interface agent – acts as a human machine interface

•

Control system interface – primarily allows the multi‐agent system to interact with the
actual control systems
All of this is carried out mainly as a means of enhancing the effectiveness of the human

controller and does not remove the human from the loop. This is common practice with many
utilities as artificial intelligence has not come anywhere near the point where it can make critical
decisions instead of a human. Most of these advanced systems are designed to enhance or speed up
the decision making capabilities of humans. This is especially important during faults when a quick
response can significantly lessen the over physical or financial damage caused.
Numerous benefits of this system have been reported since its implementation in 1994 [14].
One of the primary benefits has been the flexibility allowed by the system because it automates the
integration of multiple data sources in a very useful manner. It is also designed for graceful
degradation where system operation is not contingent on any one agent. Since this system is
primarily a tool for assisting operators, this is not as big an accomplishment as for fully automated
systems.

3.2.2 Microgrid Control
Another notable application of muli‐agent technology is in the area of microgrid control.
This is a good application to look at because the actual control of the system is affected by the agent
decisions, and is not simply a tool to assist a human in decision making. This forces it to better
address the issues of control and real‐time constraints. Additionally, the project being run by the
National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) is significantly more open than the proprietary
nature of ARCHON applications [15, 16].
This project focuses on the distributed control of different assents within a microgrid. The
main goals of the system are to optimize the use of local distributed resources while feeding all
local loads using simple operation principles. This project seeks to control these different assets
not only on a market level but also the technical operation of them as well.
All initial results for this system were obtained through simulations that primarily analyzed
market behavior and did not use high fidelity simulation for the physical aspects of the system. It
was then moved to a microgrid test bed. It has now reached the level of maturity where it will be
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deployed by a utility. While this approach works, there was a significant time lag between having
results from the real‐time system and the initial simulated system, one of the motivating factors in
how the agent system in this thesis is designed.
This multi‐agent system has 7 different types of agents for the configuration implemented
in hardware in the lab. They take care of physical operation of the microgrid as well as buying and
selling power. The microgird consists of a photovoltaic generator, battery bank, interface to
external grid, DC/AC inverters, and a panel of controllable loads. The agents are the following:
•

Microgrid Central Controller Agent – initiates negotiations

•

Production Unit Agent – buys and sells energy for the battery

•

PV Agent – Production Unit Agent for the photovoltaic cell

•

Grid Agent – represents the grid to the system

•

Load Unit Agents – represents the loads of the system

•

Power Seller Agents – bid directly to sell energy

•

Power Buyer Agents – bid directly to buy energy

This makes up the basic aspects of this multi‐agent system which is designed to have many
instances of the different types of agents mentioned above representing different assets in the
microgrid. This is a fundamental difference from a mulit‐agent system for controlling a power
plant, where each agent is often the only one of its kind. One of the only ways an agent for power
plant control would be duplicated is if the hierarchy was being applied to specific subsystems
instead of the power plant as a whole, then each subsystem would have one type of each agent.

3.2.3 Summary of Current State of MultiAgent Systems for Power Plant Control
Currently, only the Power Systems and Control lab at the Pennsylvania State University has
been working on a multi‐agent system for the specific task of controlling a power plant. Currently,
most of the effort has focused on the specific control algorithms that could take advantage of and be
used within a multi‐agent system. This includes a reference governor [17], which determines the
set‐points the power plant is operated at, an intelligent gain tuner [18] for providing feedback
control, and online and offline identification systems [19] which are used for detecting faults.
These have been implemented in a distributed sequential simulation. As a distributed sequential
simulation is used, the agents do not exist in reality, but are embedded directly into the model of
the power plant, eliminating the communication side of the multi‐agent system (all agents know
everything at all times). This is unrealistic, not taking into account the asynchronous nature of
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multi‐agent systems, nor the fact that each agent only has access to certain amounts of information.
In essence, there is still no multi‐agent architecture, at least not one that meets the standards of
today’s current level of progress.
There is also an extreme lack of literature detailing the construction of an entire multi‐agent
system. Entire books exist laying out terminology but not actual algorithms that can be used. Most
sources only address single issues, or talk about many issues without providing the specifics on
how to integrate them. This is extremely apparent in the high level of discussion on communication
protocols and machine learning algorithms, but little focus is given to how the two work together,
which forms an integral part of the agent system. Current agent research also often ignores the real
time constraints that many systems will have.

3.3 Specific Requirements of a MultiAgent Architecture for Power Plant
Control
There are certain requirements that must be fulfilled before work on a developing a multi‐
agent system can be completed. This involves some bookkeeping and organizing of the system to
ensure a generic and modular implementation of the agents that are capable of working together.
These are capabilities of agents that are required regardless of their purpose or function and mainly
pertain to the communication between agents. This will include how agents discover each other
and pass messages to each other.
This multi‐agent system is currently relying on the TCP/IP standard for all communication
purposes. It will be assumed that any agent initially entering into the system is aware of at least
one other agent in the system capable of registering it and providing it all of the data it is required
to communicate with other agents. Based on these assumptions, the following functionality will be
required of the multi‐agent system.
•

maintain list of other known agents and how to contact them (IP/port)

•

introduce other agents to each other (pass contact information)

•

ensure all agents have unique contact information

•

provide way to communicate with unregistered agents

•

provide message delivery between agents
These requirements can be realized in a variety of ways. The easiest way is to assign an

agent that is responsible for registration of all new agents. This will work well for multi‐agent
systems that are not overly large or have complicated networks. These tasks could also be
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completely distributed among every agent, making the system extremely resilient to single agent
faults, but also drastically reduces the efficiency of the system. Delegation of these tasks to multiple
but not all agents can provide a more flexible approach depending on system needs. Essentially,
there are an infinite number of ways to achieve these functions. The work expects to do a brief
examination of 3 possible implementations and their strengths and weaknesses.
Additionally, a communication protocol will have to be designed that can provide messages
complying with current communication standards but allow designers to create new types of
messages to deal with issues that standards committees have not yet dealt with.

Certain

requirements exist for that communication standard.
•

Allow receiving agents to know who to reply to

•

Allow agents to deliver messages for other agents

•

Allow agents to discover who should be sent specific types of messages (data discovery)

3.3.1 Direct Connections Between Agents
It has been noted that multi‐agent systems are not an appropriate way to provide grid
computing, the use of many processors for a single application. This is due to the fact that the
increase in overhead for the agent and the communication between agents drastically reduces the
gain achieved from parallel computation. This is demonstrated below in Figure 3. 1. It is proposed
to develop a scheme that allows agents to cooperate with each other to emulate grid computation.
This is based on the assumption that an agent can communicate in methods other than the agent
communication language (eliminating the agent message overhead) and also choose to temporarily
bypass higher level agent functions (eliminating most or entire agent overhead for a time).
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Figure 3. 1 Common method of agent operation when working with another agent.

To establish a direct connection, agents will have to talk to each other using the standard
communication protocol. Through this medium they can negotiate a new optimized protocol
designed to only send certain types of information. This connection provides agents a method of
communicating that can bypass the overhead required for traditional agent communication.
The next step, which is optional, but will also improve performance, is that agents can
concentrate on a single task. This means that higher level agent functions will be disabled until a
timeout, interrupt, or other event causes the agent to switch back into its normal mode of
operation. During this time, the agent will not be able to process other incoming data, direct
connections pertaining to other tasks, or sensory input that is irrelevant to the task at hand. The
new method of operation is demonstrated in Figure 3. 2.
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Figure 3. 2 Enhanced mode of operation utilizing direct connection.

Obviously, the direct connection itself has many uses between agents that will constantly be
passing data between each other. The ability for an agent to act as a computational node has useful
benefits only when that agent can afford to focus on one task at a time. If an agent is handling
multiple tasks, it should use its higher level agent logic to manage its actions.
This scheme does not preclude agents from having access to computational clusters as tools
to assist them in carrying out their goals, which provides another avenue to combing multi‐agent
systems and grid computing.

3.4 Simulation and Validation of System
The main challenge in the distributed validation of a multi‐agent system operating on a
power plant is the inherent difference in how distributed computation systems are simulated
compared with that of a physical system. A multi‐agent system would typically be simulated as a
discrete‐event simulation, while a power plant is simulated by numerically solving differential
equations. This poses an interesting question on how to merge the two of these methods of
validation.
This challenge boils down to a fundamental but basically unaddressed issue of how to
simulate a multi‐agent system with real‐time operating constraints functioning in a continuous‐
time environment. Plenty of work has been done with applications that do not have real‐time
requirements [20‐22]. Additionally, there are agent‐based systems that have proven basic agent
capabilities with simple simulations and then directly moved on to the real‐time operation [16].
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Unfortunately, these systems are usually simple and do not use procedures that would work for
large‐scale systems.

Developing agent based applications for more complex real‐time

environments requires that there is a high level of fidelity in the simulations used for initial
development where mistakes can be dealt with quickly and cheaply instead of discovering them in
actual implementation. Without trustworthy methods of examining agent behavior, agent‐based
technologies will progress slowly or not at all, especially in the power industry where change
comes slowly and typically only when required.
To address this issue, different possibilities of how to accomplish a high fidelity simulation
combing agents and continuous time environments will be proposed and analyzed. The particular
application and previous work will force certain assumptions that simplify the number of
possibilities to explore.
First and foremost, the power plant needs to be accurately modeled. The power plant
model being used is comprised of nonlinear ordinary differential equations. This inherently allows
the use of fixed [23] or variable [24] time step methods to solve the equations and provide a
simulation of the physical model of the power plant. This physical system must be simulated
synchronously, regardless as to whether the simulation is distributed or not, as all future states
depend on all past states.
From the agent perspective, the simulation can be carried out synchronously on a single
processor, or if distributed, simulated either synchronously or asynchronously. In distributed
environments, synchronous simulation is known as conservative simulation and asynchronous
simulations are referred to as optimistic. In reality, optimistic simulations produce synchronous
results, but use special features to allow simulations on different processors to proceed
asynchronously for a majority of the simulation time, which will be explained in more detail later.
One method of simulating the power plant must be coupled with one method of simulating
the multi‐agent system to provide useable development architecture for the design and simulation
of multi‐agent systems. This creates six possible combinations of how this can be accomplished.
However, only three need to be analyzed for this application as using a variable time‐step
simulation is not possible with how the power plant model equations were derived and
implemented, which will be discussed briefly.
To simplify the process of creating the model, the power plant in question was divided up
into four different subsystems, the boiler, feedwater system, condenser, and turbine. Originally,
these subsystems are coupled. To enable distributed simulation, a simplification is made where the
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coupled variables are modeled as inputs. This simplification allows accurate simulations, but
prevents the use of adaptive step sizes. All examples proceeding will use the 4th order Runge‐Kutta
(RK4) method [24] because the standard solving technique has been used for this model.
This example uses an arbitrarily simple model with only two subsystems, each with only
one variable, A and B. The state variables of A is xA(t) and likewise, those of B are xB(t). Let the
states of A and B be modeled by the following differential equations:

xA = f A (t , xA , xB ), xA (t0 ) = xA0

(3. 1)

xB = f B (t , xB , xA ), xB (t0 ) = xB 0

To solve these equations using RK4, the following needs to be solved, where h is the time
different between tn and tn+1 and xA,n+1 and xB,n+1 are the approximations of xA(n+1) and xB(n+1) that
RK4 solves for:

h
xA,n+1 = xA,n + (k A1 + 2k A2 + 2k A3 + k A4 )
6
h
xB ,n+1 = xB,n + (kB1 + 2kB 2 + 2k B3 + kB 4 )
6

(3. 2)

tn+1 = tn + h
k A1 = f A (tn , x A,n , xB ,n )

(3. 3)

h
h
h ⎞
⎛
k A2 = f A ⎜ tn + , xA,n + k A1 , xB ,n + k B1 ⎟
2
2
2 ⎠
⎝
h
h
h
⎛
⎞
k A3 = f A ⎜ t n + , x A, n + k A 2 , xB , n + k B 2 ⎟
2
2
2
⎝
⎠
k A4 = f A (tn + h, x A,n + h ⋅ k A3 , xB ,n + h ⋅ k B 3 )

(3. 4)

k B1 = f B (tn , xB ,n , x A,n )
h
h
h ⎞
⎛
k B 2 = f B ⎜ tn + , xB ,n + k B1 , x A,n + k A1 ⎟
2
2
2 ⎠
⎝
h
h
h
⎛
⎞
k B 3 = f B ⎜ t n + , xB , n + k B 2 , x A, n + k A 2 ⎟
2
2
2
⎝
⎠
k B 4 = f B (tn + h, xB ,n + h ⋅ k B 3 , xA,n + h ⋅ k A3 )

(3. 5)

The problems comes if for calculating xA,n+1, only xA,n, xB,n, and fA are known, and reversing
this, for calculating xB,n+1, only xB,n, xA,n, and fB are known.
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To accurately use RK4, complete

knowledge of the system is required. In the current model, a simplifying assumption is used to
estimate the different k values, resulting the following equations.

k A1 = f A (tn , xA,n , xB ,n )
h
h
⎛
⎞
k A2 = f A ⎜ tn + , xA,n + k A1 , xB ,n ⎟
2
2
⎝
⎠
h
h
⎛
⎞
k A 3 = f A ⎜ t n + , x A , n + k A 2 , xB , n ⎟
2
2
⎝
⎠
k A4 = f A (tn + h, xA,n + h ⋅ k A3 , xB ,n )

(3. 6)

k B1 = f B (tn , xB ,n , xA,n )
h
h
⎛
⎞
k B 2 = f B ⎜ tn + , xB ,n + k B1 , xA,n ⎟
2
2
⎝
⎠
h
h
⎛
⎞
k B 3 = f B ⎜ t n + , xB , n + k B 2 , x A , n ⎟
2
2
⎝
⎠
k B 4 = f B (tn + h, xB ,n + h ⋅ k B 3 , xA,n )

(3. 7)

This is the equivalent of assuming that the input of xA into fB and the input of xB into fA are
being modeled as discrete variables instead of continuous‐time variables. This can be a valid
simplifying assumption if the time step is kept sufficiently small [25]. The specific power plant
model for this work has been appropriately decoupled to limit the number of connections between
subsystems to take advantage of this assumption and has already been validated against the
original model in [26]. Unfortunately, doing this prevents the use of adaptive time step methods as
they do not account for the extra error incurred by this simplifying assumption.
This is not a required restriction, as the current model could be reprogrammed to not make
this simplifying assumption, but there are two reasons to avoid this. The first reason is that the
program itself would become significantly more complicated and a lot of time would be required to
implement the changes. The more pressing reason, however, is that this simplifying assumption
allows for the physical simulation to be easily distributed in a manner that only state variables are
passed. To distribute the simulation, either every processor would need knowledge of the entire
system, which defeats the purpose of the distributed simulation, or the k values calculated in 3. 6
and 3. 7 would have to be passed along with the state variables, essentially quadrupling the amount
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of information that must be passed for every time step. Additionally, using a fixed time step allows
the physical simulation to be combined with the agent simulations significantly easier. For these
reasons, adaptive time steps will be avoided. If the physical simulation proves to be a large bottle
neck in the overall simulation, then adaptive time step should be looked at, but if the physical
simulation can be performed quickly enough that it is the agent functionality which is the
bottleneck in the simulation speed, there is no need to make things more complicated for little or no
increase in speed.

For this work, the physical simulation was able to be sped up through

distributing the simulation and using an efficient communication protocol so that it did not prove to
be a bottle neck.
Having eliminated using an adaptive time step approach in the physical simulation, there
are now three options that need to be analyzed for simulation purposes. Each option will be
summarized.
1. Synchronized single‐processor simulation
2. Conservative multi‐processor simulation
3. Optimistic multi‐processor simulation
SingleProcessor Simulation
There are a number of benefits and problems with using a single‐processor simulation for
this type of simulation. The main advantage is simplicity and inherent synchronization. It is very
straightforward to program a single‐processor simulation for this type of problem using fixed time
steps. There are numerous queue based simulations that accomplish this [27‐29]. All agents and
any other entities are coded as objects and a global timer steps through each time step, checking
each object to see if any processing is required at that time step. This is visualized below in Figure
3. 3.
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Agent #1
...

Queue

Agent #n

Agent #1 | Action A | Time T1
Agent #n | Action A | Time T1
Agent #1 | Action B | Time T2
Agent #1 | Action C | Time T3

Environment

Agent #n | Action B | Time T3

Simulation Process
Figure 3. 3 Simple view of queue based simulation.

The main problem with this approach is that a mutli‐agent system is too complicated for a
single‐processor simulation. It is possible to implement a single‐processor simulation for this type
of application, but since data intensive approaches are being used as well as heterogeneous agents,
it is extremely difficult simply due to memory management. This is mainly limited to 32 bit systems
and should not be an issue for 64 bit implementations, however, it will still provide for a very slow
simulation. Our previous simpler system required four separate work stations simply to prevent
memory overflow.
There are additional problems with this type of approach. It cannot perform pseudo real‐
time simulation or address the asynchronous nature of a multi‐agent system. This is a benefit in the
initial stages of development as the programmers and engineers do not have as much to worry
about. Unfortunately, to test the system to make sure it can operate under real‐time conditions and
in an asynchronous nature requires a whole new test bed, which drastically increases development
time and costs. Both of these issues can be taken care of by either of the next simulation options.
Often, real‐time issues are not addressed well until implementation into a real system. It is
common to skip straight to this step if the multi‐agent system is simple enough, or to first use a
technique such as the above mentioned queue based simulation or take advantage of a multi‐agent
software package that allows testing of much of the agent interactions but does not adequately
represent the real system.
Distributed Simulations
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Distributed simulations offer the advantage of faster simulations, and if designed properly,
as will be shown later, allow the agents to operate in a pseudo real‐time simulation, allowing real‐
time and asynchronous programming issues to be discovered from the very beginning of the
development process. Each processor involved in a distributed simulation is referred to as a
Logical Process (LP). Each LP is responsible for simulating one piece of the full simulation and
giving its data to the other LPs which require it for their own simulation purposes. The main
challenge in creating a distributed simulation is ensuring that all of the information from one LP has
made it to the other LPs before they move on or they will not take all of the correct information into
account. Stated more concisely, the challenge is to keep the LPs synchronized.

If the simulations

process events out of order, this is referred to as breaking the local causality constraint. If an LP
has moved to time t4 and receives data from another LP that needed to be used at time t3, where t3<
t4, local causality has been broken and the simulation results will no longer be accurate.
Overcoming this issue is traditionally accomplished in one of two ways.
A simple solution is to use a fixed time‐step simulation for solving the plant equations, and
constraining the agents to using the simulation clock of the power plant to step themselves. Then,
after every time step, each agent must receive verification from every other agent that they are
ready to proceed to the next time interval. This will require a lot of overhead and eliminate the
possibility of optimizing the simulation time. This is also not desirable because it is expected that
most agent functions will be executed on a timescale at least one order of magnitude greater than
the simulation’s smallest time step. This approach is referred to as conservative distributed
simulation [30, 31].
A different approach to parallel simulation uses the concept of time warp [32, 33], where
every computation entity maintains a history so that if it is ever discovered that the system is no
longer synchronized, an alert can be sent out, and all entities timewarp back to the last known time
interval when synchronization was guaranteed. This is referred to as an optimistic approach, and
typically provides much faster execution times than conservative approaches. The key lies in
maintaining synchronization without explicitly synchronizing every computation entity for every
time step.
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Figure 3. 4 Diagram of proposed layered simulation approach for validation of multi‐agent systems operating
on physical systems.

This will allow a distributed simulation of the physical system to maintain synchronization
and proceed at a faster time scale than the agents operating at a slower rate, which will only need to
synchronize occasionally with the faster running physical simulation. This will eliminate a lot of
overhead and increase the overall speed achievable in simulation while maintaining the accuracy of
the physical system’s simulation. A diagram of the proposed setup can be seen Figure 3. 4.
As can be seen from the diagram, actual agents will be responsible for the distributed
simulation of the environment, which is in this case, a power plant. Normally, using agents to
deliver distributed computing would be frowned upon, as the agent overhead usually drastically
reduces the benefits gained from distributing the simulation. As mentioned earlier, the concept of
direct connections will be used to enable this type of setup without sacrificing much computation
time to unnecessary overhead.

Specific agents will be devoted solely to the purpose of the

environment simulation, which will mean they can ‘focus’ on the simulation and eliminate the agent
overhead once the connections have been established and the simulation configured.
As mentioned before, to enable optimistic distributed simulation of the system, all previous
states of the physical system must be stored back until the last time when it was known all agents
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were properly synchronized. Then, if an agent discovers it is no longer synchronized with the rest
of the system, and has or would have executed a command that would have impacted the rest of the
system, everything can revert back to the last safe state and restart. If a specific period of time
continues to force time warps, the system must be capable of reverting to the equivalent of
conservative simulation to get past whatever is causing the inability to stay synchronized using
optimistic techniques.

3.5 RealTime Decision Logic
Artificial intelligence made many great claims about machine learning and the many new
possibilities it would herald in and change society forever. This has not been the case, and while
artificial intelligence has its applications, it is not seen very often outside of purely software based
systems. One of the main reasons for this is that most artificial intelligence techniques are
extremely complicated and use a tremendous amount of computation power, not to mention they
still come nowhere near mimicking the human brain. This makes them very impractical for use in
agents operating on a power plant.
Instead, the agent decision making process will be designed with a different mindset,
focusing on the following goals:
•

Decision process must have extremely low overhead

•

Decision process must account for real‐time requirements

•

Decision process should be conservative (stability and safety are of utmost priority)

•

Decision process should have ability to handle new situations
First and foremost, the decision logic must obviously process goals based on priority, while

meeting real‐time constraints as well. A simplified diagram of this is provided in Figure 3. 5. A
more complicated prioritization process may be required as the multi‐agent system is developed
further, although initial operation should be achievable with a process close to the one shown
below.
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2.5.1 Goal Processing
Agent Goal Processing
Primary Goal List
(Real-time Requirements)

Agent Decision
Process

Cycle #N Goal Queue

Primary Goal #1
Primary Goal #2
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Secondary Goal List
(Small Actions)

Cycle #N+1 Overflow

Secondary Goal #1
Secondary Goal #2
Secondary Goal #3

Primary Goal #1
Primary Goal #2
Secondary Goal #3

Overflow

Secondary
Goal #1
Secondary
Goal #2

Agent Logic Process

Goal

Agent Logic Process

Primary
Goal #1
Primary
Goal #2
Primary
Goal #3

Secondary
Goal #3

Time (not to scale)
Figure 3. 5 Goal Processing with Real Time Constraints

3.5.2 RealTime Scheduling
There are numerous ways to approach real‐time scheduling.

There are two main

categories, soft real‐time and hard real‐time. Soft real‐time means that the further from a deadline
a computation’s result is provided, the less functional the result is. In a hard real‐time system, if the
result is not delivered on time, the system fails. Another type of system is referred to as a firm real‐
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time system, where late results cannot be used, but they do not cause system failure. For safety
purposes, in this system, most functionality based on the multi‐agent architecture is designed to fall
into the soft or hard category; however, there are always hard real‐time requirements in a large
control application.
Schedulers for these types of systems can be either static or dynamic. A static scheduler
determines execution times out prior to execution, while a dynamic scheduler uses priorities to
allow new events to preempt already scheduled events. Aspects of both types will be used in the
final real time decision logic used in the multi‐agent system.
For dynamic scheduling, one of the easiest approaches is the earliest‐deadline‐first (EDF)
which simply looks at the queue of scheduled tasks and processes the event that needs to be done
first. It is very effective when resources are not over allocated. Unfortunately, if for some reason
more computational power is needed than is available, this approach does not have the
mechanisms required to decide which events to drop from the queue. There are ways to deal with
this, such as adding priorities to different tasks to help determine which ones are dropped. Another
common way of doing dynamic real time scheduling is to use a fixed priority scheme where tasks
with higher priorities are processed first. This automatically drops the lowest priority tasks if there
are limited resources.
There are two main goals in real‐time scheduling. The first is to drop as few tasks as
possible or maximize processor utilization. The second is to degrade gracefully if tasks have to be
dropped. When looking at the three areas an agent spends it’s time using computational power for,
it is not inherently obvious how to schedule the three. Most agent activities have real‐time
requirements, but when to schedule the agent logic and communication is a far more open problem.
Agent messages could come in at any time, and the agent needs to check periodically for new
messages, but how often is a matter of application or opinion. Using agent logic would ideally
happen after every event in order to allow the agent to react to every circumstance, but if a number
of activities are already in the queue, the agent could simply work for a while without thinking.
This would use less overhead and have the agent spend most of its time actually working. There
are no inherently right or wrong answers to these questions, but specific circumstances may force
specific solutions. Additionally, different agents can implement different real‐time scheduling
schemes and still operate together.
For simplicity, all agents in this scheme will employ the same scheduling mechanism which
follows a simple scheduling algorithm based on EDF and static scheduling. Instead of inserting
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agent communication and agent logic as their own tasks into a scheduling queue, they are bundled
together and inserted as overhead to every agent action. A fixed slot of time is given for the agent
logic and communication, which means if there are a large number of messages to parse, they will
be held till the next time slot comes by for agent communication. The agent logic should have a
fairly consistent computation time requirement and not run into that problem. If there are no agent
actions currently scheduled, the agent will simply run idle and periodically run the agent logic and
communication. If power conservation is not an issue, instead of running periodically, the agent
logic and communication could be run continuously until new actions needs to be scheduled.
Agent actions will be split into two categories, large and small. Large agent actions are
defined as those actions which require enough computational time to warrant being scheduled by
the real‐time scheduler. Small agent actions are very simple actions, such as saving a variable or
performing a simple conversion that basically can happen instantaneously in comparison to the
other computations. These small actions are also moved to the fixed time slot allocated to agent
logic and agent communication. Large agent actions will be processed with an EDF scheme. The
actual real‐time scheduling will be performed at the end of the fixed time slot. This is summarized
in Figure 3. 6. This allows very small tasks to cut in line of the larger tasks without degrading
performance.
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Figure 3. 6 Real Time Scheduling for Agents.

3.6 Basic Agent Architecture
The basic structure of each agent is the exact same, and all that changes are the specific
goals that the agent is pursuing. Due to this fact, any agent can do anything the other agents can do
if they have access to the code. In this sense, the agents are all homogeneous. In another sense,
since none of them duplicate another agent’s functionality, they are all heterogeneous.
The agent brain goes through multiple stages during its fixed time allocation as shown in
Figure 3. 6. The order of these different stages is actually quite important. While a real time task is
operating, it is possible for numerous messages to build in the agent’s message queue and they
cannot be processed until the agent exits the real‐time process and invokes the agent brain logic
again. If the decision logic stage of the agent brain was executed before the agent communication
was dealt with, the messages may have to wait until the next real‐time job finishes before actually
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being handled.

It is very important to gather as much information as possible through

communication before making decisions on the agent’s next decision.
The agent logic stage of the agent brain processes the different goals a specific agent has
and decides what to do next. It may schedule new real time jobs or schedule small actions that can
be handled within the fixed time block. The agent logic must be developed specifically for each type
of goal the agent has. While it is desired that eventually agent’s can have a level of artificial
intelligence where they only need to be told what their goals are, not how to accomplish them, this
is far from being achieved and simple sweat and toil is required to get good functionality from an
agent.
After the agent logic has inserted any new commands into the job queue, all of those jobs
that are ‘small actions’ and can be handled within the fixed time block are executed. After this, all
remaining jobs are inserted into a real time scheduler, which uses a single priority scheme that
executes the next job that has the earliest deadline. However, any type of real‐time scheduler can
be used in this part of the agent. Developers must take into account how the real time scheduler
operates when they are designing the agent logic which is where deadlines for different jobs is
decided.
Once the agent has accomplished the 4 stages within its brain, it moves on to the next real‐
time job in its job queue. If there is no real‐time job in the queue it can return immediately to run
the agent brain again, or it can remain idle until the next scheduled fixed time slot. If power
consumption from the processor is not an issue, the agent should immediately return to its brain
functionality so that it can respond to incoming messages as quickly as possible.
There are two basic agent architectures that were developed for this multi‐agent system.
The architectures primarily determine how the agents interact with other agents.

All other

functionality is embedded in code specific to different types of agents. The first and most basic
agent architecture is used for agents with soft real‐time requirements that do not have to be
directly synchronized with real‐time hardware and is shown Figure 3. 7.

These types of agents

generally have processor intensive applications that can function in a decoupled manner from the
real‐time system. Communications happen on a time scale of minutes instead of milliseconds.
These messages, while significantly fewer, are also significantly larger, containing data such as
newly updated models of the system or large packets of operational data that have been processed
for particular agents.
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Figure 3. 7 Basic Agent Architecture.
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Figure 3. 8 Hard Real‐time agent architecture.

An example of an agent interaction protocol using the hard real‐time data streams is
provided. The interaction shows how agents simulating different subsystems would interact with
each other. This interaction protocol only displays what is happening in each agent relevant to
their interaction and does not take into account other agent interactions that may be happening
simultaneously.
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Figure 3. 9 Interaction protocol for data streams of simulation agents.
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Chapter 4
MULTIAGENT ARCHITECTURE
FOR POWER PLANT CONTROL

4.1 Overall System Hierarchy
While specific goals for this system were mentioned in Chapter 1, they are motivated by
more generic goals of this multi‐agent system.

There are agents that fall into certain basic

categories for this specific architecture. There are agents that work with humans, agents that
facilitate the interaction between other agents, agents that provide optimization, agents that
provide adaptation, agents that provide simulation, and agents that provide information. These
different goals can be used to design the system in a manner to obtain graceful degradation, where
failure of a specific agent does not cause failure of the whole system. This chapter will go over each
specific agent and what its capabilities, goals, and functionalities are. It will then address how these
agents would be appropriately implemented to work with a control system and the specifics of how
graceful degradation is achieved.
Much of the work in this chapter is inspired by ARCHON [13] and the previous work done
by the Pennsylvania University Power Systems and Control Laboratory [34‐37]. It should be noted
that this specific set up is by no means required for the other aspects of this thesis to be
implemented, but has a strong bearing on how the different agents interact and the specific results
obtained. These types of systems are inherently designed to be easily modified. There are many
instances where multiple agents can actually be combined into one depending on computational
power available and complexity of the system. For instance, for the third‐order model used in this
thesis, one computer could accomplish all of the tasks of these different agents and still meet the
real‐time requirements, however, distributing the simulation allows for an increase of simulation
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speed of an order of magnitude. With the large scale power plant, real‐time performance is only
possible with a distributed system.

4.2 Specific Agents
There are nine specific types of agents for this type of architecture. Some of these, mainly
the fault diagnosis agent and human machine interface agent do not have a direct effect on power
plant operation and follow the methods used in ARCHON where they primarily are used to assist
human operators. Additionally, while they can request and accept information from the other
agents, they themselves provide no information that is of use to the other agents (accept human
initiated commands). Due to this fact, they are not analyzed in the simulation of the system as this
thesis is primarily concerned with the agents controlling the power plant and the how to take into
account real‐time constraints. Fault diagnosis and assisting human operators is probably the most
developed and accepted aspect of multi‐agent systems in power systems and is already
implemented in numerous areas and not seen as a pressing matter when compared with the
deficient state of real‐time agent architectures.
The specific types of agents are broken down into a hierarchy visualized in Figure 4. 1. All
of the agents fall into one of two categories. These two types of agents have slightly modified
architectures as discussed in Chapter 2.
Hard Realtime Agents: these agents must have the ability to interface directly with
the real‐time aspects of the power plant. They interact with other agents and the
hardware, so they require a slightly more sophisticated architecture.
Soft Realtime Agents: these agents only interact with other agents, and while they
have real‐time requirements, they are not as restrictive as those of the agents
interfacing directly with hardware.
The soft real‐time agents can then be further categorized based on the specific goals of the
individual agents.
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General Agents: these agents have numerous functions and typically interact with all
of the agents, humans, or a combination of both to do many different small tasks
depending on the situation.
Adaptation Agents: these agents serve the primary function of observing changes in
the power plant and allowing the system to adapt to these changes.
Optimization Agents: these agents serve the primary function of optimizing the
performance of the power plant for the current operating conditions.
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Figure 4. 1 Basic agent hierarchy.

The specific agents and their type are as follows:
•

Server Agent – general

•

Simulation Agent – hard real‐time

•

Monitor Agent – hard real‐time

•

Driver Agent – hard real‐time

•

Reference Governor Agent ‐ optimization

•

Identification Agent ‐ adaptation

•

Gain Tuning Agent – optimization
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•

Human Interface Agent – general

•

Fault Diagnosis Agent – general

4.2.1 Server Agent
While multi‐agent systems typically operate in a manner that does not require centralized
control, it is very convenient to have a server agent for the registration of agents and managing
certain aspects of communication. The Server agent is primarily responsible for maintaining a
comprehensive list of all agents in the system and allowing new agents to register and get inserted
into the multi‐agent system. It also manages ports if multiple agents are on the same computer,
which is only an issue during development. Other than during initializing of the system, the server
agent is not required for the rest of the agents to interact with each other. It is more of a door for
new agents to use. It also serves as an easy way to determine if a specific agent has experienced a
problem. The Server agent can take the ‘pulse’ of any agent, which is just sending a message and
waiting for an acknowledgement. While any agent can do this for any other agent, it works well to
have the server agent occasionally take the pulse of all agents in the system to see if any are not
responding. How this information is handled is dependent on the system. This functionality is not
required for graceful degradation as each agent will easily detect when it cannot communicate with
the other agents required for a given task.
If a more centralized control scheme is allowable, the server agent could be given the
authority to instruct agents to compensate for other agents that fail, or it can be built naturally into
the agents so as not to require central control. However, it is easier to implement using centralized
control. Since multi‐agent systems are often made of heterogeneous agents, other agent’s cannot
typically compensate directly for the loss of another agent. The agents in this architecture all use
the same basic structure and can run any other agent goals if they have access to the code.
Additionally, they can receive the code and compile it as needed and add it into their main goal list.
This type of functionality would be extremely challenging to implement in real‐time
microcontrollers and was not examined further.
The server agent falls into the category of an agent that facilitates interactions with other
agents.

4.2.2 Simulation Agent
The simulation agent is an agent that only exists for development purposes. Development
of power plant control systems is primarily done in simulation, and this does not change for the
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development of multi‐agent systems being applied to power plants.

The simulation agent acts

primarily as a container for pre‐existing simulations and simply connects them to the rest of the
multi‐agent system. However, to take advantage of discrete‐event simulation techniques, the
simulation agent needs to be able to move back to any point in time in the simulation. This may
require the modification of the simulation it is housing. This was the case for the large‐scale power
plant model. While a pre‐existing simulation was available, it took about 3 weeks to completely
connect it to the simulation agent and modify its code so that the simulation could return to any
previous simulation time. Considering multiple years were spent developing this simulation, an
additional 3 weeks to port it to a new system, by someone who previously had no experience with
the simulation, is considered worthwhile and reasonable.
As mentioned earlier, the simulation agent performs fixed‐step simulations. This is ideal for
maintaining synchronization and the distribution of the simulation to multiple processors. The
simulation agent is an agent that provides simulation.

4.2.3 Monitor Agent
The monitor agent is one of the simplest agents in the hierarchy. Its only job is to provide
data to other agents. Due to the nature of how the simulation is implemented, it uses a different
communication protocol for the streams of data representing the physical system than the agent
communication protocol. This is the direct connection discussed in Chapter 2. The monitor agent
plugs into the simulation and receives all of the data through direct connections as if it were one of
the simulation agents. When implemented in an actual system, the monitor agent receives the real‐
time data signals from the sensors of the power plant. It then packages the data into messages and
sends them to other agents as needed. The monitor agent can perform basic data processing if
requested by other agents.
Agents requiring data can set up a profile with the monitor agent so the monitor agent
knows how often they want to receive new operation data and the time interval desired between
samples. The monitoring agent samples at the highest sampling rate available and then uses this to
generate all signals sent to other agents.
The monitor agent serves as an agent that provides information. It is an agent that can be
embedded in one of the simulation agents if there is not a large demand for data. The work load of
the monitor agent is directly proportional to the number of agents requesting data, and typically
carrying out such requests is not processor intensive.
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4.2.4 Driver Agent
The driver agent is similar to the monitor agent; only it works in reverse. While the monitor
agent takes data from the simulation and brings it into the multi‐agent system, the driver agent
takes information from the multi‐agent system and processes it to work with the simulation. This
typically involves data processing and reformatting. The driver agent is also a simulation agent and
implements any centralized control of the power plant. Most power plants have a centralized
controller that takes the unit load demand and generates other control signals and set‐points to
meet the required demand. The driver agent can also receive these control signals and set‐points
from other agents and choose whether to use the built‐in legacy system or the available results
from other agents. This allows the driver agent to function correctly even if other agents fail.
Additionally, the driver agent is the gateway through which optimized gain values can be sent. The
driver agent then provides these values to the correct simulation agents (when simulating) or to
the appropriate controllers (when used in real world applications).
The driver agent is actually one of the most critical pieces of the agent system and most
challenging to implement, as it is more complicated than the monitor agent but still must interface
seamlessly with control system of the power plant. If the monitor agent falls behind for some
reason, it only means that other agents might receive their updates later than expected, which they
are designed to deal with, but the control system cannot receive its signals late. Fortunately, the
computational requirements for the driver agent are kept extremely low so that there is not a
possibility of it becoming overloaded and is not significantly more computationally intensive than
the typical centralized controllers used for power plant control.
It is interesting to note that in simulation, the driver and monitor agent are extremely
simple to deal with, but are the gateway between the multi‐agent system and the actual power
plant, and therefore would actually be the most sophisticated in terms of hardware requirements in
actual implementation. Issues like this increase the importance of allowing a pseudo real‐time
simulation. Running the system as it would operate in real time helps verify that all signals are
synchronized properly and calculations are finished on time.
The driver agent serves to provide information as well as simulation. It can also be
embedded in another simulation agent, although it is more accurate to say a simulation agent can
be embedded in the driver agent. There is a lot of flexibility in such decisions and the best
configuration is highly dependent the computational power and network speeds available. For fast
computers on a slow network, it is better to combine agents or run them on the same machine,
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while for slow computers on fast networks it is best to distribute everything as much as possible.
For fast computers on fast networks it does not always matter and requires slightly more
investigation, but usually it is best to distribute everything. Taking such considerations into
account will allow for the fastest simulation times, which enhances development of the system.

4.2.5 Reference Governor Agent
The reference governor agent analyzes the unit load demand and generates optimized set‐
points and feed‐forward control actions for the power plant. This can be accomplished in many
different ways, but what has been used previously is a search algorithm combined with a model of
the power plant. The search algorithm then searches over candidate set‐points and control actions
to determine how to achieve the best results [17, 38, 39]. One alternative being pursued by General
Electric is a neuro‐fuzzy controller that eliminates the need for a search algorithm, but is
significantly more complicated to implement.
A reference governor replaces the typical centralized control system present in many power
plant control systems. The main benefit of using a reference governor is that it allows optimization
to be performed over multiple objectives. When combined with a power plant model that is
updated to match changes in the power plant’s operation, it also becomes adaptable. The reference
governor has the largest effect on the power plant performance. A common design pattern for
power plants is to design them so that the centralized controller does most of the work and smaller
feedback control gains can be used primarily to maintain stability. One company said that 95% of
their control signals are determined by the centralized control system, and the final 5% is taken
care of by the feedback control system. This shows the importance put on the central controller of
a power plant.
The old multi‐agent system created by the Power Systems and Control Lab also had a
reference governor. However, due to the importance of the reference governor and undesirable
aspects of current multi‐objective optimization techniques being used, an entire chapter is devoted
to the complete overhaul of the old reference governor in regard to how multi‐objective
optimization is carried out.
The reference governor agent provides optimization to the operation of the power plant.

4.2.6 Identification Agent
An identification agent is an agent that is responsible for generating models of the power
plant or aspects of the power plant. It can model steady‐state or dynamic behavior of the whole
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power plant or of subsystems within the power plant [19]. This can be accomplished through a few
techniques, the most desirable being least squares applied to an accurate mathematical model or a
well trained neural network.
The identification agents used in this system use neural networks due to the significantly
reduced development time required to get good performance.

It is also unusual for good

mathematical models of power plants to be available. Most power plants are developed using
graphical interfaces which do not typically allow for a convenient conversion to mathematical
equations.

This may change in the future as power plant design software becomes more

sophisticated, however, as it currently stands, mathematical models of power plants are not easy to
come by. The identification agent also existed in the previous multi‐agent system and has not been
significantly modified.
The identification agent provides adaptability to the system and updates agents such as the
reference governor with models of the power plant. However, upon failure of the identification
agent, all agents still have the most recent model of the system, so failure of the identification agent
only removes the ability of the system to adapt. Considering the slow rate at which power plants
typically change, it is more than likely that the agent could easily be fixed before this becomes an
issue, and the system should actually still outperform conventional systems even without the
identification agent.

The identification agent serves more as a way to eliminate costly re‐

evaluations of power plants that must be done constantly to keep power plant control systems
tuned properly that cost a significant amount of money.

4.2.7 Gain Tuning Agent
A gain tuning agent is used to optimize the gains in real‐time used in the feedback control
system. There are many different approaches to automated gain tuning that have very different
approaches. Such approaches range from fuzzy self‐tuning [40] or iterative closed‐loop methods
[41]. The approach used currently in this system uses a model of the system to simulate possible
gains for the system to satisfy a cost function as described in [18, 39]. This method uses recurrent
neural networks to model the dynamics of the system and particle swarm optimization to evaluate
different gain combinations. The dynamic neural network model is updated and maintained by the
identification agent.
In many ways the gain tuning agent operates on similar principles of the reference governor
except that it is dealing with a dynamic system.
optimization.
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The main role of this agent is to provide

4.2.8 Human Interface Agent
The human interface agent is a very generic agent that serves primarily as a way for a
human operator to interact with the rest of the agents in the multi‐agent system. While the agent
for this system currently has a simple graphical user interface (GUI), this type of agent should be
heavily tailored to fit the needs of the human operator and would probably include a number of
customizable interfaces and other features that would further enhance the ability of a human to
interact with the system in real‐time.

4.2.9 Fault Diagnosis Agent
The current fault diagnosis agent is implemented by using a dynamic model of the system to
forecast expected output and comparing it with the power plant’s actual output. This type of fault
diagnosis can be accomplished with a single agent and is described in [19]. A fully operational fault
diagnosis system would consist of numerous agents to assist in localizing the cause of a fault and
determining appropriate recovery strategies in conjunction with human operators [20, 42].

4.3 Graceful Degradation
Graceful degradation is where, as agents begin to fail, the system does not fail, but reverts to
a less effective mode of operation. This does not include plant failure, which is addressed through
the use of fault diagnosis agents and human intervention. One of the easiest ways to achieve
graceful degradation with a multi‐agent system is to develop it based on standard techniques used
before a multi‐agent system was put in place. The multi‐agent system should be designed so that as
it fails, it turns control back over to the system that was in place before the multi‐agent system.
For power plant control, this is done by implementing the agents so that their control
techniques are based on standard power plant control techniques of PID feedback controllers and a
master control unit that provides set points and possible feedforward control actions. This allows
the system to be easily (in a relative sense, it is still time consuming and expensive) implemented in
a typical power plant without large modifications, and will also allow graceful degradation.
This can be seen by observing the specific functions of the agents. A failure in the server,
fault detection, or interface agent does not immediately cause a failure in the power plant
operation. Failure of the identification agent or monitoring agent takes away the ability for the
system to adapt. Failure of the gain tuner causes the gains to no longer be optimized. These failures
also do not cause any immediate problems. If the reference governor or driver agent fails, however,
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the system will no longer get required signals for plant operation. This is where the standard
master control unit must still be attached to the power plant, so it can switch over modes of
operation and continue to function. Now that all of the agent functionality is gone, the system is just
the same as it was before. This is the ideal situation. Shown in Figure 4. 2 is an example of
switchover from reference governor failure.
Figure 4. 2 shows the MAS operating correctly on the third‐order power plant. At 140
minutes the reference governor agent stops functioning, and the system transfers over to baseline
operation. The result is that the unit load demand is not tracked quite as quickly, but the biggest
disparity is that the overall efficiency is worsened as 1.43% more fuel is required when the multi‐
agent system is no longer functioning fully.

Since the reference governor failed, both the

optimization and adaptation of the feedforward controls are lost.
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Figure 4. 2 Failure of reference governor at 140 minutes for third‐order power plant.

Similar results are achieved with the large‐scale power plant as well, where the reference
governor is disabled after 37 minutes. One major difference is that the set‐points change more
dramatically for the large‐scale power plant. This just means that the reference governor was not
making as dramatic changes to baseline operation for the third‐order power plant.
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Figure 4. 3 Failure of reference governor at 37 minutes for twenty third‐order power plant.

4.4 Implementation Issues
To connect the agents effectively into an existing control system will require an extra level
of detail not included in this thesis. Ideally, most interactions between agents can be implemented
through a shared memory protocol.

However, there are numerous situations where direct

connections will be required, which is dealt with in part by the development of the hard real‐time
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agent architecture. Obviously, specifics will be different for every type of system. The basic idea
behind this implementation scheme is shown in Figure 4. 4.

Figure 4. 4 Implementation of hard real‐time agent with physical system.
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Chapter 5
THE REVERENCE GOVENOR

5.1 Introduction to MultiObjective Optimization
Multi‐objective optimization is an interesting field with numerous approaches. These
approaches can be split into two categories. The first type aggregates the objectives quantitatively
into a single objective; the second approach uses the concept of Pareto optimality to find a trade‐off
curve. Aggregation of multiple objectives can be achieved through different ranking schemes such
as weighted summation [43] or goal programming [44] to create a single function to be optimized.
This assumes a quantitative knowledge of the importance of the different objectives. It is useful,
however, because it returns a single solution. On the other hand, finding the trade‐off curve, in
which numerous points are returned, provides a comprehensive view of the optimization problem,
but the large number of points are hard to visualize when more than three objectives are used. Also,
most applications need a specific solution, not a set of points, to function properly. This creates a
need to know how to choose a point on the trade‐off curve.
Currently, multi‐objective optimization work done for developing reference governors [17,
38] has used aggregation to create single objective functions from multiple objectives for the
control of power plants. Unfortunately, there is no explicit way to correctly weight the different
objectives to achieve desired performance, and without looking at the Pareto front, it is unknown
what tradeoffs are being made. A basic example showing how current aggregations techniques are
used and some of their downfalls is presented below to illustrate some of the shortcomings of
aggregation techniques in the area of multi‐objective optimization.
Let there be two objectives, f1 and f2, which are both functions of the variable x constrained
between 0 and 2π, where it is desired for both functions to be minimized, shown in Figure 5. 1:

f1 ( x) = cos( x) + 1

(5. 1)

f 2 ( x) = sin( x) + 1

(5. 2)
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Figure 5. 1 Objective function f1(x) vs f2(x)

However, the system can be modified so that f2 changes to a slightly different form:

f 2 ( x) = sin( x) + 1
f 2 ( x) =

sin( x ) + 1
2

0

1.25

1.25

1.5

2

1.5

(5. 3)
(5. 4)

Now a basic aggregation approach will be used to combine these two functions into a single
variable optimization problem. A variable β that ranges between 0 and 1 will be used to determine
how the two goals are weighted. As β is varied, the point will move across the surface of f1(x) vs.
f2(x) which will be called the trade‐off curve. This is a very simple approach and is an easy
optimization problem to solve. However, this approach is not robust as is apparent when the same
approach with the same weights is used on the modified system which is only slightly different.
The resulting problem is to minimize f(x) as defined in (5. 5), where β is varied from 0 to 1 by
increments of 0.1 for the results provided. An asterix (*) represents the specific points that are
found using the weighted sum approach.
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Figure 5. 2 Example of weighted sum approach applied to goals f1(x) and f2(x).
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Figure 5. 3 Comparison of points generated by weighted sum approach.

As can be seen, the results for the two systems are somewhat similar, but have some serious
differences. One of the most obvious problems is that for the modified system, 3 different values of
β yield the same point for the modified system, but yielded different points for the unmodified
system. The points that were duplicated with the modified system are located approximately at
(0.3 0.15). This is highly undesirable for any optimization technique that will be applied to a time
varying system such as a power plant where operational parameters will inevitably change over
time. Any technique used should come as close to initial design goals as possible even if the system
undergoes changes.
A different approach that does not aggregate goals is called Normal‐boundary intersection,
which will be explained later. Below are results of normal‐boundary intersection applied to the
same system. This technique does not suffer from the same problems as typical weighted sum
approaches, which makes it a much more desirable approach to use. In this case, the asterix (*)
points represent the points found by using normal‐boundary intersection instead of the weighted
sum approach.
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Figure 5. 5 comparison of results from normal‐boundary intersection.

The weighted sum approach is one of many approaches that transform multi‐objective
optimizations into optimizations of single variable by aggregating the different objectives.

As

mentioned earlier, this is only one of the two main approaches to multi‐objective optimization.
The other side of multi‐objective optimization is called Pareto optimization (Pareto
efficiency, tradeoff curves, nondominated fronts) named after Vilfredo Pareto [45] who developed
the concept for economic analysis. Pareto optimization does not deal with single points but
collections of points where no point in the collection is necessarily better than the other. The
concept of Pareto optimality and Pareto fronts will be discussed in depth in the next section. It
should be noted that the above techniques that use aggregation always yield a point that is Pareto
optimal.

5.2 Pareto Optimization
Multi‐objective optimization has always been important as it is not very often that there is
an ideal solution that provides the best result for every aspect of a problem. As such, great effort
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has gone into trying to develop methods to provide better ways to make decisions where trade‐offs
are inevitable. When the problem can be quantified, equations can be used to give numerical values
to different objectives representing how well they have been achieved. Initially, standard single
objective optimization techniques were used, but they required that different objectives be
aggregated. This was only a simplification. To truly deal with multi‐objective solutions in their
entirety, the concept of Pareto optimality was put forth by Vilfredo Pareto.
Pareto optimality deals with multi‐objective optimization where it is desired to minimize
the N objectives fi(x), where i = 1,2,…, N, x is a vector of length k, and k is the number of variables.
This optimization can be posed as:
minimize F ( x ) = [ f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ),..., f N ( x )]

Subject to constraints:
gi ( x ) ≤ 0
hi ( x ) = 0

Definition: Vector F(a) is said to dominate vector F(b), F(a) ≺ F(b), if and only if fi(a) ≤ fi(b) for all i
and fi(a) < fi(b) for at least one i. Vector F(a) is considered Pareto optimal or nondominated if there
exists no other vector F(b) such that F(b) ≺ F(a).
To further demonstrate the concept of a Pareto front, the following two equations provide
an interesting surface to study that will also be useful for demonstrating the pitfalls of the
previously mentioned normal‐boundary intersection approach. These functions are the 2 variable
versions of the more generic alpine and sphere functions often found in optimization literature.

f1 ( x1 , x2 ) = sin( x1 )sin( x2 ) x1 x2

(Alpine)

(5. 6)

f 2 ( x1 , x2 ) = x12 + x22

(Sphere)

(5. 7)

These equations generate the following optimization surface shown in Figure 5. 6, with x1
and x2 kept between 0 and 6. While this is a continuous surface, the Pareto concepts are equally
applicable to sets of points.
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Figure 5. 6 Alpine/sphere optimization surface for 2 variables

There are 4 possible Pareto fronts of this surface depending on the whether the objectives
are optimized or minimized. To satisfy the definitions provided beforehand, any objectives being
maximized would be negated, but they are shown in their original form.
Case 1: f1 and f2 are maximized.
Case 2: f1 is maximized and f2 is minimized
Case 3: f1 is minimized and f2 is maximized
Case 4: f1 and f2 are minimized
Case 1 demonstrates that a Pareto front can be made of multiple pieces even when the
underlying objectives are continuous functions. In Case 1, there is a continuous line of points, and
then a single point at the extreme left. Case 2 and 3 are straightforward and are both a single
continuous front. Case 4 is perhaps the most interesting as it is made up of 2 continuous fronts, and
can be used to demonstrate a weakness in the NBI approach to solving for a Pareto front.
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Figure 5. 7 Case 1: both objectives maximized.
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Figure 5. 8 Case 2: f1 maximized and f2 minimized.
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Figure 5. 9 Case 3: f1 minimized and f2 maximized.
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Figure 5. 10 Case 4: both objectives minimized.

5.3 Pareto Front of a Power Plant
The terminology of a Power Plant’s Pareto front has not existed to this point in time, so it
will be discussed and defined to ensure the understanding of what is to follow. As explained, a
Pareto front is a collection of non‐dominated/Pareto‐optimal points for a given set of optimization
criteria. In regard to a Power plant, the power plants Pareto front refers to the collections of
steady‐state operating points a power plant can achieve that form the Pareto front for a given set of
desired optimization criteria for the power plant. This means that if the criteria are changed, the
Pareto front changes, so any power plant can have an infinite number of Pareto fronts depending on
what is important. Therefore the discussion of a power plant’s Pareto front must include specifics
on what is desired to be optimized. Typically, the variable being optimized over can be referred to
as x or u which represents the different control actions and other inputs into the power plant that
control its operation. Typically, the Pareto front of a power plant is not analyzed simply because
decent performance can be achieved without it, and it often requires vast amounts of operational
data or an accurate steady‐state model of the power plant, two things often not available in the
development process of power plant design. The number of permutations possible by altering the
different control actions make it extremely challenging to collect enough data to generate a decent
Pareto front. This is exceedingly becoming a moot issue with the advent of distributed computing
and better modeling tools available from the very beginning of power plant design. As such, it is
now more of an issue of changing the way things are done than any technical limitations preventing
this type of analysis.

5.3.1 Pareto Front of a Third Order Power Plant
Due to the simplicity of the model and its direct implications in the work to follow, the
steady‐state equations of the third‐order power plant are again provided here while the complete
model is in the appendix. The large‐scale power plant exists only in the appendix as it is simply too
large to address directly in the text. The following steady‐state equations represent the third‐order
power plant. There are two steady state values for pressure due to how the differential equations
simplify.
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Ess =

(0.73u1 − 0.16)(0.9u1 − 0.15u3 )
0.0018u2

(5. 8)

Pss1 =

141u3
1.1u2 − 0.19

(5. 9)

Pss 2

⎛ 0.9u1 −0.15u3 ⎞
= ⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ 0.0018u2 ⎠

8/ 9

(5. 10)

Where the three inputs u1, u2 and u3 are all control valves that effect mass flow rates within
the system. Input u1 controls the mass flow rate, u2 the steam to the turbine, and u3 the feedwater to
the drum. All three controls are normalized where for u1, 0 ‐ 1 corresponds to 0 ‐ 14 kg/s, for u2, 0 ‐
1 corresponds between closed and open, and for u3, 0 ‐ 1 corresponds to 0 ‐ 140 kg/s. The three
states E, P, and ρf are electric power in MW, drum steam pressure in kg/cm3, and fluid density in
kg/m3, respectively.
This simple power plant model makes a very useful introduction to Pareto fronts of power
plants because of the relative ease of calculating the exact Pareto front. For this power plant model,
there are four variables, uld, u1, u2, and u3, three objective functions, and one constraint:
Objectives: For this power plant, three objectives will be minimized for the Pareto front:
Error, u1, and ‐u2. Error is defined as |uld‐Ess| where uld is the unit load demand that the power
plant must track. Minimizing u1 reduces fuel intake, and increasing u2 reduces valve losses.
Multiobjective Optimization: The multi‐objective optimization function is defined below:
x = [uld , u1 , u2 , u3 ]

f1 ( x ) = uld −

(5. 11)

(0.73u1 − 0.16)(0.9u1 − 0.15u3 )
0.0018u2

(5. 12)

f 2 ( x ) = u1

(5. 13)

f 3 ( x ) = −u2

(5. 14)

minimize F ( x ) = [ f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f3 ( x )]
(5. 15)

s.t.
8/9

⎛ 0.9u1 − 0.15u3 ⎞
141u3
−⎜
⎟
1.1u2 − 0.19 ⎝ 0.0018u2 ⎠

=0
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The Pareto front of this power plant is fairly simple to calculate. First, it should be noted
that the control values are bounded between 0 and 1. Over this range and with the constraint from
(5. 8), for any unit load demand from 0 to 160 MW, u1 is minimized when u2 is maximized. The math
behind this is somewhat long, but easily shown graphically in Fig. 3. This is possible by using (5. 8‐
10) to solve for u1 in terms of u2 and Ess as shown in (5.11. 9).

u1 =

0.0027397 Ess ⋅ u2
+ ...
u2 − 0.21918

⎛
⎞
Ess
0.0015479(u2 − 0.1727) ⎜
⎟
−
u
0.21918
⎝ 2
⎠

(5. 16)
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Figure 5. 11 u1 vs u2.

It is also important to note that for a given Error, u1 is minimized when Ess < uld. This makes
sense physically because fuel use is lower for lower power levels. This provides a convenient
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simplification to finding this Pareto front because for a specified Error, there is only one non‐
dominated point. Therefore, the Pareto front can be calculated analytically for a given uld as a
function of Error, and is done as follows:
E ss* = uld − Error

(5. 17)

u2* = max(u 2 )

(5. 18)

*⎛

⎞
141
k1 =0.0018u2 ⎜
⎟
*
⎝ 1.1u2 -0.19 ⎠
*

k2* =

9/8

(5. 19)

0.0018Ess* ⋅ u2*
0.73u2* − 0.16

(5. 20)

8/9

⎛ k* ⎞
u3 = ⎜ 2* ⎟
⎝ k1 ⎠

(5. 21)

*

u1* =

k2* + 0.15u3*
0.9

(5. 22)

Generating a set of points using this procedure, the Pareto front is visualized for multiple
values of uld as shown in Figure 5. 12 and Figure 5. 13. This is a very simple Pareto front
mathematically, but will be very useful for testing the heuristic algorithms and their capabilities
before moving onto to larger power plants.
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Figure 5. 12 Pareto front of simple power plant with u1 vs. Error.
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Figure 5. 13 Pareto front of simple power plant with u2 vs. Error.

Using the twenty‐third order power plant uses a similar but slightly different approach, and
is a far too complicated model to approach solving for its Pareto front in a similar matter. Instead of
solving for these fronts analytically, which is often impossible, numerous stochastic and numeric
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search methods have been developed to obtain close estimates of the Pareto front. A well used
method called Multi‐objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) [46] was found to be a useful
way to accomplish this. Its fundamentals are addressed in the Appendix. MOPSO was first used on
the third‐order power plant to evaluate its effectiveness and once validated was used for the large‐
scale power plant. Below are the results validating the use of MOPSO and then the resulting
estimated Pareto front of a large‐scale power plant’s operation. All results with MOPSO are
achieved using a steady‐state neural network model. This adds an additional source of error into
the estimate of the Pareto front; however, it did not cause any problems that prevent a good
characterization of both power plants’ Pareto fronts.
The new multi‐objective optimization problem is stated below. The main difference is the
lack of constraints which is not necessary when using power plant operational data instead of a
mathematical model.
x = [uld , u1 , u 2 , u3 ]

(5. 23)

f1 ( x ) = uld − E

(5. 24)

f 2 ( x ) = u1

(5. 25)

f 3 ( x ) = −u 2

(5. 26)

minimize F ( x ) = [ f1 ( x ), f 2 ( x ), f 3 ( x )]

This same multi‐objective optimization statement will work for the 23rd order model as
well, however, it is important to note that u1 and u2 are different values between the models, but u1
needs to be minimized in both and u2 needs to be maximized.
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Figure 5. 14 MOPSO estimated Pareto front of simple power plant with u1 vs. Error.
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Figure 5. 15 MOPSO estimated Pareto front of simple power plant with u2 vs. Error.

It should be noted that sometimes MOPSO definitely has noise issues, but outliers and easily
observed by humans and the main purpose is just estimating the Pareto front and its basic shape.
[sentence???] Most of the noise is due to the nature of MOPSO and not inaccuracies from the neural
network used to model the third‐order power plant. Typically when combining neural networks
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with search algorithms, the neural network creates more of a constant error or bias while the
search algorithm inserts noise.

5.3.2 Pareto Front of a TwentyThird Order Power Plant
Using the same multi‐objective as used for MOPSO with the third‐order power plant (5. 23‐
26), the Pareto front for the large scale power plant can be found using the same procedure. A very
similar shaped front is obtained for this power plant as well.
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Figure 5. 16 MOPSO estimated Pareto front of large power plant with u1 vs. Error..
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Figure 5. 17 MOPSO estimated Pareto front of simple power plant with u2 vs. Error.

The Pareto front for the large scale power plant is less interesting in regard to how
increasing Error has less of an effect on the system (this can make it harder for search algorithms to
converge) than the third order power plant but is very similar in concept. One very nice aspect is
that u2 varies a lot more as uld is varied. This will demonstrate the use of this technique for Pareto
fronts of different shapes.

5.4 Normal Boundary Intersection
Normal‐boundary intersection (NBI) was developed by [47] for solving multi‐criteria
optimization problems. It is geometrically inspired and has been very successful in practice. This
approach requires the knowledge of the solution to the optimization of the individual objective
function fi(x), which is usually available.
Fundamentally, NBI is based on the concept of the Convex Hull of Individual Minima which
is defined after a few preliminaries. For an n‐objective minimization problem, where each objective
is represented by fi(x), i = 1, …, n, let F(x) = [f1(x),f2(x)…fn(x)]’ and F* = [f1*, f2*… fn*]’, where fi* is the
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solution to the minimization of fi(x), and xi* is the corresponding vector that minimizes fi(x). Let Φ
be the matrix whose ith column is F(xi*)‐F*. The Convex Hull of Individual Minima (CHIM) is then
defined as the set of points that are convex combinations of fi*. It may help to see it expressed in
terms of (5. 27).

Φω : ω ∈

n

n

, ∑ ωi = 1, ωi ≥ 0

(5. 27)

i =1

NBI then proceeds by solving the following maximization problem (5. 28) by projecting
lines from the CHIM toward F* while varying ω to search across the CHIM.

max t
x ,t

s.t. Φω + tnˆ = F ( x ) − F *
h( x ) = 0
g ( x) ≤ 0

(5. 28)

Where n̂ is the unit normal vector to the CHIM and t represents how far n̂ can project from
Φω before crossing the Pareto front. Typically, all functions are shifted so that F* lies at the origin.
A graphical example of NBI is provided in Figure 5. 18. There are a few issues unique to NBI that
are important to be aware of. The above optimization only searches over the CHIM simplex and
could possibly leave out some extreme optimal points. In addition, a point solved for using NBI is
not guaranteed to be Pareto optimal, however, every Pareto optimal point can be represented as an
NBI sub problem if ω is not restricted to have its elements sum up to 1. Regardless, NBI has proven
to be a useful method of generating Pareto points, and these points of possible concern are not an
issue in regard to reverse NBI as will be explained later.
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Figure 5. 18 Graphical example of NBI.
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Figure 5. 19 demonstrates a weakness of the NBI approach. While NBI can generate Pareto
points, it will also discover edges that are not globally Pareto optimal when the surface being
optimized over is not convex. However, both Power plants have convex operating fronts and the
following method is not affected by this specific pitfall of the NBI.

5.5 Reverse NormalBoundary Intersection
While NBI started with a point on the CHIM and then projected n̂ toward F*, reverse NBI
does the exact opposite and starts with a point that is known to be Pareto optimal, and projects n̂
toward the CHIM and uses the intersection to solve for a vector ωo that can be used to represent the
Pareto optimal point in terms of an NBI sub‐problem. For this application, this represents the
operating points in a manner that is independent to the value of uld and allows for only a single
point to be chosen. Then, to recalculate this point under different operating conditions, ωo is used
to solve a single NBI sub‐problem.
First, a point Po from the Pareto front must be chosen to represent the desired point. This
also means that the Pareto front needs to be generated. This can be seen as the first step in reverse
NBI as shown in Figure 5. 20. Everything following seeks to describe this point in terms of its
location in regard to the CHIM and is summarized in [47]. Essentially, ωo needs to be solved for as
it is independent of the specific values taken on by the Pareto front. To do this, it is required to find
where n̂ would intersect with the CHIM when projected from Po. This is done through a Gram‐
Schmidt orthonormalization (Bay, 1999) and then projecting Po onto the CHIM simplex. To start
with, the n points fi* must be found as in NBI and define the n‐1 dimensional affine subspace on
which the CHIM is located. This subspace is shifted to a linear subspace by subtracting f1* from the
other n1 points, putting f1*at the origin and leaving n‐1 vectors yi, i = 1, …, n‐1, with n elements.
These vectors can be turned into an orthonormal basis using Gram‐Schmidt orthonormalization
given in (5. 29‐30):
i −1

vk , yi

k =1

vk , vk

vi = y i − ∑
vˆ i =

vi
vi

vˆ i =

vi
vi

(5. 29)

vk

(5. 30)
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Once there is an orthonormal basis, it is simple to find the intersection point Pi. First Po
should also be shifted by subtracting f1* which yields a new point PoL, which can be used with the
orthonormal basis. Using (5. 31) solves for point PiL, which is easily transformed by to Pi by adding
f 1 *:
n −1

PiL = PoL − ∑ PoL , vˆ i

(5. 31)

i =1

Once Pi is known, it can be used to solve for ωo which is then used to represent the desired
Pareto optimal point even if the Pareto front is shifted. This can be used in all subsequent NBI sub‐
problems to directly find the equivalent Po even if the objective space has been shifted, as in this
application when the unit load demand changes.

Figure 5. 20 First step in Reverse NBI, finding the Pareto front and choosing Po.
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Φωi
−t ⋅ nˆ

Figure 5. 21 Step in Reverse NBI, solving for ωo.

Now that ωo is known, the NBI maximization problem in (5. 27) can be solved by substituting ωo for
ω. Choosing ωo in this manner eliminates the previous issues that were mentioned as possible
areas of concern when using NBI to generate the Pareto front. As can be seen in (5. 28), the NBI
maximization problem has nothing to do with whether the optimal point is dominated or not. It is
only solving for the point that lies in F which can be projected by n̂ the furthest from the CHIM in
the direction of the origin. For a non‐convex surface, it is possible to have solutions to this
maximization problem that are definitely not Pareto‐optimal. Reverse NBI does not have this
constraint because the point has already been verified to be Pareto‐optimal when it was chosen
originally. Additionally, NBI cannot necessarily find all points on the Pareto front because it limits
itself to searching the CHIM simplex. However, reverse NBI does not require the elements of ωo to
sum to 1 and can be used to represent points not constrained to the CHIM simplex.
It is important to remember that this method is only useful for representing Pareto‐optimal
points when the shape of the Pareto front does not vary much relative to the CHIM. It is robust
against scaling and shifting, but if the Pareto front’s shape drastically changes, there is no solution
other than to completely re‐analyze the front. As can be seen in Figure 5. 12 and Figure 5. 13, the
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shape of the Pareto front is basically unchanged, and is only shifted based on changing unit load
demand, which is why this technique will prove useful for this application.

5.6 RNBI Reference Governor
Implementing a reference governor with reverse NBI is a fairly straightforward process.
With the multi‐objective problem stated, the Pareto front found, we must first choose Po. As stated
before, we want to choose a point with an error of 0 and take whatever minimum value of u1 can be
obtained, and we know u2 will be maximized to 1 regardless of what point we choose. We need to
pick a specific value for uld and pick a specific Po so that ωo can be solved for. The unit load demand
does not really matter as the results are going to be almost identical regardless of its value. All
results are shown having chosen Po when uld was set to 120 MW.
The specific values for fi* should be available or very easily obtained for any application if a
Pareto front has been generated, as they only represent single value optimization problems, and
can easily be determined for this application by looking at Figs. 3 and 4. Error was constrained to
have a magnitude no larger than 10 MW when calculating these values.
From this point, reverse NBI can be followed exactly to yield ωo and this is then used to
solve the NBI sub‐problem continuously as uld varies. This sub‐problem is solved exactly the same
as in [48] using differential evolution and a static neural network modeling the power plant’s
steady state operation.
Following all of the previous steps will provide the values for uld, u1, u2, and u3. However, to
operate correctly, the reference governor must also provide the set‐points for E and P, where E is
just uld and P is trivial to find since all other variables are known.
This procedure involves choosing a point on the Pareto front. The typical method used
before this involved choosing different weighting constants for a cost function. This new method
does not necessarily make it any easier to choose the appropriate point, as some multi‐objective
optimization problems by nature are extremely subjective.

5.6.1 Results for ThirdOrder Power Plant
Figure 5. 22 shows the unit load demand profile that will be used with the third‐order
power plant to evaluate and demonstrate the performance of the RNBI reference governor.
Additionally, the RNBI reference governor will be compared with the most recent reference
governor that used aggregation optimization techniques.
implemented with the MAS is shown as well.
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Additionally, performance when
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Figure 5. 22 Unit load demand profile for third‐order power plant.
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Figure 5. 23 Feedforward controls generated by RNBI reference governor
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In addition to generating feedforward controls, the reference governor also generates the
pressure set point. The unit load demand set point is taken from the profile and the water level of
the boiler is constantly held at 0 regardless of desired power output of the power plant. The
generated set‐points are included in Figure 5. 24 along with system performance.
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Figure 5. 24 Set‐points and MAS performance of third‐order power plant using RNBI reference governor.
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Figure 5. 25 Actual control actions of third‐order power plant control system.

The actual control actions follow the feedforward control actions closely, but during
transitions are slightly offset as the dynamics of the system are not taken into account by the
reference governor. This is compensated for by the feedback control system that works in tandem
with the feedforward controls and set‐points.
To provide a better idea of performance of the RNBI performance, it is also compared to a
previous work done using aggregation techniques [17]. The results of the aggregation reference
governor were taken directly from the previous work and not modified at all. To compare, the
RNBI reference governor was given the same unit load demand profile used to evaluate the
aggregation reference governor which is shown in Figure 5. 26.
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Figure 5. 26 Unit load demand profile for aggregation reference governor for third‐order power plant.
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Figure 5. 27 u1 comparison of aggregation and RNBI reference governors for third‐order power plant.
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Figure 5. 28 u2 comparison of aggregation and RNBI reference governors.

As can be seen in Figure 5. 27 and Figure 5. 28 the new RNBI reference governor achieves a
lower u1 and higher u2 which achieves better efficiency. Another issue is that the aggregation
technique has significantly more noise, due to the fact that is not actually converging to an optimal
solution, which was not known before since the Pareto front of the power plant’s operation had not
been successfully analyzed. It should be noted that it is possible to achieve the results obtained
with RNBI with aggregation techniques.
The results achieved with the RBNI reference governor for the third‐order power plant
have been duplicated using aggregation techniques and differential evolution [39]. However,
setting up the RNBI reference governor took about 15 minutes to implement and getting the
aggregation technique to achieve similar performance was a process that continued over multiple
days, and would not have been achieved without knowledge of the Pareto front in the first place.
However, it should be noted that aggregation techniques are easier to simplify and are slightly
faster computationally than using RNBI. However, the RNBI reference governor is still faster than
real time for both the third‐order and large‐scale power plants so this calculation time was not an
issue since a single agent is devoted to accomplishing the reference governor calculations.
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5.6.2 Results for LargeScale Power Plant
As with the third‐order power plant, the RNBI reference governor works equally well on the
large‐scale power plant. The same approach is easily applied to a significantly more complex
system. Once again, basic operation will be demonstrated, but this time using the new unit load
demand profile shown in Figure 5. 29. After that the generated feedforward controls and system
performance will be provided before comparing the RNBI and aggregation reference governors.
Data shown in this section focuses on u1 and u2 as they are the control signals being
optimized and have the greatest effect on power plant efficiency. This application is one where the
ability to optimize over greater than 3 variables could be desired. Pursing this option dives into the
challenging problem of visualizing more than 3 dimensions in a way that allows humans to make
meaningful decisions.
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Figure 5. 29 Unit load demand profile for large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 30 Control u1 results for RNBI reference governor applied to large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 31 Control u2 results for RNBI reference governor applied to large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 32 u3‐u7 results for RNBI reference governor applied to large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 33 u7‐u11 results for RNBI reference governor applied to large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 34 Set‐points and performance of RNBI reference governor applied to large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 35 Actual controls for large‐scale power plant along with feed‐forward controls.

Results from previous work are also available for the large scale power plant. The new unit
load demand profile is shown in Figure 5. 36. One intriguing aspect of this comparison is that using
the aggregation technique successfully optimized as well as the RNBI techniques for when the unit
load demand is 600 MW. This is primarily due to the fact that 600 MW is the maximum power
output of the power plant and this forces the search algorithm to run up against constraints and
basically forces any technique to result in the same results. Other than this, the RNBI again
provides more desirable performance than the aggregation techniques.
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Figure 5. 36 Unit load demand profile for comparison of aggregation and RNBI reference governors.
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Figure 5. 37 u1 comparison of aggregation and RNBI reference governors for large‐scale power plant.
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Figure 5. 38 u2 comparison of aggregation and RNBI reference governors for large‐scale power plant.

Once again the RNBI reference governor outperforms the aggregation reference governor.
One thing to note is that this time, the performance improvement is not nearly as dramatic as with
the third‐order power plant. This is primarily due to the fact that more work was put into the
aggregation results for the large‐scale power plant because these results were used for
publications. This is obvious due to the fact that the noise has been eliminated from the end results
.
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Chapter 6
SIMULATION AND VALIDATION
OF REAL TIME MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

6.1 Discrete Event Simulation
Distributed simulations offer the advantage of faster simulations, and if designed properly,
as will be shown later, allow the agents to operate in a pseudo real‐time simulation, allowing real‐
time and asynchronous programming issues to be discovered from the very beginning of the
development process. Each processor involved in a distributed simulation is referred to as a
Logical Process (LP). Each LP is responsible for simulating one piece of the full simulation and
giving its data to the other LPs which require it for their own simulation purposes. The main
challenge in creating a distributed simulation is ensuring that all of the information from one LP has
made it to the other LPs before they move on or they will not take all of the correct information into
account. Stated more concisely, the challenge is to keep the LPs synchronized.

If the simulations

process events out of order, this is referred to as breaking the local causality constraint. If an LP
has moved to time t4 and receives data from another LP that needed to be used at an earlier time, t3,
local causality has been broken the simulation and results will no longer be accurate. Overcoming
this issue is traditionally accomplished in one of two ways.

6.1.1 Conservative Simulation
The most obvious way to keep each LP synchronized is to force them to constantly
communicate with each other to ensure that no LP goes ahead in simulation time until every other
LP is ready to move on as well. There are few issues involving detecting a deadlock that have been
well addressed in literature [49] and should not hinder using such a scheme. Traditionally, unless
more advanced features are added to a conservative simulation system, a lot of time can be spend
waiting for other LPs before moving onto the next calculation. Regardless of how this type of
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simulation is implemented, it will also have a large amount of extra messages being sent to
maintain synchronization.
Shown below is an example of how conservative simulation works and can achieve faster
than real‐time performance when simulating a real‐time system. It also shows how the LPs wait for
the other LPs before moving on to the next time step.

Figure 6. 1 Example of a conservative simulation.

One of the best ways to get good performance from a conservative system is to use look
ahead. Look ahead allows LPs to continue with their own calculations further on in simulation time
if they know that none of the current LPs are going to violate the local causality constraint. It can be
compared to seeing into the future and knowing that there is a certain period of time for which
messages will not be received from other LPs. This is far from a trivial and is also considered one of
the most important aspects of a conservative simulation.
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This is the main detraction from using a conservative simulation for a multi‐agent system,
as there is no way of determining each agent’s look‐ahead as they are typically fairly complex
programs that cannot be simplified into rules, or they would not be needed in the first place. This is
even more true where heterogeneous agents are working together.

6.1.2 Optimistic Simulation
Optimistic simulation is the exact opposite of conservative simulation. Instead of enforcing
the local causality constraint, each LP is allowed to process at its own speed and wantonly ignore
where other LPs are located in simulation time. It is called optimistic because each processor
moves forward in time, optimistically assuming it has not violated the causality constraint. This
will inevitably lead to the local causality constraint being broken at some point in simulation time.
To deal with this, a capability known as time warp is built into each LP, allowing them to step back,
or time warp, to right before local causality was broken and proceed from there. This works
because for local causality to be broken, it requires a time stamped message from another LP to be
received. Once this happens, the LP that received the message too late now has the message it
originally ignored, and can time warp back and proceed on, now having the correct information in
hand. This LP must alert the other LPs so that they must go back as well. This is an over simplified
explanation and can be compared to a group of people running together, and whenever they realize
that someone has fallen behind, they run back to that person, and then continue on, however, they
are not checking all of the time, which means the runner who fell behind may be able to catch up.
This can be contrasted to a conservative simulation where the runners would never let themselves
outpace each other.
This optimistic scheme works because it is not unusual for an LP that falls a little behind to
catch up later without ever having sent a message that would violate the local causality constraint.
The challenge with an optimistic simulation is that time is wasted when recovering from violating
the local causality constraint. If the recovery mechanisms are fast, it is not much of an issue, but
even with fast recovery, if the LPs are so mismatched that they are continually having to time warp
and resynchronize, the simulation could feasibly take longer than a single processor simulation. To
prevent this, a mechanism can be used to slow down the faster LPs [50]. One nice aspect in trying
to achieve this is that if an LP is continually running too far ahead, it is aware of this and can choose
to slow itself down in an attempt to lower the number of time warps being caused.
Neither conservative nor optimistic simulation is inherently better than the other, as both
can be used to achieve good performance. The issue with a conservative simulation is to reduce
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overhead on the network and increase look‐ahead time. The challenge in an optimistic simulation
is that enabling the time warp capabilities requires overhead in the LP and to lower the number of
times the local causality constraint is violated.
For this particular application, there is no lack of computing resources, but there is still a
bandwidth requirement.

This tips the scale in the direction of an optimistic simulation.

Additionally, the look‐ahead issue is either impossible or extremely challenging in heterogeneous
agent applications, but it is a simple matter to cause LPs moving too quickly to slow down. As the
full system was fleshed out, other additional benefits of using an optimistic simulation system
became apparent as well.

•

Time warp requires all previous events be remembered, this makes debugging drastically
easier as all data on the system is already available (unless memory management requires
some to be deleted).

•

Time warp messages are easily embedded into already necessary agent messages.

•

Time warp capabilities are easy to deactivate, allowing the same code to be used for a ‘fast
as possible’ optimistic simulation as well as a soft real‐time simulation.

Optimistic Distributed Simulation Fundamentals
As mentioned already, an optimistic simulation works by allowing different LPs to violate
the local causality constraint because they have the mechanisms to recover. This is achieved with
the concept of virtual time. As defined by Jefferson [49], a virtual time system is a distributed
system executing in coordination with an imaginary virtual clock that ticks virtual time. Virtual
time is used to move the system forward and maintain synchronization. Time warp takes this
concept and creates two separate views of virtual time within the system. In a time warp
simulation, each LP has its own local virtual time and its own local control mechanism. However,
virtual time needs to apply in a global sense to serve any purpose in synchronizing separate LPs, so
there is also a global control mechanism.
Local Control Mechanism
Each LP has its own virtual clock that proceeds independently of other LP’s virtual clocks.
Each LP puts its own time stamp on messages it sends, which represent the virtual time that the
sending LP was at and is not based on the receiving LP’s virtual time. Each LP moves forward in its
own virtual time without regard for the location in time of other LPs. If one LP receives a time
stamped message that needed to be processed before the LP’s current virtual time, the local
causality constraint has been broken and remedial action needs to be taken. First, the LP needs to
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be able to return to an earlier time so that it can properly take the message into account, and
secondly, if it has sent any messages between the roll back time and the current time, it must undo
their affects. The basics of this are fleshed out in Figure 6. 2.

Figure 6. 2 Time Warp Flow Chart.

Returning to an earlier time for an LP is like an advanced undo feature. All that is required
is that the LP rolls back its states to the time of the received message. This can be achieved through
two main ways. The first method is full state saving. This means that a snapshot of all of the states
at a given time is saved. For whatever time needs to be rolled back, the states are loaded from
memory. The other method means that for each event processed by the LP, only the states modified
are saved. This process requires that to roll back, each previous processed event must be undone.
The first method requires more memory, but it can quickly step back to previous times. The second
method uses less memory but it takes longer to roll the states back. Which one takes less overhead
while the LP is running normally depends heavily on implementation and number of state variables
in the LP. Both of these methods are demonstrated in Figure 6. 3.
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Figure 6. 3 Types of state saving for time warp mechanism.

Besides rolling back the state variables, the second big issue is that of unsending messages.
This is because a single LP may have sent messages to other LPs after the time which it needs to
step back to. That means any actions taken by those LPs based on the message need to be undone
as well. However, these LPs only have to step back to the time when they received the bad message.
This is achieved with a construct called an anti‐message. An anti‐message is an exact copy of the
message originally sent, only it has a flag declaring that it is an anti‐message. This means that every
message needs a unique identifier so that the correct message is undone if an anti‐message is
received, and it also means that each LP needs to keep track of all of the messages it receives and
sends. When an anti‐message is received, the LP responds similarly to as if it had received a late
message, except that when it rolls back, it also deletes the message which corresponds to the anti‐
message. It, in turn, will send any required anti‐messages, and this causes a cascade effect so that
all affected LPs eventually roll back to the correct time and receive all the messages they should,
and delete any messages they should not have. Some LPs may not need to roll back to maintain
causality.
Figure 6. 4 shows how Time Warp would allow a distributed simulation to get the correct
results after the system is no longer synchronized. Here is a description of what should happen,
and then what happens in a possible time warp scenario. Agent A executes job A, which causes it to
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instruct Agent B to execute job D. Agent B executes job B while agent A is executing job A. When
Agent B receives the message from Agent A, it executes job D and in response tells Agent A to
execute job F. Agent A executes job F in response to agent B. Agent B then executes job C and sends
a message telling Agent C to run job E. This is shown in the left half of Figure 6. 4.
When being simulated, and each Agent represents a single LP, agent A executes job A, which
causes it to instruct Agent B to execute job D. Agent B executes job B while agent A is executing job
A. However, Agent B does not receive the message in time and moves on to Job C instead of job D.
This causes Agent B to tell Agent C to execute job Q instead of job E. When Agent B finally receives
the late message, it executes its time warp mechanism to roll back its memory and unsend any
messages it needs to. This causes it to send an anti‐message to C informing it that it did not actually
want Agent C to execute job Q. Agent B then rolls back to time 5 and proceeds to execute Job D and
follows the rest of the simulation in the proper order. Agent C receives the anti‐message, and rolls
back to time 20, not needing to send any of its own anti‐messages. Agent C then also proceeds
along with the simulation correctly. This is displayed in the right half of Figure 6. 4. It is important
to realize that numbers on the time axis of the left side show the real‐time, while the numbers on
the axis on the right shows the virtual time of the separate agents. However, the actual position of
events on the right side’s time axis can still be interpreted as how they occur in real‐time.
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Figure 6. 4 Example of Time Warp mechanism.
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While the ability to roll back to previous states and unsend messages are the main aspects
of a distributes simulation that allow it to maintain causality, there are a number of other issues
that must be addressed for it to work in a real distributed processing environment. Additional
issues will also need to be taken into account to meet the needs of this particular project.
One very important aspect of this system is that when rolling back to a previous state, the
list of received messages should not be rolled back. Any messages that have been received that
have a corresponding anti‐message should be deleted, but the rest of the messages need to be saved
because they will not be resent by the other LPs because those LPs do not necessarily know that a
roll back is happening. The LP that is rolling back its states will have to save the messages it
received and reprocess them at the correct time, otherwise, these messages would be lost and the
simulation would not be able to move forward; all events occurring would be causal, but some
event simply would not exist within the simulation because the LPs would be deleting some of
them.
Global Control Mechanism
Another issue is the global control mechanism. The local control mechanism implemented
through anti‐messages and roll back to previous states leads to a simulation that is continuously
using more memory. The only way to be able to free some of this memory is to know that there is a
certain time that will never be ‘time warped’ back to. This time is called Global Virtual Time (GVT).
GVT is more explicitly defined as the smallest time stamp of all the messages (including anti‐
messages) and events that are being processed or are unprocessed. Already processed events and
messages cannot cause the time warp mechanism to be triggered so they do not affect the
calculation. Calculating GVT does not have to be precise, as a conservative answer will still allow
some memory to be freed. Currently, since memory is not a restricting factor, it is hoped to avoid
needing a GVT calculation and memory handling because it is desirable for testing and debugging
purposes to have access to the entire list of an Agent’s actions. Instead, if physical memory
becomes scarce, the oldest memory can be saved to the hard drive for archival purposes and will
still be accessible if the time warp mechanism needs to go back that far. If at some point this work
must be extended to include a GVT mechanism, it is recommended that Samadi’s GVT algorithm
[51] be used as it can be implemented simply just be adding acknowledgements which can easily be
incorporated into the standard agent communications.
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6.2 Implementation in MultiAgent System
All further work will be based on the specific implementation of the time warp mechanisms
in this multi‐agent architecture. As should be obvious, it makes sense to model each agent as an LP.
However, this work is going to look at it from the other way around. Instead of putting the multi‐
agent system into a distributed simulation, each agent will be given the ability to simulate itself.
When running the system, there will be a flag that determines whether to run in soft‐real‐time or to
run in fast‐as‐possible mode. In the first mode, the physical simulation will use timers to emulate a
real‐time system and the agent’s will operate as they were originally designed to as shown in Figure
6. 5. The second mode will have the agents use the time warp capability and act as a parallel
discrete event simulation (PDES) attempting to achieve fast as possible performance as shown in
Figure 6. 6. Or, if the system has not been developed sufficiently to achieve real time performance
yet, the time warp mechanism can simulate what would happen if the system was working
properly. This type of simulation would inevitably take longer than real time. Additionally, speed
up is not possible if a specific agent will be utilized for 100% of the time.

Figure 6. 5 Simulation method for soft real‐time performance.
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Figure 6. 6 Simulation method for fast as possible performance.

The first mode has the actual multi‐agent system operating on a simulated environment.
The second mode is an entirely simulated system. This is ideal for development purposes as the
second mode will inherently correct synchronizations problems as well as provide results quickly,
while the first mode will show the actual real‐time behavior of the agent system and can also be
used to validate the simulations. One of the benefits of this approach is that for the system during
development, the system does not have to actually meet real‐time requirements. While the main
purpose of a parallel simulation is to speed everything up, it can also take a system that cannot be
simulated at real‐time speeds and show how the system would perform if it could. This type of
simulation will take longer than real‐time which is unavoidable. Another benefit of the second
mode is that it guarantees that all messages will be delivered and processed correctly, so that
developers can debug the system without worrying about problems with the network and focus
their efforts solely on the agent system.

This type of capability gives developers more leeway as

they develop different pieces of the system. The ability to save states can be left on or turned off in
the soft real‐time simulation depending on what is desired. This type of system can be configured a
number of ways to suit specific design/study needs to try and save as much time as possible.
It is still very important to have the soft‐real‐time ability of this system as well. This is
because the PDES simulates the system when all messages are received on time and acted on
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immediately. This only simulates the ideal performance of the system. In reality, messages could
be lost or received late and other unforeseen problems when the system is operating with real‐time
constraints. Any system that will be operating on a power plant or any other mission critical
application must be capable of overcoming such hurdles without failing. Any system not capable of
dealing with such problems has no place in industry. The soft real‐time simulation allows for these
types of problems to be addressed and the solutions verified. Additionally, the simulation can be
set up on the actual network hardware that will be used for implementation to add even higher
levels of fidelity, further reducing the cost of fixes late in the development cycle.
This type of implementation allows for development to begin immediately in an
asynchronous environment and can actually allow simulations of the system to be performed faster
than previous methods. However, there are specific issues that now need to be addressed that are
not necessarily part of a typical time warp PDES.
A large issue comes from the fact that the physical simulation needs to operate within this
simulation architecture. The agents will typically be performing operations at a time scale at least
an order of magnitude (usually two to three) slower than the fixed step size used for the physical
simulation. While saving states for the agents takes a little overhead with regard to time, it
becomes a significant factor with the physical simulation which is performing calculations
constantly. To deal with this, a customized state saving and time warp procedure has been
designed specifically for the physical simulation. While an agent is performing different types of
operations and working on many different types of data, the differential equations in the simulation
always produce the exact same data type for every calculation. This means that for an agent, a very
generic type of state saving procedure is required that can handle any data type of any size, but
speed must be sacrificed to achieve this. However, for the physical simulation, all of the data can
simply be stored in an array, and instead of undoing every step one by one, the simulation can
simply change its index for the array and resume operation. While implementing time warp with a
typical agent requires complicated data structures and functions, it can be simplified down to a very
simple data structure and indexing system when dealing with the LPs performing the physical
simulation.
While the time warp mechanisms were easily folded into the already existing agent
communication scheme, it is not an appropriate method for the physical simulation to pass data.
Agent communication involves complicated messages that must contain a significant amount of
extra data to allow the message handler to parse them correctly and determine the nature of the
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messages as visualized in Figure 3. 1.

This makes the messages large and requires extra

computation. Again, using the same logic for having a dedicated state saving method for the
physical simulation, it is possible to set up dedicated types of communication for the data being
passed because it will always be in the same format. This brings up the concept of a direct
connection within the agent framework that will operate as shown in Figure 3. 2.
Another huge issue with time warp is that if LPs having simultaneous events can cause a
cyclic dependency where certain events, when combined, cause a roll back to happen, and then the
events happen again, and cause the roll back to happen again. This can only happen when multiple
events have the same time stamp, and one of the events can still cause the other event to roll back.
This cannot happen in reality within an agent system because there are time delays in sending
messages between agents. This time delay is modeled in the simulation by all LPs which add this
time delay to the time stamp of all received messages. This prevents simultaneous events from
cancelling each other and causes the simulation to more closely resemble reality.

6.3 Simulation Configurations
Numerous configurations were tested, working up to the full multi‐agent system
configuration. Initial work was done using only the third‐order power plant, but all final results
include both power plants. Additionally, the final simulations were run for longer periods of time to
further push the limits of the system in regards to its memory issues. Simulation setups 1‐4
presented in this section all use the third‐order power plant for the model. Simulation setup 5 uses
the large‐scale power plant. The simulation cluster block used in the figures below, consists of all of
the hard‐real time agents, mainly, the driver, monitor, and simulation agents. Since they are
directly synchronized through their data streams, they all move through time at the exact same
rate, so all of their simulation performance results are identical. The server agent is also included
in every simulation setup but is purely reactive and causes no rollbacks and therefore does not
affect the progression of the simulation.
The fault diagnosis agent and human interface agent cannot be used for these simulations as
they require the interaction of a human, which cannot operate at faster than real‐time speeds and
provide realistic results. Testing these agents is better suited when running the system at pseudo‐
real time speeds.
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6.3.1 Simulation Setup 1
This simulation uses only 2 agents, one agent, Ref Gov, acts as a reference governor. Then a
separate agent, TOPP Full, contains all of the functionality of a Driver Agent, Simulation Agent, and
Monitoring Agent for a third‐order power plant. This simulation only runs for 7000 seconds
following the unit load demand profile Figure 5. 22. The unit load demand profile tracked is shown
in Figure 6. 8.

Figure 6. 7 Simulation setup 1.
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Figure 6. 8 Unit load demand profile for Simulation setups 1‐4.
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6.3.2 Simulation Setup 2
This simulation uses 1 more agent, the two from before plus an identification agent which
does not update the reference governor model. This complicates the simulation but does not create
any communication loops. The identification agent is extremely fast, so a simple study of how
slowing it down affects the overall simulation is also studied in this setup. For this set up, there is
the possibility of anti‐messages being sent, so additional data is required. For understanding the
data, the following should be taken into account. An anti‐message does not always cause a time
warp, because it can be received early (as a message from the future) and the agent can delete the
corresponding message without having to time warp. However, a late message always requires a
time warp with this architecture unless it was received during a real time job. That is why the sum
of late messages and anti message does not necessarily equal the number of time warps.
This simulation also only goes for 7000 seconds following the unit load demand profile in
Figure 6. 8.

Figure 6. 9 Simulation setup 2.

6.3.3 Simulation Setup 3
This simulation setup is the exact same as setup #2 except the loops are connected between
the Identification agent and the Ref Gov agent, allowing cyclical time warps and causing every agent
to have a dependency on every other agent. Once again, this simulation also only goes for 7000
seconds following the unit load demand profile in Figure 6. 8.
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Figure 6. 10 Simulation setup 3.

6.3.4 Simulation Setup 4
This simulation setup includes all agents and runs for 14000 seconds and also used the unit
load demand profile in Figure 6. 8. Pushing the system for this long, while unnecessary for the
typical tests run, pushes the state saving mechanism shown in Figure 6. 3 to a point where memory
issues begin to have an effect on overall system performance. It should be noted that while the
arrows demonstrate the main relationships, for this setup, the agents will also be sending other
messages as full functionality is enabled for all agents and no more simplifications are forced upon
the system.

Figure 6. 11 Simulation setup 4.
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6.3.5 Simulation Setup 5
Simulation setup 5 is identical to simulation setup 4 as far as agents used. It uses the large
scale power plant model instead of the third‐order power plant model and runs for 5400 seconds
using the unit load demand profile shown below in Figure 6. 12.
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Figure 6. 12 Unit load demand profile for simulation setup 5.

6.4 Architecture Performance
Below are the results of the system’s performance for different simulation setups.
Numerous runs were used to show the variability in the performance of the optimistic simulation.
Overall performance did not typically differ dramatically from one run to the next, but the
simulations often did not progress identically, but maintained consistency between final results as
is expected of optimistic simulations.
The simulation time figures show the overall simulation time of each simulation run. The
simulation performance takes an individual simulation run and shows the progressing of individual
agents through virtual time vs. clock time. Afterwards, a table is provided with statistics on
simulation times, time warps, and anti‐messages. It is important to note that not all late messages
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or anti‐messages cause a time warp, so the numbers, while perhaps not intuitive at all times, are
still accurate. An agent won’t time warp if it receives a late message during a real time job, as it
would not change the flow of actions. If an anti‐message is received before a message is processed,
a time warp is unnecessary.

6.5.1 Simulation Setup 1 Results
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Figure 6. 13 Simulation times for simulation setup 1.
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Figure 6. 14 Simulation performance for simulation setup 1.
Table 6. 1 Simulation data for simulation setup 1.
Ref Gov Agent

Simulation Cluster

Average Simulation Time [s]

47.79

63.99

Standard Deviation [s]

0.97

1.30

Max Simulation Time [s]

50.10

66.66

Min Simulation Time [s]

45.87

61.59

Average # of Time Warps

0

2

Standard Deviation

0

0

This simulation is extremely simple, but serves as a good introduction to the figures that
will be presented and how the agents interact. There are a few things to note. Looking at Figure 6.
14 reveals that there are two time warps, both performed by the simulation cluster and caused by
the reference governor.

They happen initially because of the manner in how the reference

governor is implemented. Once the reference governor has found the results for a specific unit load
demand, it will reuse those results until its model is updated. This means it is slowest in the
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beginning and whenever its model is updated. Once the reference governor is initiated, it speeds up
and easily performs faster than the simulation and causes no more rollbacks.
Analyzing the time warps taken by the simulation cluster also reveals important
performance issues. Looking at Figure 6. 14, when the second time warp happens, both agents are
much closer to each other in virtual time than the first time warp. This causes a time warp that
takes up less time and does not push the simulation cluster as far back. This is the ideal situation as
the further back an agent has to time warp, the longer it takes to perform the time warp. The
timewarps on the graphs of simulation performance can be analyzed like this. At the peak where
there is an * on the graph, a timewarp has been initiated. Up until this point, the line has had a
positive slope, representing the agent moving forward through time. After the timewarp, the
agent’s line has a negative slope, showing that it is going back in time to undo any incorrect
behavior. Once the line switches to a positive slope again, the timewarp has finished. The
horizontal distance between the beginning and end of the timewarp represents how long the
timewarp took to complete.
The slope of the lines in Figure 6. 14 also reveal information on what the specific agents are
doing. The simulation cluster also proceeds forward in time at the same rate. This is because it is
always doing the exact same thing over and over again. However, the reference governor, which
has multiple goals that take varying amounts of time to complete, is continually changing the rate at
which it proceeds through time, but has noticeable periods where its slope in the figure remains
constant, representing a period of time where it is performing a more extensive goal that takes a
consistent amount of time.

6.5.2 Simulation Setup 2 Results
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Figure 6. 15 Simulation times for simulation setup 2.
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Figure 6. 16 Simulation performance for simulation setup 2.

Table 6. 2 Simulation data for simulation setup 2.

Ref Gov Agent

Identification

Simulation Cluster

Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

58.95

75.83

73.08

Standard Deviation [s]

1.01

1.51

2.08

Max. Simulation Time [s]

61.98

84.07

85.52

Min. Simulation Time [s]

57.29

73.95

70.32

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

0

1.00

0

Standard Deviation

0

0

0

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

0

0

1.00

Standard Deviation

0

0

0

Late Messages Received

0

2.00

9.24

Standard Deviation

0

0

1.06

Avg. Time Warps

0

2.00

9.20

Standard Deviation

0

0

1.01
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This simulation setup is also very simple and not even realistic as the identification agent is
not allowed to interact with the reference governor agent. However, it also provides an ideal
opportunity to see a simplified version of what will be happening when agents are continually
causing time warps. The identification agent moves through time at a fairly linear rate that is
significantly faster than the simulation cluster, and is continually having to time warp back to
compensate. Shown in Figure 6. 17 is an example of how the identification agent can be arbitrarily
slowed down and it will no longer have to time warp. However, it also drastically increases the
overall simulation time.
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Figure 6. 17 Simulation performance for simulation setup 2 with identification agent slowed.
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6.5.3 Simulation Setup 3 Results
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Figure 6. 18 Simulation times for simulation setup 3.
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Figure 6. 19 Simulation performance for simulation setup 3.
Table 6. 3 Simulation data for simulation setup 3.

Ref Gov Agent

Simulation Cluster

Identification
Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

73.40

83.85

86.12

Standard Deviation [s]

1.13

1.25

1.50

Max. Simulation Time [s]

76.68

87.21

89.72

Min. Simulation Time [s]

70.27

80.17

80.03

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

3.32

2.12

2.62

Standard Deviation

0.51

0.39

1.05

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

2.62

3.32

2.12

Standard Deviation

1.05

0.51

0.39

Late Messages Received

3.92

3.02

11.72

Standard Deviation

1.09

0.14

1.16

Avg. Time Warps

2.20

3.02

11.72

Standard Deviation

0.45

0.14

1.16
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This is the first more realistic simulation setup as it is only missing the gain tuning agent
and is a legitimate multi‐agent system that would still be useful for improving overall system
performance. Now that the identification agent is allowed to interact with the reference governor,
all of the agents are having to time warp more often and the simulation time is increasing. The
reference governor remains the fastest of the agents but does not time warp as often as the
identification agent. This is because the identification agent is continually receiving updates from
the simulation cluster, but the reference governor only needs updates periodically.
An interesting note from Table 6. 3 is that the reference governor sends an average of 3.32
antimessages to the simulation cluster, but the simulation cluster only averages 2.12 time warps,
and the first 2 timewarps are the same as was discussed from simulation setup 1, which are caused
by late messages, not antimessages. What is happening here is that the reference governor is
sending many messages to the simulation cluster and then sending their corresponding
antimessage before the simulation cluster ever had a chance to process them because the reference
governor is moving quicker through virtual time.

6.5.4 Simulation Setup 4 Results
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Figure 6. 20 Simulation times for simulation setup 4.
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Figure 6. 21 Simulation performance for simulation setup 4.

Table 6. 4 Simulation data for simulation setup 4.

Ref Gov Agent

Simulation

Identification

Gain Tuning

Cluster

Agent

Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

132.25

145.46

159.29

145.04

Standard Deviation [s]

6.56

6.42

6.49

6.40

Max. Simulation Time [s]

145.30

157.92

171.45

157.67

Min. Simulation Time [s]

123.80

136.49

150.02

136.19

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

40.13

7.60

12.27

1.40

Standard Deviation

3.50

1.88

1.33

1.35

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

6.60

21.4

7.53

25.73

Standard Deviation

0.83

2.41

1.81

2.25

Late Messages Received

8.53

23.20

18.60

6.47

Standard Deviation

1.19

1.01

1.50

1.51

Avg. Time Warps

6.27

23.13

18.60

6.47

Standard Deviation

0.88

1.13

1.50

1.51
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This simulation represents the multi‐agent system in its entirety for all agents that can
operate at faster than real‐time speeds.

Not much has changed except the complexity has

increased. One of the main additions of complexity is that the relationship between agents becomes
more open. In previous setups, each agent only sent messages to one other agent, so it was easy to
trace the dependency loops. In the full system this is no longer true as the agents are allowed to
share other information as well.
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6.5.5 Simulation Setup 5 Results
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Figure 6. 22 Simulation times for simulation setup 5.
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Figure 6. 23 Simulation times with close up on identification and reference governor agents.
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Figure 6. 24 Simulation times with close up of gain tuning agent and simulation cluster.
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Figure 6. 25 Simulation performance for simulation setup 5.
Table 6. 5 Simulation data for simulation setup 4.

Ref Gov Agent

Simulation

Identification

Gain Tuning

Cluster

Agent

Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

1085.3

1219.4

1083.9

1215.4

Standard Deviation [s]

0.25

0.07

0.20

0.06

Max. Simulation Time [s]

1085.5

1219.5

1084.2

1215.5

Min. Simulation Time [s]

1084.9

1219.4

1083.7

1215.4

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

14.40

28.40

26.00

1.00

Standard Deviation

0.89

0.55

1.22

0

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

14.60

8.2

28.2

18.8

Standard Deviation

0.67

0.44

0.44

0.84

Late Messages Received

12.00

16.40

22.20

1.00

Standard Deviation

1.00

0.89

1.10

0

Avg. Time Warps

9.80

16.40

22.00

1.00

Standard Deviation

0.84

0.89

1.22

0
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The big difference in using the large‐scale model is not in how the multi‐agent system
interacts, but how long different function takes. Every agent takes longer to perform its given task,
but the gain tuning agent and reference governor see the biggest slow down in performance, but
the gain tuning agent gets slowed down so much that it completely determines the speed of the
overall simulation. In this case, an optimistic simulation is very ideal because there is no need for
the gain tuning agent to check where other agents are in virtual time, and the other agents
compensate using time warp. However, this simulation was still about 4 times faster than real time,
which is extremely desirable as all work done previously with full agent capabilities enabled was
running about 2 orders of magnitude slower.

6.5 Slow Down Mechanism
Occasionally the idea of a slow down mechanism is proposed to actually increase the overall
speed of an optimistic simulation. This is accomplished by only slowing down LPs that are going
too fast, but not slowing them down to the point where they are the slowest LP. This reduces the
number of rollbacks and can lead to faster simulation times as will be shown. However, it is
challenging to find any one slow down mechanism that consistently works well.
In the process of developing this system and experimenting with different slow down
mechanisms, there was no slow down mechanism that could be applied to all agents in a manner
that consistently improved performance, and usually slowed down overall performance.
There was one major exception to this rule when the simulation cluster moved through
simulation time slower than the other agents. One noticeable difference about the simulation
cluster and other agents is that all of the hard‐real time agents progress linearly through simulation
time as can be seen in any of the results above. All other agents progress through simulation time
at different speeds depending on what goals they are currently processing. This allows other
agents to attempt to mimic the speed of the simulation cluster, staying relatively well synchronized
through the entire simulation, causing a drastic reduction in how much time is lost to rollbacks.
However, the only case where this is true is when the gain tuning agent, which is the most
computational intense agent currently being used, is removed from the system.

While this

technique is not useful for the finished work this thesis is based upon, it showed some promise in
applications where the slowest agent’s movement through simulation time can be estimated. Some
work resulted in the following slow down rule achieving good performance for simulation case 3. It
was experimented with in the final case and slightly slowed overall performance. Using this
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technique requires that the simulation cluster’s performance determined beforehand, so this
technique requires the system to be simulated at least once without using the slow down
mechanism. Afterwards, knowledge of how fast the simulation cluster moves through simulation
time can be used to provide all of the information needed for the slowdown mechanism based on a
moving average and simple geometry.
First, the slow down factor must be calculated. This is the maximum speed the agent is
allowed to progress through virtual time. Every time the agent is forced to time warp, it lowers its
slowdown factor.
The receiving agent receives a message that forces a time warp. The receiving agent knows
roughly when it received the message from the sending agent and knows what virtual time the
sending agent was at. The receiving agent then tries to move through virtual time as close to, but
beneath, the curve defined by the line with a slope of the slowdown factor that passes through the
point containing the clock time the message was received and the virtual time of the sending agent
when that message was sent.
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Figure 6. 26 Flow charts for slow down mechanisms.
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Virtual Time

Slowdown
Limits

Message that
forces Rollback

Agent using Slow Down
Simulation Cluster

Clock Time (s)
Figure 6. 27 Slowdown example.

The slowdown technique is shown for simulation setup 3 and simulation setup 4. This is
provided mainly to demonstrate that the technique has promise, but only in situations where the
slowest agent moves through virtual time linearly.

Unfortunately, as the system gets more

complicated, it gets increasingly harder to find a slow down mechanism that improves
performance. In the case of the final system, the gain tuning agent is so much slower than the other
agents that it never loses time due to time warping, so reducing time warps has no effect on overall
simulation time.
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Figure 6. 28 Simulation times for simulation setup 3 with slowdown.
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Figure 6. 29 Simulation performance for simulation setup 3 with slow down.
Table 6. 6 Simulation data for simulation setup 3 with slow down.

Ref Gov Agent

Identification

Simulation Cluster

Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

71.15

80.51

80.06

Standard Deviation [s]

1.37

1.47

1.93

Max. Simulation Time [s]

79.76

89.77

92.33

Min. Simulation Time [s]

69.77

78.85

77.63

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

2.92

1.92

2.00

Standard Deviation

0.34

0.34

0

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

2.00

2.92

1.92

Standard Deviation

0

0.34

0.34

Late Messages Received

2.90

3.00

10.50

Standard Deviation

0.30

0

0.58

Avg. Time Warps

1.90

3.00

10.50

Standard Deviation

0.30

0

0.58
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The results for simulation setup 3 are very good, as simulation time is decreased
consistently by about 6 seconds when comparing Table 6. 3 with Table 6. 6. This is primarily due to
the fact that as the agents move through virtual time, they stay closer to each other and the
processing time to perform a time warp is drastically decreased in many instances.

The

identification agent has many time warps that are almost negligible in how they affect the overall
speed of the simulation.
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Figure 6. 30Simulation times for simulation setup 4 with slowdown.
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Figure 6. 31 Simulation performance for simulation setup 4 with slowdown.
Table 6. 7 Simulation data for simulation setup 4 with slowdown.

Ref Gov Agent

Simulation

Identification

Gain Tuning

Cluster

Agent

Agent

Average Simulation Time [s]

149.98

161.91

161.93

160.98

Standard Deviation [s]

0.58

0.80

0.52

0.56

Max. Simulation Time [s]

150.78

163.14

162.59

161.72

Min. Simulation Time [s]

148.98

160.41

160.96

160.03

Avg. Anti Messages Sent

35.20

10.27

8.47

0

Standard Deviation

1.01

0.46

0.52

0

Avg. Anti Messages Rec.

7.00

17.53

10.27

19.00

Standard Deviation

0

0.64

0.46

1.07

Late Messages Received

7.87

25.93

23.27

7.00

Standard Deviation

0.35

0.88

0.80

0

Avg. Time Warps

5.00

25.93

23.27

6.93

Standard Deviation

0

0.88

0.80

0.26
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Using the slow down technique here slightly slowed the overall simulation time by a few
seconds. However, one interesting fact is that slowing down the identification agent can be used as
a method to reduce the amount of memory it uses up as well. While in the previous simulation, the
identification agent became significantly slower than the other agents because it was using too
much memory, in this simulation, it does run into this problem. Unfortunately, the speed increase
for this specific setup does not compensate for the overall slowdown of the system caused by using
the slowdown mechanism. However, for a longer simulation, the slowdown mechanism would have
better performance until about 20,000 seconds, where the identification agent would again reach
its memory limits and slow down.
Overall, the slowdown mechanism shows some promise for this type of application when
the simulation cluster is moving through virtual time slower than all other agents. This is not
expected to be the case often, however, since one of the major benefits of a multi‐agent system is
their ability to perform data intensive processing.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Conclusions
The Distributed Real‐time Agent Framework with Time‐warp (DRAFT) multi‐agent system
proved to be very useful and achieved desired results for faster than real‐time performance and the
combination of two methods of validation, forced synchronization and distributed asynchronous
operation. Also, after implementing two separate control systems using the framework, it was
determined that is was sufficiently generic enough for general use.
There were no discrepancies in the performance of the multi‐agent system between the two
power plants. The architecture performed in the same manner for both applications. This is highly
desirable if changes are needed in the multi‐agent system architecture. If work needs to be done on
the multi‐agent system itself, the third‐order model seems sufficient for development and
debugging processes. This drastically lowers the simulation time required to analyze the multi‐
agent system operation. From the perspective of the multi‐agent system, the size of the power
plant only changes how long operations take and how much data is being sent. Initially, it seemed
possible that using the large‐scale power plant might overload the system with extra data, but this
was never the case, and therefore, a smaller simpler model can be used for most development if
changes are needed with the multi‐agent system.
Reverse Normal‐boundary Intersection also proved to be extremely useful as a manner for
solidifying the method of how to approach a multi‐objective optimization problem.

Before,

guesswork and ‘hand waving’ were a large portion of creating cost functions to achieve multi‐
objective optimization. The new method eliminates these to create a much clearer approach.
However, at the same time, this approach makes it challenging to optimize more than three
objectives due to human limitations in comprehending more than three dimensions. Also, there are
applications where initially obtaining the Pareto front is not possible, which make this technique
unusable for them as well. So, while using reverse normal‐boundary intersection provides a better
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method than typically aggregated cost functions, it has a more limited range of applications and is
more challenging (at least computationally) to implement. For the case of system operation
optimization, it definitely seems viable and worth the additional complexity, but will not be useful
in all multi‐objective optimization problems.
The specifics of the agent architecture and how real‐time scheduling are handled work well,
but are just one of many possible ways of achieving a multi‐agent system that meets performance
requirements. The work showed in Chapters 3 and 4 is much more implementation specific and
serves as a good approach that can be used for multi‐agent systems, but certainly is not how the
problem must be solved. Chapters 5 and 6 addressed much more solid research issues while the
beginning chapters were more geared at a particular system. The architecture is designed to be
generic enough that the techniques used in this thesis can be applied in different ways, and
hopefully ways that have not been foreseen. Whether this is true or not will only come to light in
time as this system is further analyzed and pushed to its limits.
This work has laid out specifics on how to implement a multi‐agent architecture designed
specifically for real‐time systems and how to develop a framework that is capable of self‐simulation
to enhance the design process and combine the discrete and continuous aspects of the system. It
has also provided a clear method to implement multi‐objective optimization. These contributions
will hopefully make multi‐agent technology more available to industry. Making specifics of the
architecture available to the general public will hopefully spur on more work in the real‐time area
of multi‐agent technology. Additionally, these techniques can be used on power plants to enhance
their sufficiency and provide a manner in which new technologies can be easily incorporated into
older systems.

7.2 Future Work
There are numerous specific areas to pursue in light of the work done for this thesis. While
this thesis was primarily a systems thesis and not theory, and it covers a somewhat broad range of
topics, it opens up specific questions for these topics.
Probably the most important issue to address, which is already a research topic being
pursued by many scientists is the problem of visualizing multiple‐objectives for more than 3. One
trick already achieved in this thesis is that the multi‐objective optimization problem addressed
actually had 4 objectives, if the unit load demand is taken as one of the objectives, but the nature of
the system allowed the Pareto front to be visualized using two two‐dimensional graphs. With
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further study, there may be further ways to increase the number of objectives being optimized
while still presenting them in a way that a human can easily interpret. Or this issue could be
tackled form the more generic issue of how to visualize more than 3 objectives.
Another interesting issue to address would be an in depth study on how different methods
of real‐time scheduling affect the overall operation of the multi‐agent system. While only one really
useful method was used for this thesis, if the agent architecture is altered, or significantly more
complex real‐time schedulers are used, there are likely many viable methods to achieve real‐time
scheduling of mission critical tasks while balancing multi‐agent overhead. This issue will become
more important as the overall complexity of coordination schemes between agents increases.
A challenging issue to address would be re‐implementing this system using a conservative
simulation approach. There may be an intuitive way to achieve this that does not require a
significant overhaul of the system. It would be very interesting to see the comparison of simulation
speeds if a good conservative simulation scheme could be set up. While typically the optimistic
techniques outperform conservative techniques, this is not always true, and it won’t be known that
the optimistic techniques used in this work are the better approach until a comparison is made.
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Apendix A
ASSUMPTIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL
LAWS FOR A POWER PLANT MODEL

In the appendix, conservation laws used for the general mathematical description of the
various components in the power plant model will be provided. First, the assumptions that will
simplify computational requirements and lessen complexity are presented. The conservation laws
for mass, energy, and momentum will be described based on those assumptions. The units are
included in Appendix B.

A.1 Assumptions
1. A single lumped parameter value is sufficient to represent a property. This will lead to a
one‐dimensional model.
2. To use the lumped parameter approach, time lag is negligible compared to its characteristic
time constant.
3. Density variation with pressure is neglected.
4. Water and steam are in saturated equilibrium in the drum, condenser and deaerator. This
allows the use of the first thermodynamic property to represent the thermodynamic state of
the component.
5. The metal mass and water or steam masses are lumped together in the heat exchangers to
form an effective mass.
6. The pressure multiplied by specific volume variation is negligible compared to the enthalpy
variation. This will allow the complex energy equation to be reduced to a more desirable
form.
7. Inertia is negligible compared to friction and pressure in flow equations.
8. Frictions for the flows through pipes or tube banks are constants.
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A.2 Balance Equations
Mass, energy, and momentum are, in principle, conserved at every small region of a space. These
physical laws are shown in this section in their working form as applied to a lumped component.

A.2.1 Mass Balance
The mass balance equation for the fluid density in a lumped component is presented in terms of the
following relationship:

V

d ρ out
= Win − Wout
dt

(A.1)

where,

V

=

volume.

ρout

=

outlet fluid density.

Win

=

inlet mass flow rate.

Wout

=

outlet mass flow rate.

A.2.2 Energy Balance
Energy balance for a lumped component is presented in terms of the following relationship:

M

dhout
= Win ∗ hin − Wout ∗ hout + Q − Work
dt

where,

M

=

effective mass.

hout

=

outlet enthalpy.

hin

=

inlet enthalpy.

Win

=

inlet mass flow rate.

Wout

=

outlet mass flow rate.

Q

=

heat input.

Work

=

work output.
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(A.2)

The effective mass is given by:

M = ρ e ∗V + M m ∗ Sm ∗ Tm he

(A.3)

where,

ρe

=

average fluid density.

he

=

average fluid enthalpy.

V

=

volume.

Mm

=

metal mass.

Sm

=

specific heat of metal.

Tm

=

metal temperature.

When the fluid mass is lumped with the metal mass, Equation A.3 will be changed to form an
effective mass as given in assumption 5, the new form is:

M ∗ Sm

dTm
= Qin − Qout
dt

(A.4)

and Equation A.4 will be:

M = M m + V ∗ ρ e ∗ he

( Sm ∗ Tm )

(A.5)

where,

Qin

=

heat transferred into metal.

Qout

=

heat transferred out of metal.

A.2.3 Momentum Balance (Friction Losses)
The momentum conservation equation is an expression for the rate of change in the stored
momentum. It equates the rate of momentum inflow minus the rate of momentum outflow plus the
net force applied. For a fluid flow and neglecting inertia terms, the equation used is:
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Pin − Pout = f

W2

ρ

+ ( L ∗ ρ ∗ g ) gc

(A.6)

where,

Pin

=

inlet pressure.

Pout

=

outlet pressure.

f

=

friction factor.

W

=

mass flow rate.

ρ

=

fluid density.

L

=

elevation of outlet above inlet.

g

=

gravitational acceleration.

gc

=

gravitational constant.

The conservation of moment of momentum is used for fans, pumps, motors, and turbines, and
it takes the following form:

J

dN
= Tin − Tout
dt

(A.7)

where,

J

=

effective mass moment of inertia.

N

=

angular velocity.

Tin

=

torque input.

Tout

=

torque output.

A.3 Constitutive Relations
The constitutive relations that were employed in this power plant unit development are in
three main categories:
1. Water/steam properties.
2. Pumps and fans performance characteristics.
3. Induction motor characteristics.
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In the following subsections, a description of the physical constraints implemented in the
relationships between system properties and parameters is given.

A.3.1 Water Steam Properties Relations
In a thermodynamic stable equilibrium state, only a limited number of the properties are
independent. With those known, the thermodynamic state of a certain substance can be found, and
other properties can be calculated as a function of the substance states. Some of these functions are
expressed in simple closed algebraic equations. Others such as the water/steam table properties
are approximated using a standard nonlinear least square polynomial fit routine in certain ranges
to reduce complexity for simulation purposes.

A.3.2 Fan and Pump Performance Characteristics
The fan and pump relationships that model the performance characteristics are expressed
in the following quadratic form:

ΔH
A∗ N2

= K1 + K 2

η
N2

Q
⎛ Q ⎞
+ K3 ⎜
⎟
A∗ N
⎝ A∗ N ⎠

= K 4 + K5

Q
⎛Q⎞
+ K6 ⎜ ⎟
N
⎝N⎠

2

(A.8)

2

(A.9)

where,

H

=

fan or pump head.

A

=

normalized vane position.

N

=

fan or pump speed.

Q

=

volume flow rate.

K1−6

=

constants calculated from the least square polynomial fit.

Equation A.8 is called the normalized head‐flow relationship for a fan. The term A is
introduced in the equation to account for the variable vane position. Equation A.9 is the normalized
efficiency relationship. The units for variables above are given in Appendix B.
Another way to express Equation A.8 would be in terms of pressure and mass flow rate:

ΔH =

( Pout − Pin ) gc
ρ∗g
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(A.10)

Q=

and

W

ρ

.

A.3.3 Induction Motor Characteristics
The induction motor torque slip characteristic for different ranges of operating voltages is
expressed below.

k ∗V 2
T=
s smax + smax s

Ns − N
,
Ns

Ns =

T

=

torque.

k

=

constant.

V

=

supply voltage.

s

=

slip of maximum torque.

s

=

slip.

Ns

=

synchronous speed.

N elec

=

line frequency.

kn

=

number of poles/2.

where s =

Nelec
,
kn

and,
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(A.11)

Apendix B
NOMENCLATURE

Prefixes

K
C
Kc

≡ A constant
≡ A control system variable
≡ A control system constant

K tc

≡ A control system time constant

Z

≡ Intermediate variable

Primary Quantity

A,a
E,e
F,f

≡ Area, fan vane position
≡ Effeciency
≡ Friction factor, fraction

G,g ≡ Acceleration due to gravity
Gc ,g c ≡ Units conversion factor
H,h

≡ Enthalpy, heating value

J,j
L,l

≡ Moment of inertia
≡ Length

M,m ≡ Mass
MW ≡ Power
N,n ≡ Number, speed, frequency
P,p
Q,q
R,r

≡ Pressure
≡ Heat transfer rate
≡ Density

S,s
T,t

≡ Slip, entropy, specific heat
≡ Torque, temperature; temperature factor

U,u
V,v

≡ Heat transfer coefficient, specific internal energy
≡ Volume, voltage
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W,w ≡ Mass flow rate
X,x

≡ Burner tilt, position, length, water level

η
ρ
φ
δ

≡ Efficiency
≡ Density
≡ Function
≡ Power angle
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Components

ah
ap
ar

≡ Air heater (glycol)
≡ Air preheater
≡ Air

at
bp
cn
cp
cr
cv

≡ Atmosphere
≡ Booster feed pump
≡ Condenser
≡ Condensate pump
≡ Cross‐over pipe
≡ Governor control valve

cw
dc
de
dr
dv
ec
fd
fl
fn
fp

≡ Condensate water
≡ Downcomer
≡ Deaerator
≡ Drum
≡ Deaerator valve
≡ Economizer
≡ Forced draft fan
≡ Fuel
≡ Furnace
≡ Boiler feed pump

ft
fv
fw
gg
gn

≡ Feedpump turbine
≡ Feedwater valve
≡ Feedwater
≡ Gun
≡ Generator

gr
gv
hp
hh

≡ Gas recirculation
≡ Governor control valve
≡ High pressure turbine
≡ High pressure feedwater heater
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id
ip
iv
lh

≡ Induced draft fan
≡ Intermediate pressure turbine
≡ Intercept valve
≡ Low pressure feedwater heater

lp
ps
rh
rp

≡ Low pressure turbine
≡ Primary superheater
≡ Reheater
≡ Recirculating pump

rw
ry
sc

≡ Recirculating water
≡ Reheat spray
≡ Steam chest

sh
ss
st
sy

≡ Superheater
≡ Secondary superheater
≡ Stack
≡ Superheat spray

sv
tr
tv
vf

≡ Stop valve
≡ Turbine
≡ Throttle valve
≡ Forced draft fan vane

vi
≡ Induced draft fan vane
ww ≡ Waterwall
Conditions

a
bd

≡ Air
≡ Blowdown

c
d
e

≡ Convective heat transfer
≡ Difference, drop, change
≡ Effective, average

elec ≡ Electrical
g
≡ Gas, gun
i
≡ Inlet condition, isentropic process
isen ≡ Isentropic
in
≡ In, inlet
L
≡ Lower limit
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≡ Metal, motor
m
max ≡ Maximum
o
out
pu

≡ Outlet condition
≡ Out, outlet
≡ Per unit

r
s
sr

≡ Radiation, rated, ratio
≡ Steam, supply line, seal
≡ Steam return

u
v
w

≡ Upper limit
≡ Valve
≡ Water

x
l

≡ Extraction
≡ Inlet condition

Exceptions

Ldc ≡ Load demand computer signal
q yww ≡ Quality of steam leaving waterwall
q ylpo ≡ Quality of steam leaving low pressure turbine
y wgr ≡ Water to gas ratio of flue gas
Wg ≡ flue gas flow rate
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Appendix C
PROCESS EQUATIONS

Appendix C presents the mathematical models that describe the power plant unit configuration
component by component. All units and symbols are indicated in Appendix B, and the functional
relationships denoted by φ are listed in Appendices D and E.

C.1 Boiler Equations
The methods and assumptions in Appendix A provide us with equations describing each part of the
boiler system. These equations are represented here in their general form. For programming
purposes, they are manipulated in [Usoro 1977]. A total of 12 interconnected components describe
the boiler system.

C .1.1 Drum
The key starting assumption in the drum module is that liquid and vapor remain in equilibrium.
The drum is represented by the following equations:
Mass balance

(

)

d
[ ρdrs ∗Vdrs + ρdrw ∗Vdrw ] = Wwwo − Wrw − W fw − Wdrs − Wdrbd ,
dt
Energy balance

(

)

d
[ ρ drs ∗Vdrs ∗ hdrs + ρ drw ∗Vdrw ∗ hdrw ] = Wwwo ∗ hwwo − Wrw − W fw hdrw ,
dt
− Wdrs ∗ hdrs − Wdrbd ∗ hdrs
Constitutive relations

X drw = K1xdrw + K 2 xdrw ∗ Vdrw + K3 xdrw ∗Vdrw2 ,
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where X drw , is the drum liquid level, which depends on the drum liquid volume, and

Vdrs = K vdr − Vdrw ,

ρ drw = φ ( ρ drs ) ,
hdrw = φ ( ρ drs ) ,
hdrs = φ ( ρ drs ) ,
Pdrs = φ ( ρ drs ) ,
Tdrs = φ ( ρ drs ) .
The state variables associated with the drum are ρdrs and Vdrw , steam density and liquid volume,
respectively.

C.1.2 Downcomers and Circulating Pumps
The saturation temperature changes throughout the circulation loop are negligible, so the flow is
assumed incompressible. The equations are:
Heat balance at downcomers entrace

(

)

Wrw ∗ hdcl = W fw ∗ heco + Wrw − W fw hdrw ,
Momentum balance in downcomers

Pdrs − Pdco = K fdc

Wrp 2

ρ dc

− K1dc ∗ ρ dc ∗ g gc ,

Moment of momentum for the circulating pumps

K jrp

dN rp
dt

= Trpl −

(

Wrp Prpo − Pdco

ηrp ∗ ρ rp ∗ N rp

),

where ρ rp = ρ dc .
Pump performance characteristics for the circulating pumps

Prpo − Pdco

ρ rp

⎛ Wrp
= K1rp ⎜
⎜ ρ rp
⎝

2

⎞
Wrp
+ K3rp ∗ N rp 2 ,
⎟ + K 2rp ∗ N rp
⎟
ρ rp
⎠
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ηrp

⎛ Wrp
= K 4rp ⎜
⎜ ρ rp
⎝

2

⎞
Wrp
+ K 6rp ∗ N rp 2 ,
⎟ + K5rp ∗ N rp
⎟
ρ rp
⎠
Induction motor characteristics for the circulating pumps

Trpl

K rpm ∗V 2
=
,
S rp
Srp max
+
Srp max
Srp

where,

S rp =

N rp max − N rp
N rp max

.
Constitutive relations

Wrw = Knrp ∗Wrp ,

ρ dc = φ ( Pdrs , hdcl ) ,
hdco = φ ( Pdco , ρ dc ) ,

(

)

hrpo = φ Prpo , ρ rp .

(

)

(

)

The only state variable for the pumps is the pump speed N rp and by solving the momentum
equations in both the downcomers and waterwalls, flow rate Wrp is found.

C.1.3 The Furnace and Waterwalls
The furnace flame changes the condition of the water in the waterwalls by heating the water to
saturation condition. The waterwall connects the water flow from the recirculation pumps to the
drum. Therefore, the saturated water will pass to the drum, and complete the recirculation loop.
The equations representing the waterwalls are:
Momentum balance

Prpo − Pdrs = K fww

Wwwo 2

ρ drw

+ K1ww ∗ ρ drw ∗ g g c ,
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where, Wwwo = Wrw + K wrps .
Energy balance

M wwme ∗ K swwm

dTwwm
= Qwwgm − Qwwmw ,
dt

where,

M wwme = K mwwm +

Kvww ∗ ρ drw ∗ hdrw
,
K swwm ∗ Twwm

Qwwmw = K uwwmw (Twwm − Tdrs ) ,
3

(

)

Qwwgm = U wwgm Twwge 4 − Twwm 4 ,

U wwgm = Kuwwgm ∗U xgg ∗U ngg .
Heat balance for water

(

)

Wwwo hwwo − hrpo = Qwwmw ,
Furnace flame temperature

(

)

(

Wg S fn T fn1 − Kto = War ∗ Sar (Tar − Kto ) + Wgr ∗ S gr Tgr − Kto

(

)

+ W fl ∗ S fl T fl − Kto + W fl ∗ K hfl ∗ E fl

)

,

Wg = War + W fl + Wgr ,
Tar = Tapao ,
S fn = K1sfn + K2sfn ∗ Ywgr .
Gas heat balance in the furnace

(

(

)

)

(

)

Wg S fn T fn1 − Twwgo = U wwgm Twwge 4 − Twwm 4 + K upsr Twwge 4 − T pse 4 ,
where,

Twwge =

(

)

1
T fn1 − Twwgo ,
2

U wwgm = Kuwwgm ∗U xgg ∗U ngg ,
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(

)

U xgg = K1xgg + K 2 xgg ∗ tan X gg ,

U ngg

N
(
=

g1 ∗ K1ng

+ N g 2 ∗2ng + N g 3 ∗ K3ng + N g 4 ∗ K 4ng + N g 5 ∗ K5ng
N gg ∗ K xwwe

),

N gg = N g1 + N g 2 + N g 3 + N g 4 + N g 5 .
Metal tube temperature, Twwm is the state variable associated with the waterwall.

C.1.4 Primary Superheater
The main steam flow passes through two superheaters plus a desuperheater before entering the
turbine model. The equations describing the primary superheater are:
Mass balance

K vps

d ρ pso
dt

= Wdrs − W pso ,
Momentum

Pdrs − Ppso = K fps

Wdrs 2

ρ drs

,

Pfn − Ppsgo = K fpsgWg 2 ,
Energy balance

M pse

dh pso
dt

= Wdrs ∗ hdrs − W pso ∗ h pso + Q ps ,

(

)

Wg ∗ S psg Twwgo − T psgo = Q psc ,
where

M pse = K vps ∗ ρ pse + K mpsm ∗ K spsm

T psme
h pse

Q ps = Q pse + Q psr ,

(

)

Q psr = K upsr Twwge 4 − T pse 4 ,
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,

K upsgm ∗ Wg 0.6 ∗ K upsms ∗ W pse 0.8

Q psc =

K upsgm ∗ Wg 0.6 + K upsms ∗ W pse0.8

(

)

(

)

W pse =

1
Wdrs + W pso ,
2

ρ pse =

1
ρdrs + ρ pso ,
2

hpse =

1
hdrs + hpso ,
2

(

(Tpsge − Tpse ) ,

)

Tpsme = Tpse +

Q psc
Kupsms ∗W pse0.8

,

(

) (

)

S psg = K osg + K1sg ∗ Ywgr + K sgt + K sgw ∗ Ywgr ∗ Twwgo − T psgo ,

Tpsge =

(

)

1
Twwgo + Tpsgo ,
2
Steam table fits

(

)

(

)

(

)

Tpse = φ ρ pse , h pse ,
Ppso = φ ρ pso , h pso ,
T pso = φ ρ pso , h pso ,
The state variables associated with the primary superheater are outlet steam density ρ pso , and
outlet enthalpy hpso .

C.1.5 Desuperheater
The desuperheater is used to control the output steam temperature of the secondary superheater.
This is accomplished by spraying water on the main steam flow before it enters the secondary
superheater. The water is feedwater discharged from the boiler feedpumps. The equations
describing this process are:
Mass balance
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Wssl = Wpso − Wpsx + Wsy ,

(

)

where, W psx = φ W pso .
Energy balance

(

)

Wssl ∗ hssl = W pso − W psx h pso + Wsy ∗ h fpo .
The spray enthalpy is the same as the feed pump outlet water enthalpy.
Steam table fits

ρ ssl = φ ( Ppso , hssl ) ,

(

)

Tssl = φ Ppso , hssl .
There are no state variables associated with the desuperheater model. Only algebraic equations
were used.

C.1.6 Secondary Superheater
The equations describing the secondary superheater are almost identical to those used for the
primary superheater. The equations are:
Mass balance

Kvss

d ρ sso
= Wssl − Wsso ,
dt

where, Wsso = Wcv + Wssx , Wssx = φ (Wcv ) .
Momentum

Ppso − Psso = K fss

Wssl 2

ρ sso

,

Ppsgo − Pssgo = K fssgWg 2 .
Energy balance

M sse

dhsso
= Wssl ∗ hssl − Wsso ∗ hsso + Qss ,
dt
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(

)

Wg ∗ S ssg T psgo − Tssgo = Qss ,

(

) (

)

S ssg = K osg + K1sg ∗ Ywgr + K sgt + K sgw ∗ Ywgr ∗ T psgo − Tssgo ,

Tssge =

(

)

1
Tpsgo + Tssgo ,
2

M sse = K vss ∗ ρ sse + K mssm ∗ K sssm
Qss =

Tssme
,
hsse

K ussgm ∗ Wg 0.6 ∗ K ussms ∗ Wsse 0.8
K ussgm ∗ Wg 0.6 + K ussms ∗ Wsse 0.8

ρ sse =

1
( ρ ss1 + ρ sso ) ,
2

hsse =

1
( hss1 + hsso ) ,
2

Tssme = Tsse +

Qss
Kussms ∗Wsse0.8

(Tssge − Tsse ) ,

.
Steam table fits

Tsse = φ ( ρ sse , hsse ) ,
Psso = φ ( ρ sso , hsso ) ,
Tsso = φ ( ρ sso , hsso ) ,
S sso = φ ( ρ sso , hsso ) .
The state variables associated with the secondary superheater are outlet steam density ρ sso , and
outlet enthalpy hsso .

C.1.7 Reheat Spray
The function of the reheat spray is the same as those of the desuperheater, but it is used for the
output steam flow from the reheater. The equations are:
Mass balance

Wrhl = Whpo + Wry .
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Energy balance

Wrhl ∗ hrhl = Whpo ∗ hhpo + Wry ∗ h fpo .
Steam table fits

ρ rhl = φ ( Phpo , hrhl ) ,

(

)

Trhl = φ Phpo , hrhl .
C.1.8 Reheater
The reheater is a part of the boiler model, but it serves the steam turbine model. The steam flow
exiting the first turbine (high pressure turbine) is redirected to the reheater to gain energy, then it
is fed to other parts of the turbine (intermediate and low pressure turbines). The equations
describing the reheater are similar to those describing the superheaters. The equations are:
Mass balance

Kvrh

d ρ rho
= Wrhl − Wip .
dt
Momentum

Phpo − Prho = K frh

Wrhl 2

ρ rho

,

Pssgo − Prhgo = K frhgWg 2 .
Energy balance

M rhe

dhrho
= Wrhl ∗ hrhl − Wip ∗ hrho + Qrh ,
dt

(

)

Wg ∗ Srhg Tssgo − Trhgo = Qrh ,

(

) (

)

S rhg = K osg + K1sg ∗ Ywgr + K sgt + K sgw ∗ Ywgr ∗ Tssgo − Trhgo ,

Trhge =

(

)

1
Tssgo + Trhgo ,
2
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M rhe = Kvrh ∗ ρ rhe + K mrhm ∗ K srhm
Qrh =

Trhme
,
hrhe

K urhgm ∗ Wg 0.6 ∗ K urhms ∗ Wrhe0.8
K urhgm ∗ Wg 0.6 + K urhms ∗ Wrhe 0.8

(

)

Wrhe =

1
Wrhl + Wip ,
2

ρrhe =

1
( ρrhl + ρrho ) ,
2

hrhe =

1
( hrhl + hrho ) ,
2

Trhme = Trhe +

(Trhge − Trhe ) ,

Qrh
Kurhms ∗Wrhe0.8

,
Steam table fits

Trhe = φ ( ρ rhe , hrhe ) ,
Prho = φ ( ρ rho , hrho ) ,
Trho = φ ( ρ rho , hrho ) ,
S rho = φ ( ρ rho , hrho ) .
There are two state variables associated with the reheater, outlet steam density ρ rho , and outlet
enthalpy hrho .

C.1.9 Economizer
The economizer works as a heat exchanger. Water enters the economizer from the last feedwater
heater (high pressure feedwater heater) located at the end of the feedwater system. The high
pressure water absorbs energy, and its temperature is increased. Then it proceeds to the drum. The
economizer equations are:
Momentum

Phho − Pdrs = K fec

W fw2

ρeco

,
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Prhgo − Pecgo = K fecgWg 2 .
Energy balance

M ece

dheco
= W fw ( hhho − heco ) + Qec ,
dt

(

)

Wg ∗ Secg Trhgo − Tecgo = Qec ,

(

) (

)

Secg = K osg + K1sg ∗ Ywgr + K sgt + K sgw ∗ Ywgr ∗ Trhgo − Tecgo ,

Tecge =
Qec =

(

)

1
Trhgo + Tecgo ,
2

K uecgm ∗ Wg 0.6 ∗ K uecmw ∗ W fw0.8
K uecgm ∗ Wg 0.6 + K uecmw ∗ W fw0.8

M ece = Kvec ∗ ρece + K mecm ∗ Ksec m

Pece =

1
( Phho + Pdrs ) ,
2

hece =

1
( hhho + heco ) ,
2

Tecme = Tece +

Qec
K uecmw ∗ W fw0.8

(Tecge − Tece ) ,

Tecme
,
hece

.
Steam table fits

Tece = φ ( hece , Pece ) ,

ρ ece = φ ( hece , Pece ) ,
ρ ece = φ ( hece , Pdrs ) .
The state variable associated with the economizer is outlet enthalpy heco .

C.1.10 Air Preheater
The air preheater is located at the cross section ahead of the economizer flue gas and the air heater.
Heat from flue gas path heats the air before it enters the furnace. The equations are:
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Tapao = Ktat + Ktahad + Ktapad ,
Pfdo − Pfn = K fap ∗War 2 ,
where, K pat − Paho = K fah ∗War .
2

There is no state variable associated with the air preheater.

C.1.11 Forced Draft Fans (FD fans)
Air from the atmosphere receives thermal energy from the air heater. The heated air enters the flue
gas path system through the forced draft fans. The air flow in the path is controlled by regulating
the vanes. The equations representing the forced draft fans are:
Moment of momentum

K jfd

dN fd

= T fd1 −

dt

(

W fd Pfdo − Paho

η fd ∗ ρ fd ∗ N fd

),

War
.
K nfd

W fd =

Fan characteristics

η fd = K 4 fd ∗W fd 2 + K5 fd ∗ N fd ∗W fd + K6 fd ∗ N fd 2 ,
Pfdo − Paho
Avf

⎛ W fd
= K1 fd ⎜
⎜ Avf
⎝

2

⎞
W fd
+ K3 fd ∗ N fd 2 ,
⎟ + K 2 fd ∗ N fd
⎟
Avf
⎠
Induction motor characteristics

K fdm ∗V 2
T fd1 =
,
S fd
S fd max
+
S fd max
S fd
S fd =

N fd max − N fd
N fd max

N fd max =

,

Nelec
.
6

Forced draft fan speed N fd , is the only state variable associated with FD fans.
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C.1.12 Induced Draft Fans (ID fan)
Their application is the opposite of the FD fan. After air enters the furnace, the flue gas passes
through primary and secondary superheaters, reheater, economizer, and air heater, transferring its
thermal energy along its path. The ID fan sends this air to the atmosphere, after it flows through the
stack. The equations are:
Momentum

K jid

(

)

Wid Pido − Papgo
dNid
= Tid1 −
,
ηid ∗ ρid ∗ Nid
dt

Wid =

Wgo
K nid

.
Fan characteristics

Pido − Papgo
Avi

2

⎛W ⎞
W
= K1id ⎜ id ⎟ + K 2id ∗ N id id + K 3id ∗ N id 2 ,
Avi
⎝ Avi ⎠

ηid = K 4id ∗Wid 2 + K5id ∗ Nid ∗Wid + K 6id ∗ Nid 2 .
Induction motor characteristics

Tid1 =

Sid =

Kidm ∗ V 2
,
Sid
Sid max
+
Sid max
Sid

Nid max − Nid
,
Nid max

Nid max =

Nelec
.
4

The equation describing the stack is:

Pido − K pat = K fst ∗Wgo 2 − K pst .
Induced draft fan speed Nid , is the only state variable associated with ID fans.
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C.2 Turbine – Generator Equations
The steam turbine model is divided to several interconnected modules. These modules are the
governing valve, steam chest, HP turbine, Intermediate valve, IP turbine, cross over pipe, and two
LP turbines.

C.2.1 Governing Valve
Steam from the boiler section (secondary superheater) enters the HP section through the governing
valve. There are two stop valves and four control valves. The valve positions are adjusted
depending on the power plant operation stage. In the start‐up mode, the control valves are wide
open and the stop valves vary in opening. However, in the normal mode of operation, the position of
the valves is the opposite of the above. The equation describing the governing valve is:

Wcv = K cv ∗ Acv Psso ∗ ρ sso ,
where Acv , is the control valve position.

C.2.2 Steam Chest
Although the steam chest is a part of the HP section, it is modeled separately. The steam chest is the
first part of the turbine to interact with steam and is located at the entrance to the HP turbine. The
equations describing the steam chest are:
Mass balance

Kvsce

d ρ sco
= Wcv − Whp ,
dt

where Whp = K hp Psco ∗ ρ sco .
Energy balance

hsco = hsso .
Steam table fits

Psco = φ ( ρ sco , hsco ) ,
S sco = φ ( ρ sco , hsco ) .
Steam density ( ρ sco ) is the only state variable associated with the steam chest.
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C.2.3 High Pressure Turbine
After steam passes through the steam chest, steam expands through the HP turbine section and
produces power. The HP, IP and LP turbines are connected through the same shaft. The equations
describing the HP turbine are:
Mass balance

Whpo = Whp − Whpx ,

(

)

Whpx = φ Whp .
Energy balance

(

)

MWhp = Whp hsco − hhpo .
Adiabatic process

ηisen = φ (Whp ) ,

(

)

hhpoi = φ Phpo , S sco ,

(

)

hhpo = hsco − ηisen hsco − hhpoi ,

(

)

Thpo = φ Phpo , hhpo .
Angular speed N r is the state variable associated with the three turbine sections. The dynamic
equation for the angular speed is shown in the turbine‐generator section.

C.2.4 Intercept Valve
The intercept valve is located in the reheater‐intermediate path. The output steam of the reheater
passes through the intercept valves before entering the IP section. The equation describing the
intercept valve is:

Wip = Kiv ∗ Aiv Prho ∗ ρ rho ,
where Aiv , is the normalized valve area. In normal operation the valve is wide open.
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C.2.5 Intermediate Pressure Turbine
Power is produced in the IP section by expanding steam entering from the reheater. After the
expansion process is completed, steam is discharged from the IP section into the cross‐over pipe,
and part of it is discharged to produce feedwater heating. The equations describing the IP turbine
are:
Mass balance

Wipo = Wip − Wipx ,

( )

Wipx = φ Wip

Energy balance

(

)

MWip = Wip hrho − hipo K eip .
Adiabatic process

ηisen = φ (Wip )
hipoi = φ ( S rho , ρ cro ) ,

(

)

hipo = hrho − ηisen hrho − hipoi ,

hcro = hipo .
As in the HP turbine, the angular speed N r is the only state variable associated with the
intermediate turbine section.

C.2.6 CrossOver Pipe
The cross‐over pipe is simply a connection between the intermediate and the low pressure
turbines, allowing steam to flow from the first to the second. The equations describing the cross‐
over pipe are:
Mass balance

kvcre

d ρcro
= Wipo − Wlp ,
dt

Wlp = Klp Pcro ∗ ρcro .
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Energy balance

hcro = hipo .
Steam table fits

Pcro = φ ( ρ cro , hcro ) ,
Tcro = φ ( ρ cro , hcro ) .
The state variable associated with the cross over pipe is steam density ρcro .

C.2.7 Low Pressure Turbine
The low pressure turbine section is actually two turbines connected to each other. This section
completes the turbine steam model. The input to the LP turbines is steam from the cross‐over pipe,
and the output is mechanical power, steam to the condenser, and steam to the feedwater heating.
The equation describing the LP turbine is:
Energy balance

(

)

MWlp = Wlp hcro − hlpo K elp .
Similar to HP and IP turbines, the angular speed N r is the only state variable associated with the
low turbine section.

C.2.8 TurbineGenerator
The total power from the turbine model is the sum of the power produced by the three turbines
multiplied by the overall turbine efficiency. An infinite bus generator is assumed with a goal to keep
the turbine speed equal to the electrical system frequency N elec desired in the system. The
equations describing the turbine‐generator are:
Energy balance

(

)

MWtro = MWhp + MWip + MWlp ηtr .
Moment of momentum

K jtre

(

dNtr
= MWtro − MWgn
dt

)

Ntr ,
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MWgn = K mwr ∗ MWgnpu ,
Generator action

MWgn = 2 ∗ sin δ ,
dδ
= Ntr − Nelec .
dt
The state variables associated with the turbine‐generator are N tr and δ rotational speed and
angle respectively.

C.3 Condenser Equations
C.3.1 Condenser
The condenser condition can be found by associating the cross‐over pipe with the condenser
pressure,

Pcn = φ ( Pcro ) .
After finding the condenser pressure from the above relationship, the saturation properties are
found from:
Steam table fits

ρ cnw = φ ( Pcn ) ,
hcnw = φ ( Pcn ) ,
hcns = φ ( Pcn ) ,
Tcns = φ ( Pcn ) .

C.3.2 Condensate Pumps
Two condensate pumps are associated with the condenser to feed the condensate water to the low
pressure feedwater. The equation for the condensate pumps are:

K jcp

dN cp
dt

= Tcp1 −

(

Wcp Pcpo − Pcn

ηcp ∗ ρcp ∗ N cp

),

ρcp = ρcnw ,
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Wcp =

Wcw
,
K ncp

Pcpo − Pcn

ρcn
ηcp

⎛ Wcp
= K1cp ⎜
⎜ ρcp
⎝

⎛ Wcp
= K 4cp ⎜
⎜ ρ cp
⎝

2

⎞
Wcp
+ K3cp ∗ N cp 2 ,
⎟ + K 2cp ∗ N cp
⎟
ρ
cp
⎠

2

⎞
Wcp
+ K 6cp ∗ N cp 2 ,
⎟ + K5cp ∗ N cp
⎟
ρ
cp
⎠

K cpm ∗V 2
Tcp1 =
,
Scp
Scp max
+
Scp max
Scp
Scp =

N cp max − N cp
N cp max

(

,

)

hcpo = φ Pcpo , ρcp .
The state variable associated with the condensate pump is the condensate pump speed N cp .

C.4 Feedwater System Equations
Condensate water is fed to the feedwater system. This water will flow through the feedwater
system components before reaching the boiler system. The feedwater components are:

•

Low pressure feedwater heater.

•

Deaerator feed valve.

•

Deaerator.

•

Boiler feed pump and booster pump.

•

Feedwater valve.

•

High pressure feedwater heater.

C.4.1 Low Pressure Feedwater Heater
The water from the condenser pumps is fed into the low pressure feedwater heater (LPH). In
addition, steam from the LP turbine is fed into the heater to help increase the water temperature to
saturation levels. The output water from the LPH flows to the deaerator, and part of it is fed to the
glycol air heating process. The equations describing the LPH model are:
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Momentum

Pcpo − Plho = K flh

Wcw 2

ρlhl

,

ρlhl = ρcp .

Energy balance

M lhe

(

)

dhlho
= Wcw hcpo − hlho + Qlh ,
dt

Qlh = W1lhs ( h1lhs1 − h3lhso ) + W21lhs ( h2lhs1 − h2lhso ) ,

( )

W1lhs = φ Wlp ,

(

)

h1lhs1 = φ hcro , hlpo ,
P3lhs = φ ( Pcro , Pcn ) ,
P2lhs = φ ( Pcro , Pcn ) ,

( )

W2lhs = φ Wlp ,

(

)

h2lhs1 = φ hcro , hlpo ,
M lhe = K vlh ∗ ρlhe + K mlhm ∗ K slhm ∗ Tlhme ,
Tlhme = Klhm ∗ Tlho ,

(

)

(

)

hlhe =

1
hcpo + hlho ,
2

Plhm =

1
Pcpo + Plho .
2
Steam table fits

ρlhe = φ ( hlhe , Plhe ) ,
h2lhso = φ ( P2lhs ) ,
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h3lhso = φ ( P3lhs ) ,

ρ lho = φ ( hlho , Plho ) ,
Tlho = φ ( hlho , Plho ) .
Outlet enthalpy hlho , is the state variable associated with the low pressure heater.

C.4.2 Deaerator Feed Valve
The deaerator valve is the interconnection between the LPH and the deaerator. It controls the
saturated water entering the deaerator. The equations describing the valve are:

Wdvo = Wcw − Wlhx ,

Plho − Pdes =

K dv ∗Wdv 2

ρlho ∗ Adv 2

,

Wlhx = φ (Wcw ) .

C.4.3 Deaerator
The deaerator is a large open heater. The feedwater flows into the deaerator from both the low
pressure feedwater heater and steam extracted from the intermediate turbine. The stored
feedwater is used in meeting boiler system demand, which depends on the varying power plant
load conditions. The equations representing the deaerator model are:
Mass balance

d
[ ρdes ∗Vdes + ρdew ∗Vdew ] = Wdvo + Wdex + Whhs − W fp + Wdesr ,
dt
Vdes = K vde − Vdew .
Energy balance

d
[ ρdes ∗Vdes ∗ hdes + ρdew ∗Vdew ∗ hdew ] = Wdvo ∗ hlho + Wdes ∗ hdew
dt
,
+ Whhs ∗ h3hhso − W fp ∗ hdes + Qdesr
X dew = K1xdew + K 2 xdew ∗Vdew + K3 xdew ∗Vdew2 ,

( )

Wdex = φ Wlp ,
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(

)

hdes = φ hcro , hlpo .
Steam table fits

ρ dew = φ ( ρ des ) ,
hdew = φ ( ρ des ) ,
hdes = φ ( ρ des ) ,
Pdes = φ ( ρ des ) ,
Tdes = φ ( ρ des ) .
State variable are ρ des , steam density, and Vdes , water volume.

C.4.4 Boiler Feed Pump and Booster Pump
The boiler feed pump and the booster pump both pump water from the deaerator to the high
pressure feedwater heater. A steam turbine uses steam extracted from the intermediate turbine to
operate the boiler feed pumps. The equations describing the model are:
Moment of momentum

K jfpe

dN fp

= T fp1 −

dt

(

W fp Pfpo − Pdes

η fp ∗ ρ fp ∗ N fp

),

ρ fp = ρdew .
Pump performance characteristics

Booster Pump:

Pbpo − Pdes

ρ fp

⎛ W fp
= K1bp ⎜
⎜ ρ fp
⎝

2

⎞
W fp
+ K3bp ∗ Nbp 2 ,
⎟ + K 2bp ∗ Nbp
⎟
ρ fp
⎠

Nbp = Knbpr ∗ N fp .
Boiler Feed Pump:

Pfpo − Pbpo

ρ fp

2

⎛ W fp ⎞
W fp
= K1 fp ⎜
+ K3 fp ∗ N fp 2 ,
⎟ + K 2 fp ∗ N fp
⎜ ρ fp ⎟
ρ fp
⎝
⎠
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Booster and Boiler Pumps Combined:

η fp

⎛ W fp
= K 4 fp ⎜
⎜ ρ fp
⎝

2

⎞
W fp
+ K 6 fp ∗ N fp 2 .
⎟ + K5 fp ∗ N fp
⎟
ρ fp
⎠
Feed pump turbine

T fp1 =

(

)

W ft H ft1 − h fto K j
N fp

,

⎧ hsso
,
h ft1 = ⎨
⎩ hcro

h fto = K hfto .
Steam table fits:

(

)

(

)

h fpo = φ Pfpo , ρ fp ,
T fpo = φ Pfpo , ρ fp .
Feed pump speed N fp , is the only state variable associated with the feed pump.

C.4.5 Feedwater Valve
The feedwater flow passes through the feedwater valve to the high pressure heater and essentially
to the boiler system. In addition, the valve regulates the feedwater flow to the boiler system. Before
the water reaches the valve, part of it is pumped to the two spray heaters located in the boiler
system. The equations for the valve are:

Pfpo − Pfvo =

K fv ∗ W fw 2

ρ fv ∗ A fv 2

,

ρ fv = ρ fp ,
W fw = W fp − Wsy − Wry − K wfpx ,
h fvo = h fpo .
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C.4.6 High Pressure Feedwater Heater
The high pressure heater (HPH) acts the same as the low pressure heater in the way that the water
flow is heated by steam extracted from the intermediate pressure turbine. The outlet feedwater is
fed into the economizer.
Momentum of the HPH

Pfvo − Phho = K fhh

W fw2

ρ hhl

,

ρhhl = ρ fw .
Energy balance

M hhe

(

)

dhhho
= W fw h fvo − hhho + Qhh ,
dt

M hhe = K vhh ∗ ρ hhe + K mhhm ∗ K shhm

Thhme
,
hhhe

Qhh = W1hhs ∗ hhpo − W2hhs ∗ h2hhs1 + W3hhs ∗ hcro − Whhs ∗ h3hhso ,

(

)

Whhs = Wlhhs + W2hhs + W3hhs = φ Whp , Wip ,
Thhme = K hhm ∗ Thho ,
h2 hhs1 = φ ( hrho , hcro ) ,
P3hhs = φ ( Prho , Pcro ) , Phh 2 = φ ( Pcro , Pcn ) ,

hhhe =

(

)

(

)

1
1
h fvo + hhho , Phhe = Pfvo + Phho .
2
2
Steam table fits

h3hhso = φ ( P3hhs ) ,

ρ hhe = φ ( hhhe , Phhe ) ,
ρ hho = φ ( hhho , Phho ) ,
Thho = φ ( hhho , Phho ) .
State variable is hhho ,output water enthalpy.
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Appendix D
STATE RELATIONS

Drum:

ρ drw = 49.271 − 2.137 ρ drs + 0.0335 ρ drs 2
hdrw = 526.596 + 31.044 ρ drs − 0.621ρ drs

2

hdrs =1241.71 − 21.34 ρ drs + 0.21ρ drs
Pdrs =11.188 + 500.27 ρ drs − 26.403 ρ drs + 0.469 ρ drs
2

3

Tdrs = 458.08 + 48.209 ρ drs − 3.233ρ drs + 0.0725 ρ drs + 459.67
2

3

Recirculation Section: Downcomer

hdc = 658.45 + 11.887 ρ dc + 3.95e−2 Pdc − 5.67e −4 ρ dc ∗ Pdc − 0.3417 ρ dc − 3.297e −7 Pdc

2

Tdc = 163.6 + 29.199 ρ dc + 4.268e−2 Pdc − 7.263e −4 ρ dc ∗ Pdc − 0.457 ρ dc + 3.183e−7 Pdc

2

2

2

Superheater Section: Primary and Secondary Superheaters

Ppso ( Psso ) = −291.36 − 964.04 ρ pso ( ρ sso ) + 0.218hpso ( hsso ) + 1.182 ρ pso ∗ hpso ( ρ sso ∗ hsso )
Tpso (Tsso ) = −1745.1 + 129.1ρ pso ( ρ sso ) + 1.811hpso ( hsso ) − 0.0663 ρ pso ∗ hpso ( ρ sso ∗ hsso )
S pso ( S sso ) = 1.3136 − 1.7799e −3 ρ pso ( ρ sso ) + 6.357e −4 hpso ( hsso ) − 8.3591e −2 log ⎡⎣ ρ pso ∗ hpso ⎤⎦
Superheater Spray Section:

ρ ssl = −1.903 + 1.386e−3hssl + 6.767e−3 Ppso − 3.766e−6 Ppso ∗ hssl
Tssl = −1654.5 + 1.7443hssl + 0.348 Ppso − 2.074e −4 Ppso ∗ hssl + 459.67
High Pressure Turbine:
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ηisen = Ehp = 0.589 + 2.317e−4Whp
hhpol = −485.23 + 1065.28 S sso + 0.232 Phpo
Thpo = −1639.24 + 0.119 Phpo + 1.682hhpo + 459.67
Reheat Spray:

ρ rhl = −4.66e −2 + 3.089e −5 hrhl + 6.292e −3 Phpo − 3.489e −6 Phpo ∗ hrhl
Trhl = −550.34 − 0.394hrhl + 1.68 Phpo − 1.136e −3 Phpo ∗ hrhl + 9.361e −4 hrhl − 4.125e −4 Phpo
2

+ 2.085e −10 Phpo ∗ hrhl
2

2

2

Reheater:

Prho = 27.061 − 1019.1ρ rho − 1.735e −2 hrho + 1.228 ρ rho ∗ hrho
Trho = −2013.4 + 189.65 ρ rho + 1.963hrho − 9.305e −2 ρ rho ∗ hrho + 459.67

S rho = 1.5015 + 3.8306e −3 ρ rho + 6.4181e −4 hrho − 0.1094 log [ ρ rho ∗ hrho ]

Crossover Pipe:

ηisen = Eip = 0.814
hipoi = −1211.8 + 683.58 ρ cro + 1384.39 Srho
hipo = hipoi − Eip ( hipoi − hrho )
hcro = hipo
Pcro = −381.05 + 0.2783hcro + 668.61ρ cro
Tcro = −2074.92 + 2.004hcro + 71.326 ρ cro + 459.67
Condenser:

ρ cnw = 62.345 − 0.289 Pcn
ρ cns = 2e −5 + 3.21e −3 Pcn − 3.2e −4 Pcn 2 + 8e −5 Pcn 3
hcns = 1075.87 + 29 Pcn
hcnw = −25.803 + 365.636 Pcn − 878.108 Pcn 2 + 1305.2 Pcn 3 − 1002.14 Pcn 4 + 305.01Pcn 5
Tcn = 6.292 + 364.609 Pcn − 866.922 Pcn 2 + 1311.46 Pcn 3 − 1012.18 Pcn 4 + 309.494 Pcn 5 + 459.67
hlpo = hcnw + Qylpo ( hcns − hcnw )

ρlpo = ρ cnw + Qylpo ( ρ cns − ρcnw )
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Condenser Pumps:

hcpo = 2668.5 + 24.79 ρ cno − 1.738Pcpo + 0.0273Pcpo ∗ ρ cno − 1.075 ρ cno + 1.027e −4 Pcpo
2

2

Tcpo = −7918.5 + 366.8 ρ cno − 1.734 Pcpo + 0.0271Pcpo ∗ ρ cno − 3.829 ρ cno + 1.044e −4 Pcpo + 459.67
2

2

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater:

ρlho = 62.633 + 2.309e −4 Plho − 7.847e −3 hlho + 8.453e −7 Plho ∗ hlho − 1.308e−7 Plho 2 − 4.417e −5 hlho 2
Tlho = 31.363 − 3.68e −3 Plho + 1.022hlho + 2.258e −6 Plho ∗ hlho + 1.311e −6 Plho − 9.836e −5 hlho + 459.67
2

2

Deaerator:

ρ dew = 60.458 − 19.612 ρ des
hdew = 118.263 + 1905.65 ρ des − 8414.69 ρ des + 15688.04 ρ des
2

3

hdes = 1143.5 + 224.56 ρ des
Pdes = −1.042 + 419.172 ρ des + 131.328 ρ des

2

Tdes = 150.489 + 1896.42 ρ des − 8447.88 ρ des + 15757.43 ρ des + 459.67
2

3

Boiler Feedpump:

h fpo = 9024.9 + 0.1148 Pfpo − 90.346 ρ dew −

2.053e −5

ρ dew

− 1.81e −3 Pfpo ∗ ρ dew

T fpo = −1268.8 + 82.714 ρ dew + 0.103Pfpo − 1.474e −3 Pfpo ∗ ρ dew − 0.9707 ρ dew

2

− 1.801e −6 Pfpo + 459.67
2

Feedwater: High Pressure Feedwater heater and Economizer

ρ hho ( ρ eco ) = 71.143 − 5.09e−3 Phho ( Pdrs ) − 3.266e−2 hhho ( heco ) + 1.169e−5 hhho ∗ Phho ( heco ∗ Pdrs )

(

+ 6.166e −7 Phho Pdrs
2

2

) − 3.063e

−5

(

)

(

2

)

2

)

hhho heco − 2.31e −12 hhho ∗ Phho heco ∗ Pdrs
2

2

2

2

2

Thho (Teco ) = 146.98 − 0.0885Phho ( Pdrs ) + 0.7972hhho ( heco ) + 1.803e −4 hhho ∗ Phho ( heco ∗ Pdrs )

(

+ 1.048e −5 Phho Pdrs
2

2

) − 1.823e

−4

(

)

(

hhho heco − 3.812e −11hhho ∗ Phho heco ∗ Pdrs
2
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2

2

2

2

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater Extraction Flow:

h3lhso = 32.5 + 43.498P3lhs − 7.38 P3lhs + 0.5147 P3lhs
2

3

ρ3lhs = 62.345 − 0.2888P3lhs
T3lhs = 64.059 + 43.602 P3lhs − 7.402 P3lhs + 0.5162 P3lhs + 459.67
2

3

High Pressure Feedwater Heater Extraction Flow:

h3hhso = 126.874 + 4.154 P3hhso − 0.0422 P3hhso + 1.8e −4 P3hhso
2

3

ρ3hhso = 60.532 − 0.046 P3lhs
T3hhso = 159.096 + 4.129 P3hhso − 0.0434 P3hhso + 1.8e−3 P3hhso + 459.67
2

3
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Appendix E
STEAM EXTRACTION

The relationships used in steam extraction computations are:
FLOW, PRESSURE, ENTHALPY
Blow down Flow to Drum:

Wdrbd = 0.3266 + 1.464e −3Wdrs + 8.924e −5Wdrs − 5.02e −9Wdrs
2

Extraction to Auxiliary Plant Uses:

If Wtv < 507, PrimarySuperheater Extraction
W psx = 101.56 − 0.3988Wdrs + 4.863e−4Wdrs

2

Whpaux = 0
If Wtv ≥ 507, High PressureTurbine Extraction
W psx = 0
Whpaux = 17.158 + 1.08e−2Whp
Extraction to boiler Feedpump Turbine:

If Wtv < 507,SecondarySuperheater Extraction
Wssx = W ft
Wipftx = 0
If Wtv ≥ 507, Intermediate PressureTurbine Extraction
Wssx = 0
Wipftx = W ft
High Pressure Turbine Extraction To High pressure Feedwater Heater:

Wlhhs = −7.176 + 0.0951Whp + 8.664e −4Whp + 6.187e −2Whp
2

Whpaux = 17.158 − 1.08e −2Whp
Whpx = Wlhhs + Whpaux
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2

Intermediate Pressure Turbine Extraction To High Pressure Feedwater Heater:

W2 hhs = 1.725 + 2.727e −2Wip + 2.87e−5Wip 2
W3hhs = −22.887 + 0.176Wip − 1.937e−4Wip 2 + 1.048e−4Wip 3
P2 hhs = 0.45 ( Prho − Pcro )
P3hhs = 32.435 − 0.4506 Pcro + 6.852e −3 Pcro 2 − 1.647e−5 Pcro 3

h2 hhsl = 0.503 ( hrho − hcro )
h3hhs = hcro

Low Pressure Turbine Extraction To Low Pressure Feedwater Heater:

W1lhs = −1.048 + 9.98e−2Wlp − 6.825e −5Wlp + 6.14e−8Wlp
2

W2lhs = −6.738 + 8.488e−2Wlp − 1.344e−5Wlp

3

2

P1lhs = 0.136 ( Pcro − Pcn )
P2lhs = 0.0294 ( Pcro − Pcn )

h1lhsl = 0.499 ( hcro − hlpo )

h2lhsl = 0.458 ( hcro − hlpo )
To Deaerator:

Wdex = 4.97 + 1.757e−2 wlp + 3.062Wlp

2

P3lhs = 0.63 − 7.049e−2 P1lhs + 6.341e−3 P1lhs − 1.298e−4 P1lhs
2

3

hdex = 0.534 ( hcro + hlpo )

Flows from Auxilliary Plant Uses to Deaerator:

Wderp = 15.1
Wdewh = 8.455 + 2.82e −3Whp − 8.58e−7Whp

2

Wdebd = 0.163 + 7.319e−4Wdrs − 4.462e−6Wdrs − 2.51e−9Wdrs
2

3

hderp = 295.6
hdewh = 179.01 + 9.663e −2Whp − 3.557e−5Whp

2

Whhs = W1hhs + W2 hhs + Wshhs
If W fw < 493Ib/s then Whhs flow is diverted from deaerator to the condenser.
Wdesr = Wderp + Wdewh + Wdebd
Qdesr = Wderp ∗ hderp + Wdewh ∗ hdewh + Wdebd ∗ hdes
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State Relation for Extraction Flows:

h1lhso ( h3hhso ) = 126.87 + 4.154 P1lhs ( P3hhso ) − 0.04224 P1lhs 2 ( P3hhso 2 ) + 1.8e−4 P1lhs 3 ( P3hhso 3 )

ρ1lhso ( ρ3hhso ) = 60.532 − 0.046 P1lhs ( P3hhso )

T1lhso (T3hhso ) = 159.1 + 4.129 P1lhs ( P3hhso ) − 0.4236 P1lhs 2 ( P3hhso 2 ) + 18e −4 P1lhs 3 ( P3hhso 3 ) + 459.67
h2lhso ( h3lhso ) = 32.5 + 43.5 P2lhs ( P3lhs ) + 7.38 P2lhs 2 ( P3lhs 2 ) + 0.515P2lhs 3 ( P3lhs 3 )

ρ 2lhso ( ρ3lhso ) = 62.35 − 0.289 P2lhs ( P3lhs )

T2lhso (T3lhso ) = 64.06 + 43.602 P2lhs ( P3lhs ) − 7.402 P2lhs 2 ( P3lhs 2 ) + 0.516 P2lhs 3 ( P3lhs 3 ) + 459.67
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Appendix F
PROCESS PARAMETERS

Table .1: Control process parameters
PARAMETER

NOMENCLATURE

UNITS

VALUE

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

K uwwgm
K uwwmw

Kupsr
K upsgm
K upsms
K ussgm
K ussms

Waterwall: gas to metal

Btu/(s R 4 )

3.187E‐9

Waterwall: metal to water

Btu/(s R 3 )

173.521

Primary Superheater: radiation

Btu/(s R 4 )

.1386E‐9

Primary Superheater: gas to metal

Btu/(lb m 0.6s 0.4 R)

1.801

Primary Superheater: metal to steam
Secondary Superheater: gas to metal
Secondary Superheater: metal to steam
Reheater: gas to metal
Reheater: metal to steam

K urhgm

Economizer: gas to metal

K urhms

Economizer: metal to water

Btu/(lb m 0.6s 0.4 R)

3.755
6.753

Btu/(lb m 0.6s 0.4 R)

8.095

Btu/(lb m 0.6s 0.4 R)
Btu/(lb m 0.8s 0.2 R)

METAL, MASSES

2.345

Btu/(lb m 0.8s 0.2 R)

Btu/(lb m 0.8s 0.2 R)

K uecgm
K uecmw

Btu/(lb m 0.8s 0.2 R)

4.479
9.324
8.591

Waterwall
Primary Superheater

K mwwm

1063000

Secondary Superheater

K mpsm

Reheater

K mssm

Economizer

lb m

350000
800000
944000
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K mrhm
K mecm

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater

721000

High Pressure Feedwater Heater

70376
108400

K mlhm
K mhhm

SPECIFIC HEAT OF METAL
Waterwall
Primary Superheater
Secondary Superheater

K swwm
K spsm
K sssm
K srhm

Reheater

Btu

0.11

lb m F

0.11
0.11

Economizer

0.11

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater

0.11

High Pressure Feedwater Heater

Ksecm
K slhm
K shhm

0.11
0.11

FILL VOLLUMES
Waterwall
Primary Superheater

2319

Secondary Superheater

K vww

K vps
K vss
K vrh
K vec
K vlh
K vhh
K vdr
K vde
K vsce
K vcre

ft

3

Reheater

2000
3000

Economizer

6000

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater

2100

High Pressure Feedwater Heater

93

Drum

115

Deaerator

1959

Effective Steam Chest

8030

Effective Crossover Pipe

140
1220

INERTIAS
Turbine Rotor
Boiler Feedpump

lb.ft 2

Recirculating Pump

625000
2162

Condensate Pump
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K jtre

Forced Draft Fan

576

K jfpe

Induced Draft Fan

468
181900

K jrp
K jcp

FRICTION COEFICIENTS:

K jfd

steam and water

K jid

188000

Downcomer
Waterwall
Primary Superheater

lb f s 2 /(lb m in 2 ft 3 )

Secondary Superheater

K fdc
K fww

K fps
K fss
K frh
K flh
K fhh
K fec

7.2E‐4
1.6E‐4

Reheater

1.88E‐3

Low Pressure Feedwater Heater

3.162E‐4

High Pressure Feedwater Heater

4.591E‐5

Economizer

3.914E‐3
5.712E‐3
3.878E‐3

NUMBER OF OPERATING PUMPS AND
FANS

Recirculating Pumps
Condensate Pumps
Forced Draft Fans

6

Induced Draft Fans

K nrp

non‐dim

2

PUMP PERFORMANCE CHARAC-

2

TERISTICS

2

Kncp
K nfd
K nid

Recirculating Pump: pressure-flow-speed
relationship

Recirculating Pump: efficiency-flow-speed

lbf s 2 /(lb min 2ft 3 )

‐1.734E‐3

relationship

K1rp

Condensate Pump: pressure-flow-speed
relationships
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lb f s 2 /(in 2 lb m )
lb f ft 2s 2 /(in 2 lb m )

1.647E‐4
5.580E‐5

K 2rp
K 3rp
K 4rp
K 5rp
K 6rp

Condensate Pump: efficiency-flow-speed
relationship

Booster

Feedpump:

pressure‐flow‐

speed relationship

‐1.339E‐3

s 2 /ft 6
s 2 /ft 3
s2

3.459E‐4
2.895E‐6

lbf s 2 /(lb min 2ft 3 )
2

2

lb f s /(in lb m )
2 2

2

lb f ft s /(in lb m )

K1cp

2

6

K3cp

4.342E‐7
2 3

lbf s /(lb min ft )
2

2

lb f s /(in lb m )

K5cp

1.579E‐4
9.287E‐4

2

K4cp

1.201E‐4
‐8.885E‐3

s /ft
s 2 /ft 3
s2

K2cp

‐1.645E‐2

‐2.634E‐3
2.007E‐4

K6cp
K1bp
K 2bp
PARAMETER

NOMENCLATURE

UNITS

lbf ft 2s 2 /(in 2lb m )

K3bp

2

2 3

VALUE
9.990E‐5

K1fp

Boiler Feedpump: efficiency-flow-speed

lbf s /(lb min ft )

‐5.730E‐2

K 2fp

relationship

lb f s 2 /(in 2 lb m )

9.594E‐4

lbf ft 2s 2 /(in 2lb m )

2.038E‐4

s 2 /ft 6
s 2 /ft 3
s2
lb f s 2 /(in 2 lb m 2 )

‐1.736E‐3

K 3fp
K 4fp

Boiler Feedpump: efficiency-flow-speed

K 5fp

relationship

K 6fp
K1fd
K 2fd
K 3fd
K 4fd
K 5fd
K 6fd
K1id
K 2id
K 3id

Forced Draft Fan: efficiency-flow-speed

lb f s 2 /(in 2 lb m )

relationship

lbf s 2 /in 2
Forced Draft Fan: pressure-flow-speed
relationship

s 2 /lb m 2
s /lb m

relationship
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‐7.416E‐7
8.675E‐6
1.672E‐4
‐2.182E‐6
‐6.968E‐5

2

s
lb f s 2 /(in 2 lb m 2 )
2

5.489E‐7

5.130E‐5

2

Induced Draft Fan: efficiency-flow-speed

1.292E‐4

2

‐1.381E‐6
1.122E‐5

lb f s /(in lb m )

1.097E‐4

lbf s 2 /in 2

‐1.122E‐6

K 4id
K 5id
K 6id

s 2 /lb m 2

Induced Draft Fan: efficiency-flow-speed

2

relationship

s /lb m

1.740E‐5
3.435E‐5

s2
FRICTION COEFFICIENTS: gas

lb f s 2 /(in.lb m ) 2

K fah

Air Heater

Kfapa

Air Preheater

Kfpsg

Primary Superheater *

K fssg

Secondary Superheater

K frhg

Reheater

Kfccg

Economizer

Kfapg

Air Preheater

1.176E‐7

K fst

Stack

2.109E‐7

1.828E‐7
3.968E‐7
2.638E‐7

* Combined into an equivalent friction coefficient, K fg .
PARAMETER

NOMENCLATURE

UNITS

VALUE

SPECIFIC HEAT: flue gas

Btu/(lb m R)

K1sfn
K 2sfn

Furnace

Kosg

Gas Path

Btu/(lb m R)
Btu/(lb m R)
Btu/(lb m R)

K1sg

Btu/(lb m R)

Ksgt

Btu/(lb m R 2 )

K sgw
FEEDWATER

HEATERS

0.31
0.145
0.248
0.143
1.023E‐5
3.50E‐5

METAL

TEMPERATURE CONSTANTS

K lhm
K hhm

non‐dim
Low Pressure Heater

non‐dim

High Pressure Heater

BURNER

TILTS

AND

NUMBER

OF

OPERATING GUNS: correction to furnace
heat transfer coefficient
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1.05
1.05

K1xgg

Burner Tilt Angle Correction to Heat Transfer

non‐dim

1

K 2xgg

Coefficient

non‐dim

‐0.286

Number of Operating Guns at:

non‐dim

N g1
N g2
N g3

Level 1

4

Level 2

4

Level 3

4

N g4

Level 4

4

N g5

Level 5

4

Elevation of Gun Positions from Top of

ft

Furnace:

K1ng

Level 1

79.87

K 2ng

Level 2

72.20

K3ng

Level 3

64.53

PARAMETER

NOMENCLATURE

UNITS
ft

VALUE

K 4ng

Level 4

K5ng

Level 5

49.20

K xwwe

Mean Length of Furnace

64.53

56.87

DRIVE MOTOR CONSTANTS

N elec
Velec

Line Frequency (60 Hz)

rad/s

376.99

Line Voltage

volt

4160

K nrpm

Ratio: Line Frequency to Motor Synchronous

non‐dim

2

ft.lb f /V 2

4.761E‐4

non‐dim

0.05

Speed

non‐dim

2

Condensate Pump Motor Torque Constant

ft.lb f /V 2

speed

K rpm

Recirculating Pump Motor Torque Constant
Slip at Max. Torque: Recirculating Pump

Srpmax

Motor
Ratio: Line Frequency to Motor Synchronous

K ncpm
Kcpm

Slip at Max. Torque: Condensate Pump Motor
Ratio: Line Frequency to Motor Synchronous
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non‐dim.

6.155E‐4

Scpmax

0.05

Speed
Forced Draft Fan Motor Torque Constant

K nfdm

K nidm

ft.lb f /V

4.1E‐3
non‐dim.
0.05

Slip at Max. Torque: Inducted Draft Fan Motor

non‐dim.
4

MISCELLANEOUS

ft.lb f /V

K idm
Sidmax

2

Speed
Inducted Draft Fan Motor Torque Constant

Sfdmax

6

Slip at Max. Torque: Forced Draft Fan Motor
Ratio: Line Frequency to Motor Synchronous

K fdm

non‐dim.

2

6.16E‐3

High Pressure Turbine Steam Flow Coefficient

non‐dim.
0.05

Intermediate Pressure Turbine Steam Flow
Coefficient

Low Pressure Turbine Steam Flow Coefficient
Deaerator Valve Flow Coefficient

s.lbf 0.5

K hp

s.lbf 0.5

Kip

K dv

IP Turbine Extraction Factor

lbm0.5ft1.5in

LP Turbine Extraction Factor

s.lbf 0.5

Boiler Feedwater Valve Flow Coefficient
Constant Steam Quality Out of Low Pressure
Turbine

K cv

Constant Atmospheric Air Temperature
Constant Temperature Change of Air in Air

K eip
K elp

lbm0.5ft1.5in
s.lbf 0.5

51.787

126.41
9.434E‐3

lbm0.5 ft1.5in
s.lbf 0.5

12.74

Heater
Constant Temperature Change of Air in Air

lbm0.5ft1.5in
s.lbf

Preheater

K fv

0.5

0.93
0.93

non‐dim.
4.824E‐4

Constant Specific Heat of Air Supplied to

K qylpo

15.6

lbm0.5ft1.5in

Control Valve Flow Coefficient

Klp

lbm0.5ft1.5in

R

Furnace
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K tat

Constant Specific Heat of the Fuel Supplied to

F

0.93

F

510

Furnace

K tahad

K tapad
Sar

Btu

Furnace
Constant Heating Value of Fuel Oil

Sf1

Combustion Efficiency in Furnace
Downcomer Length

Tf1
K hf1

88

Constant Temperature of Fuel Supplied to

Waterwall Length

lbm R

350

R
Btu

0.252

lbm R

0.490

Gravitational Acceleration

650

Booster-Pump Feedpump Speed Ratio
Drum Water Volume-Level Relationship
Deaerator Water Volume-Level Relationship

R

E f1

Btu
lbm

K ldc

non‐dim.
ft

K lww

ft/s

K nbpr
K1xdrw
K 2xdrw
K 3xdrw
K1xdew
K 2xdew
K 3xdew

1
137

ft

g

18200

137
2

32.2

non‐dim.

0.333

in

‐29.1

in/ft 3

0.02

in/ft 6

1.93E‐6
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Appendix G
FEEDBACK CONTROL LOOPS

G.1 Third Order Power Plant
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Figure G. 1 Third order power plant model control loops
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G.2 Twenty Third Order Power Plant
G.2.1 Boiler Control Loops
In boiler system, there are seven control loops. The combustion control consists of three
control loops: The main steam pressure control, air flow control, and fuel flow control. When the
power, main steam pressure, and reheater/superheater temperatures demand signals are
generated by MAS‐IRG, the main steam pressure controller applies PI action to the error between
the pressure set point and the measured pressure values. Moreover, P control action is applied to
the error between the fixed set‐point of turbine speed and measured turbine speed is applied. The
total sum of the steam pressure controller and turbine speed controller is the boiler master demand
signal.

Figure G. 2 Main steam pressure control loop.

This signal is then transmitted to both the fuel and air flow controls. On the fuel side, the
demand for fuel is the lower of the two signals: 1) Boiler master demand or 2) total measured air
flow. The later is to insure that fuel demand never exceeds air flow. The fuel controller applies a PI
control action on the error between the total fuel flow and fuel demand. The output signal is passed
through an actuator simulator which represents the delay due to the action of the fuel actuators.
Then the signal is converted to fuel flow via a linear transducer. Figures G. 2-4 show the
combustion control loops.
The magnitude of the boiler master demand signal transmitted to the air flow controller is
prevented from decreasing below 25% of its full load value. The air flow controller applies a PI
control action to the error between air flow demand and measured air flow.
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Figure G. 3 Air flow control loop

Figure G. 4 Fuel control loop

The output is passed to the actuator simulator which represents the delay due to the action
of the vane actuators. The control signal is then converted into forced draft fan inlet vane position.
Furnace pressure control is maintained at a preset level by the furnace pressure controller.
The controller applies a PI control action on the error calculated between the furnace pressure set
point and the measured pressure. Measured air flow is used as an anticipatory bias signal. The sum
of outputs is transmitted to an actuator simulator which represents the delay due to the action of
vane actuators. The output signal is converted into induced draft fan inlet vane position, which
controls furnace pressure. Figure G. 5 shows the furnace pressure control loop.
Superheater temperature control is accomplished by regulating the desuperheater spray
flow between primary and secondary superheaters. The superheater temperature set point is
obtained from the MAS‐IRG. The controller applies PI control action to the error between the
temperature set point and the measured temperature.
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Figure G. 5 Furnace pressure control loop

Figure G. 6 Superheater temperature control loop
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Anticipated changes in load as measured by first stage pressure and in burner‐tilt position
are added as a derivative control action. The output of the superheater temperature control and
derivative signals are sent to an actuator simulator which represents the delay due to the spray
valve actuators. The output signal is converted into superheater spray flow, which maintains steam
temperature exiting the secondary superheater. Figure G. 6 shows the superheater temperature
control loop.
Reheater temperature control has three control schemes to maintain reheater temperature
at the set point, which use the reheater spray, burner‐tilt position, and gas recirculation. The
reheater temperature set point is given from the reference governor. and an added bias signal
corresponding to an anticipated change in load is sent to the reheat temperature controller. A PI
control action is applied to the error between the reheater temperature sep‐point and measured
temperature signal. The resulting signal is transmitted to two actuator simulators, one associated
with the delay due to the tilt position actuator and the second is associated with the delay
associated with the spray valve actuator. The output signals are converted into burner‐tilt position
and spray flow, respectively. The spray signal is actuated only when the burner‐tilt position
decreases below the midrange value. Figure G. 7 shows the reheater temperature control loop.

Figure G. 7 Reheater spray (temperature control loop)

The gas recirculation flow control depends only upon the burner tilt position. The gas
recirculation control contains a track‐hold integrator that applies integral control action to the
error obtained by comparing burner tilt position with its tilt position set point (zero). The output of
the track hold integrator changes gas recirculation flow only when the burner tilt varies more than
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± 5o from midrange. In addition, the output of the integrator is limited by the measured air flow.
This limits the gas recirculation flow to a fraction of the total air flow. The output of the limiters is
transmitted to the actuator simulator which represents the delay due to the recirculation actuators.
The output signal is converted to gas recirculation flow that is taken from the flow gases at the exit
of the economizer and introduced into the furnace. Figure G. 8 shows the gas recirculation control
loop.

Figure G. 8 Gas recirculation control loop

G.2.2 Turbine Control Loops
The Electro‐hydraulic control system is divided into three areas to minimize interactions:
Speed control unit: Turbine speed is regulated by applying proportional action to the speed error
obtained from speed set point (60Hz) and measured speed. A 5% regulation value is used for the
control valves. Valve regulation means a steady‐state speed change that will move the valve set
point from maximum turbine flow position to its closed position. The speed error signal is
transmitted to the load control unit.
Load control unit: The load control unit adds the turbine speed error signal to the Load Demand
Computer (LDC), and uses limits and biases to determine the desired steam flow for the governor
valve and intercept valves. The LDC is obtained from the unit load demand, power demand, by
using following relationship:

LDC =

Euld
120

(G. 1)

A PI control action is applied on the error between the output signal of load controller and
the measured power generated. The resulting signal is the Desired Load Reference (DLR) signal.
The load reference signal, which is the output of the load reference motor controller, is compared
with the DLR signal and the error is the driven signal to the load reference motor. The load
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reference motor system is modeled as an integrator with rate and output limits. If power generated
and load demand differ by more than 40% a power/load unbalance circuit will automatically
decrease the load reference signal to its minimum value corresponding to the closing of the
controlling valves. Figure G. 9 shows the turbine control loop.

Figure G. 9 Turbine control loop

Valve control unit: There are two sets of valves. The governor valve is located at the secondary
superheater outlet and the intercept valves at the entrance of the IP turbine. The flow control unit
positions the appropriate valves to obtain the desired flow rate to the HP turbine. The servo
amplifier, valve and hydraulic cylinder used to position the controlling valves are modeled as an
integrator with rate, output limits, and a feedback of the valve position. The output signals are
converted into valve areas. Currently, intercept valve control is set to zero.
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G.2.3 Condensate Control Loop

Figure G. 10 Condensate control loop

The condensate flow control consists of three element control system. The steam flow which is
represented by measuring the turbine reheat pressure, the measured condensate flow, and
deaerator water level. To accomplish the required level value, the deaerator level control applies PI
control action to the calculated error between the set‐point water level and the deaerator measured
level. The output signal is added to the steam flow signal to obtain the condensate flow demand.
The condensate flow controller compares the measured condensate flow with the demand, and
applies PI control action to the error. The output is transmitted to an actuator simulator which
represents the delay due to the action of the deaerator valve actuator and the final signal is
converted into a deaerator level control area that controls condensate flow. Figure G. 10 shows the
condensate control loop.
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G.2.4 Feedwater Control Loops

Figure G. 11 Feedwater control loop

Feedwater flow control: The feedwater flow control is accomplished by a three element
control system. First stage pressure is used as a measure of main steam flow and represents the
first element. The second element is the total feedwater flows which consists of the measured
feedwater flow and the desuperheater and reheat spray flows. Drum level is the third element. To
maintain the drum level at a desired value, the drum controller applies a PI control action on the
error between drum level set point and measured drum level. The output signal is added to the
main steam flow signal to obtain feedwater flow demand. Then the feedwater controller applies a
PI control action to the error between total feedwater flow and the demand flow signal.
The feedwater controller output is transmitted to the actuator simulator which represents the
delay associated with the feedwater valve actuators. Then the signal is converted to the feedwater
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valve area that controls the feedwater flow rate from the feedpump. Figure G. 11 shows the
feedwater control loop.
Feedpump turbine control: The feedwater valve pressure is maintained by varying the boiler
feedpump speed. The feedpump controller applies a PI control action on the error between the
required pressure drop and the measured pressure. The output signal is transmitted to an actuator
simulator which approximates the delay associated with the feedpump turbine that drives the
pump. Then the output signal is converted into extraction steam flow which is supplied to the
feedpump turbine.
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Appendix H
IMPORTANT FILES

Included in this appendix are some of the more important files used for implementation of
the DRAFT agents. The total amount of code is far too much to duplicate here and will be hosted
online. The location is apt to change with time so the most likely way to find it will be searching for
“van sickel” and “draft agent”.
GetTRB.m
%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
function [tRB tRB2] = GetTRB(twTime,jobsDone)
%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
%
%
%
%

looks at past jobs and time warps to the end of a job so that
you don't go part way into one (its pointless, the messages aren't
received till the job ends anyway, so this makes things a bit simpler and
more efficient

n = size(jobsDone,1);
index = n;
for i = 1:n
if jobsDone(i,4) >= twTime;
break
end
end
if jobsDone(i,4) < twTime
tRB = ceil(twTime);
tRB2 = twTime;
else
tRB = jobsDone(i,4); % roll back states to end of the job
tRB2 = jobsDone(i,3);
if i > 1 & tRB2 > twTime; % this means there was a gap of no jobs
tRB = ceil(twTime);
%
tRB2 = ceil(twTime);
tRB2 = twTime;
end
end
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SendAntiMessages.m

%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
function [messagesOut] = SendAntiMessages(messagesOut,tRB);
%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
% this sends out all of the anti messages ot outgoing messages that should
% be ignored by other agents because you are going back before you sent
% them
tMessages = {};
for i = 1:length(messagesOut)
if messagesOut{i}.time >= tRB
UndoMessage(messagesOut{i});
global twNumAntiMessagesSent
twNumAntiMessagesSent = twNumAntiMessagesSent + 1;
else
tMessages{length(tMessages)+1} = messagesOut{i};
end
end
messagesOut = tMessages;

%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
function UndoMessage(message)
%>>>>>>>>>>-----------------------------------------------------<<<<<<<<<<%
% actually does the sending with the connections and all
message.antiMessage = true;
message.oldTime = message.time;
con = pnet('tcpconnect',message.receiverIP,message.receiverPort);
if con > -1;
pnet_putvart(con,message); % I love sending matlab datatypes
%
close the connection
pnet(con,'close');
disp('SendAntiMessages: sent antimessage')
else
message = [];
end
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TWCheck.m (Script)

% this part should be removed most of the time but gives
% some really nice data when observing them in dist sim mode
if twWatchFlag
twWatchCount = twWatchCount + 1;
twWatchingTime(twWatchCount,:) = [t etime(clock(),to)];
end
% script TWCheck, this checks the TWflag and if so, time warps...
if simAgent & twFlag & driverAgent
% if this is a simulation agent that is time warping, it
% needs to hold up the other agents to keep them synched
InitiateSimTimeWarp(simAgentList,twTime)
simItsOld = simIterations;
simIterations = 1;
if exist('superAgent')
SuperDriver
elseif driverAgent
PhysicalDriver
else
PhysicalSim
end
InitiateSimTimeWarp(simAgentList,twTime)
for i = 1:10
pause(0.1)
end
simIterations = simItsOld - simIterations;
if exist('superAgent')
SuperDriver
elseif driverAgent
PhysicalDriver
else
PhysicalSim
end
simIterations = simItsOld;
if exist('superAgent')
SuperDriver
elseif driverAgent
PhysicalDriver
else
PhysicalSim
end
end
if twFlag
[tRB tRB2] = GetTRB(twTime,jobsDone) % tRB2 is how far
messages
if tRB < t % won't time warp if it just puts us back a job
if twSlowDownFlag & twSlowDownFactor
%
twSlowDownTime = clock();
end
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back

to

save

disp('TWCheck: Initiating Time Warp')
twNumWarps = twNumWarps + 1;
[tempStoredMessages] = ...
TWProcessMessages(storedMessages,antiMessages,messagesIn,tRB2);
[messagesOut] = SendAntiMessages(messagesOut,tRB);
TWRollBack
storedMessages = tempStoredMessages;
nWarps = nWarps + 1;
tRBMax = tRB2;
if twSlowDownFlag & twSlowDownFactor
% do the slow down calculation here
twSlowDownTime = clock();
twSlowDownSimTime = t;
twSlowDownRate
CalcNewTWSlowDownRate(twSlowDownRate,twSlowDownFactor,twSlowDownLimit)
end
else
disp('TWCheck: someone tried a pointless timewarp, probably a bug')
end
twFlag = false;
simWarp = false;
end
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=

TWEval.m (script)
% this evaluates everything with TW capabilities
nMem = nMem+1;
twPastData{nMem} = eval(TWSaveList(funcs.out{jobIndex}));
twPastTime(nMem,:) = [t jobIndex memIndex];
try
eval(funcs.eval{jobIndex});
catch
disp('hmmm...')
disp(['job index' num2str(jobIndex)])
funcs.eval{jobIndex}
eval(funcs.eval{jobIndex});
end
% fancy stuff below
if transferFlag
disp('need to transfer stuff')
TransferData
transferFlag = false;
transferList = {};
end
if tempGoalFlag
% this means a temporary goal has been added
newTempGoalsFull = zeros(length(tempGoalInserts),2);
newTempGoalsFull(:,1) = tempGoalInserts;
tempGoalFlag = false;
for ii = 1:length(tempGoalInserts)
newTempDataIndex = 0;
for jj = 1:length(tempData)
if tempData{jj}.inUse == false
newTempDataIndex = jj;
% this saves the old temporary data
memIndex = newTempDataIndex;
jobIndex = stdIndex;
TWEval
tempData{jj} = tempGoalData{ii};
tempData{jj}.inUse = true;
tempData{jj}.init = false;
end
end
if newTempDataIndex == 0
newTempDataIndex = length(tempData)+1;
tempData{newTempDataIndex} = tempGoalData{ii};
tempData{newTempDataIndex}.inUse = true;
tempData{newTempDataIndex}.init = false;
end
newTempGoalsFull(ii,2) = newTempDataIndex;
end
tempGoals = [tempGoals; newTempGoalsFull];
tempGoalInserts = [];
tempGoalData = [];
end
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function [tempStoredMessages] = ...
TWProcessMessages(storedMessages,antiMessages,messagesIn,tRB);
tempMessagesIn = {};
tempStoredMessages = {};
messagesIn = [messagesIn storedMessages];
% this removes any messages that were unsent from antimessages
for i = 1:length(messagesIn);
id = messagesIn{i}.id;
safe = true;
for j = 1:length(antiMessages)
if strcmp(antiMessages{j}.id,id)
safe = false;
break;
end
end
if safe
tempMessagesIn{length(tempMessagesIn)+1} = messagesIn{i};
end
end
% this moves messages to stored messages incase they are lost
for i = 1:length(tempMessagesIn)
if messagesIn{i}.time >=tRB
tempStoredMessages{length(tempStoredMessages)+1} = tempMessagesIn{i};
end
end
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TWRollBack.m (Script)
% script TWRollBack
% this script will rollback all of the variables
% you need to specificly the time to rollback to
% set tRB (time to Roll Back to) to the time we will be timewarping to
%
%
%
%

important variables
nMem: index of last memory index
twPastData: past data (cells)
twPastTime: past time (scalar)

if (tRB < t) %just in case make sure it's possible
tCurrentTW = twPastTime(nMem,1);
timeIndex = GetTimeIndex(tCurrentTW);
while (tCurrentTW >= tRB)
indexCurrentTW = twPastTime(nMem,2);
memIndex = twPastTime(nMem,3);
if indexCurrentTW == ccjIndex & tCurrentTW == tRB
if funcs.time(twPastTime(nMem-1,2)) > 0
tCurrentTW = twPastTime(nMem,1);
timeIndex = GetTimeIndex(tCurrentTW);
break
end
end
currentDataTW = twPastData{nMem};
nTW = length(funcs.out{indexCurrentTW});
n2TW = length(currentDataTW);
n3TW = max(n2TW-nTW,0);
for i = 1:n3TW
eval([twTransferList{nMem}{i} '= currentDataTW{' num2str(i+nTW) '};']);
end
for i = 1:nTW
%
disp([funcs.out{indexCurrent}{i} '= currentData{' num2str(i) '};'])
eval([funcs.out{indexCurrentTW}{i}
'=
currentDataTW{'
num2str(i)
'};']);
end

nMem = nMem-1;
if nMem > 0
tCurrentTW = twPastTime(nMem,1);
timeIndex = GetTimeIndex(tCurrentTW);
else
t = tRB;
timeIndex = GetTimeIndex(t);
break
end
end
end
t = tRB;
timeIndex = GetTimeIndex(t);
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TWRollBack.m (Script)
% this is the agent brain and how it works, it was easier to seperate it
% to keep the main file smaller
for j = 1:3;
newJobsFull = [];
newTempGoalsFull = [];
newJobs = [];
if j == 1 % handle messages
agentBrain = agentBrain1; % handle messages first
ccjIndex = ccjIndex1; % this will NOT load a RT job
elseif j == 2 % handle temporary goals
if isempty(tempGoals)
agentBrain = [];
continue
else
agentBrain = tempGoals(:,1); % temporary goals
ccjIndex = ccjIndex1; % this will NOT load a RT job
end
elseif j == 3 % handle normal
agentBrain = agentBrain2; % main agent brain & temporary goals
ccjIndex = ccjIndex2; % this WILL load a RT job
end
for i = 1:length(agentBrain);
if j == 2;
memIndex = tempGoals(i,2);
else
memIndex = 0;
end
newJobs = [];
jobIndex = agentBrain(i);
TWEval
newJobsFull = [newJobsFull; newJobs];
if j == 2;
newTempGoalsFull = [newTempGoalsFull; newTempGoals];
end
end
if j == 2 %& (tempGoals~=newTempGoalsFull);
% this saves the old list of temp goals and creates a new
% one based on
%
jobIndex = stjIndex;
%
memIndex = 0;
%
TWEval
tempGoals = newTempGoalsFull;
end
while ~isempty(currentJob) & ~twFlag
if currentJob(2) > 0
break
end
jobIndex = currentJob(5);
messageIndex = currentJob(8);
memIndex = currentJob(9);
TWEval
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jobIndex = ccjIndex;
memIndex = 0;
TWEval
end
end
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